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PREFACE TO BULLETIN. 
During the writer's investigations of extensive insect depredations 
in the forests of West Virginia, from 1890 to 1902, he was forcibly 
impressed with the importance of the forest-insect problem in con-
nection with any future efforts toward the successful management of 
the forests of this country, and was thus led to give special atten-
. tion to the subject. It was soon· realized that among the principal 
. groups of insect enemies of forest trees the scolytid bark and wood 
boring beetles Inust occupy firsL rank, both in economic importance_ 
and systematic interest. Subsequent investigations in West Vir-
ginia, in connection with the wOck of the West Virginia Agricultural 
Experiment Station, and in all of the principal forest regions of the 
country, in connection with the work of the Bureau of Entomology, 
have served to confirm these first impressions. 
In these investigations special efforts have been made to acquire 
information on the habits and seasonal history and other facts relat-
ing to the various species, and to collect an abundance of material 
for systematic study, all to form a basis for conclusions in regard to 
the principal enemies of American forests and practical methods for 
their control. 
The results of these investigations will be published in the two 
series of bulletins issued by the Bureau of Entomology. Those relat-
ing to the purely technical or systematic side of the subject, and of 
more direct interest to the systematic and economic entomologist 
and the general student of entomology, will be published in the 
technical series, while those of special interest to the economic ento-
mologist, the student of forest entomology, the technical and practi-
cal forester, the owner of private forests, the manufacturer of forest 
products, and the public generally will be included in the regular, 
economic series of bulletins. The bulletins of each series are to be 
issued in parts, each part relating to a special group or genus as the 
work thereon is completed, thus avoiding the otherwise necessary 
delay in publication. A full index will be published to accompany 
each completed bulletin of several hundred pages. 
A. D. H. 
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Classification of the Genus DendroctoiHlS, Showing Technical and Common 
Names and Specie~ Numbers. 
This diagram will'~riable the reader to refer' at'b.hce to:thetechnical and common names 
of any species number mehtione,d"in the t.ext, and 'will sbow at a glance the position 
and relations of the divisions, sUbdivisions, 'sections, subsections, series, and species 
into which the genus is divided. " , 
F. I. I., October 11, lDOt), 
\ PRACTICAL INFORMATION ON THE SCOLYTID BEETLES 
OF NORTH AMERICAN FORESTS. 
I. BARKBEETLES OF THE GENUS DENDROCTONUS. 
By A, D. HOPKINS, 
In ChaTge oj Forest InsfJct Investigations. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
The first part of this bulletin supplements Technicaf Series No. 17, 
. Part I, of this Bureau, in· giving facts of practical interest and 
importance on a group of barkbeetles which contains the most 
destructive enemies of the principal coniferous forest trees of North 
.. America. . 
To avoid the too frequent repetition of technical and common names 
in the text or in footnotes, the species number is used, referring to 
the corresponding number in a classified list of technical and com-
mon names in Plate 1. 
The list of publications, in which references are to be found to 
some economic feature of one or more species, is arranged in chrono-
logic instead of alphabetic order, so that the reference in the text 
. is to the year in which the particular article referred to was pub-
lished, as well as to the. author's name.. A more extensive bibliog-
raphy is found in Technical Series No. 17, Part I. 
HISTORICAL. 
The name "Dendroctonus," which means killen of trees, was pro-
posed in 1836 by Dr. W. F. Erichson to designate a genus of beetles 
which was then represented by two described species-the European 
spruce beetle (No. 21) (see Plate I) and the black turpentine beetle 
(No. 22). Between that time and 1897 ten more North American 
species, as at present recognized, were added, one (No. 18) by 
Kirby in 1837, one (No. 17) by Mannerheim,1843, one (No. 23) by 
LeConte, 1860, one (No. 4) by Zimmerman in 1868, two (Nos. 12 and 
20) by Le Conte in 1868, one (No. 7)by Chapuis in 1869, one (N<).l) 
by Le Conte in 1876, one (No.8) by Dietz, 1890, and one (No. 24) 
by Blandford in 1897. The writer has added twelve (Nos. 2, 3,5,6, 
89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-09-2 
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A 9, 10, 11, 13 to 16, and 19) North American species, but none hasl 
been added from any other part of the world. Therefore the genus' 
is now represented by 23 species from North America and one from 
Europe. 
, The European species was early recognized as a destructive enemy 
of spruce and other coniferous trees, and much information has been 
published Telating to its habits, life history, distribution, and methods 
of control. ' 
Previous to the year 1891 only two species had been recognized in 
this country as depredators on forest trees. The black turpentine 
beetle had been referred to by Olivier, 1795, and the red turpentine 
beetle by Harris, 1826 to 1862, and by other writers, as enemies of 
pine, and the eastern spruce beetle (No. 14), under the name of 
another species (No 18), wasl'ecognized as a destructive enemy 
of the spruce in the northeastern United States and southeastern 
Canada and was the subject of special investigations and reports by 
several authors. ,In 1891 the writer found that the southern pine 
beetle (No.4) was the cause of the death of pine and' spruce timber 
over extensive areas in "Vest Virginia and adjoining States, and it 
was the subject of special investigations and reports (Hopkins, 1892 
to 1899). I~ was also mentioned in publications by Chittenden 
(1897), Schwarz (1898), and others. 
In 1899 the writer made observations on the destructive habits of 
the western pine beetle (No.1), the red turpentine beetle (No. 23), 
the mountain pine beetle (No.9), and the Douglas fir beetle (No. 
13); and observed the habits of the Sitka spruce beetle (No. 17). In 
1900 the destructive work of the eastern spruce beetle (No. 14) in 
northwestern Maine was investigated, and in 1901 investigations 
were made on the Black Hills' beetle (No. 10) and its depredations 
in the Black Hills of South Dakota were investigated. 
Since July, 1902, many trips have been made by. the writer to 
different sections of the country in general, and special investigations 
made of the work of One or more of the species of this genus, as noted 
further on, under "Basis of information," following the account of 
each species. Messrs. J. L. Webb, H. E. Burke, and W. F. Fiske, 
assistants in forest insect investigations, working according to the 
plans and under instructions of the writer, have given special atten-
tion to the study of the seasonal history, habits, etc., of the species 
found during their active field work. 
Mr. Webb spent two seasons (1902 and 1906) in the Black Hills 
National Forest, principally in the study of tire Black Hills beetle 
(No. 10) and its work and in conducting experiments with trap trees; 
one season (1904) in the San Francisco National Forest, giving special 
attention to species 2, 3, arid 8, and one season (1905) in central 
Idaho, studying the western pine beetle (No.1) and in conducting 
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!l:~xp~rirnents with trap trees. He also spent the season of 1906 in 
'the Black Hills to complete the investigations on the Black Hills 
,\'beetle and the season of 1907 in the national forests of southern New. 
,Mexico and Arizona in general field work. 
· Mr. Burke spent three seasons (1903, 1904, and 1905) in western 
"and northwestern Washington in general forest insect investigations, 
. ,and made observations on the Sitka spruce beetle (No. 17) and the 
iDouglas fir beetle (No. 13). He also made special trips to Idaho and 
"South Dakota in 1904 to determine certain facts relating to the west-
· ern pine beetle (No.1) in Idaho and the Black Hills beetle (No. 10) in 
, . South Dakota. In 1906 he spent the greater part of the season)n 
· . the Yosemite National Park, under instructions to make special 
studies of the mountain pine beetle (No.9), the western pine beetle 
'. ,(No.1), and the red turpentine beetle (No. 23), and in 1907 he made 
.··observations on the southwestern pine beetle (No.2), the Black Hills 
... beetle (No. 10), and other species in the forests of Utah. 
Mr. Fiske gave special attention to the investigation of the south-
· ern pine beetle (No.4) and its work, experiments with trap trees, 
· etc., during his general investigations of forest insects in the South 
Atlantic and Gulf States during the seasons of 1903, 1904, 1905, 
and 1906, and studied the seasonal history and habits of the black 
turpentine beetle (No. 22) and the red turpentine beetle (No. 23)-
the latter in the mountains of North Carolina. In the fall of ~ 906 
he made ,observations on the eastern larch beetle (No. 12) and the 
· redwinged pine beetle (No. 18) in northwestern Michigan, and in the 
spring of 1907 he made observations on species 4 and 22 in Texas 
and on species 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 15, and 23 in southern New Mexico. 
This field work by the writer and his assistants has resulted in 
the accumulation of a mass of material in specime)!s and notes 
which has served as a basis for the preparation of this part of the 
bulletin. 
Considerable material has also been received from officials of the 
Forest Service, together with information in regard to the location'and 
extent of depredations, and from owners of private forests and other 
correspondents in different sections of the country who have notified 
us of troubles affecting the timber and have responded to our requests 
for specimens and detailed information in regard to the character and 
extent of the depredations. 
DESTRUCTION CAUSED BY THE BEETLES. 
The results of our investigations have clearly shown that some of 
the species of this genus of beetles are the most destructive enemies 
of the coniferous forest trees of North Amedca. As examples, we 
have only to cite the well-known depredations by the eastern spruce 
beetle (No. 14) in the northeastern United States and New Bruns-
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wick during the past century (Hopkins, 1901a), the widespread "" 
destruction of pine and spruce by the southern pine beetle (No. 4); .•. 1 
'. in West Virginia and Virginia in 1891 and 1892 (Hopkins,1899a), the ... . 
destruction of a large percentage of the timber in an entire N ational: .•.
t
' .... ; · .. 
Forest by the Black Hills beetle (No. 10) within the past ten years 
(Hopkins, 1902b and 1905), and the depredations by the western .. 
pine beetle (No.1) in Idaho, Oregon, and California (Webb, 1906),'( 
and by the mountain pine beetle (No.9) in Wyoming, Montana, 'Il 
Idaho, Oregon, Utah, and Calilomia noted in the present paper.; 
CHARACTER AND EXTENT OF DEPREDATIONS. ':J-
I Living healthy trees are attacked by swarms of the adult beetles, which enter the bark on the main trunk and excavate theiiegg 
galleries lor a distance of a foot or more through the inner, living 
bark. This weakens the vitality of the tree, and in addition the 
larv", hatching from the eggs mine through and destroy the bark 
intervening between the. egg galleries, thus completely girdling the 
trees and causing their death. The amount of timber killed in 
this manner during the' past century has been enormous. That 
known to have been killed by these beetles in West Virginia, Ne,v 
England, and the Black Hills National Forest alone amounts to many 
billions of feet .of the best pine and spruce, to say nothing of the 
less conspicuous depredations each year scattered through the 
forested sections of the Rocky Mountain, Cascade, Sierra, 'and Coast 
regions, and of the Southem States. Very conclusive evidence has 
also been found that some of the great denuded areas in the Rocky 
Mountains region supposed to have been caused by forest fires were 
primarily caused by one or more species of Dendroctonus. From 
our present. knowledge of. the facts and evidence it is probable 
that if. the timber destroyed by these insects in the United States 
during the past fifty years were living to-day its stumpage value 
would be more than $1,000,000,000. . 
POSSIBILITIES OF CONTROL. 
The results of our investigations, experiments, and practical 
demonstrations make it clear that wherever private forests or State 
or National forests are under organized management for fire pro-
tection and economic utilization the control of these insects is often 
a less difficult and less expensive problem than that of controlling 
forest fires. In fact, wherever there is a sufficient demand for the 
timber, and where facilities for the utilization of the trunks of the 
infested trees within a specified time exist, the desired control may 
often be brollght' about and maintained practically without' cost. 
or even at a profit, especially if the action be taken before the depre-
dators have spread over extensive areas. '. 
I 
1 j 
I 
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If, when first discovered, the depredations of the beetles have 
already involved an extensive area, or if they are neglected until a 
large percentage of the timber is killed, their artificial control will 
be as difficult and expensive as that of a neglected forest fire. Further-
\:nore, if the depredations occur in an inaccessible section of the 
forest or where the conditions as to labor and other facilities are 
tinfavorable for necessary action, nothing more can be done toward 
.the control of the beetles than under the same conditions in con-
trolling a fire. But with the rapid extension of modern forest 
management, lumbering operations, and working plans into the 
principal public and private forests, and especially with the adoption 
of fire-control regulations under an organization of fire patrols and 
rangers, there will be no excuse for neglecting the insects. 
THE BEETLE Plj,0BLEM AS IMPORTANT AS THE FIRE PROBLEM. 
In certain sections of the country and in certain National Forests 
where the more destructive species of beetles are present and a 
constant menace to the standing timher, the beetle problem is 
undoubtedly as important as the forest-fire problem, and therefore 
demands the adoption and organization of beetle-control work, which, 
with little or no additional force and equipment, can be conducted by 
fire patrols and forest rangers. 
The evicience of destructive beetle work is not quite as distinct 
as is the evidence of fire, and can not he seen quite so far, but a 
dump of yellow-top or red-top trees can be seen for a long distance, 
and upon closer inspection the pitch tuhes ttnd boring dust on and 
aronnd the trunks of living trees are sufficient danger signals to 
demand that the required action be taken to prevent widespread 
depredations. 
There is one great advantage in the requirements for succ3ssful 
beetle control over those for fire control, viz, there is usually a period 
of six to ten months in which to utilize or otherwise dispose of the 
affected timber to destroy the 'broods of beetles in the bark, while 
a fire requires immediate attention. 
DISTINOTIVE OHARAOTERS OF THE GENUS.a 
/'---- " 
The beetles of the genus Dendroctonus (see figs. 1, 2, 3, etc.) are 
distinguished in the adult stage by their cylind'\~al, somewhat 
elongate to stout bodies, broad and prominent heads, nearly round 
to oblong-oval. and transversely placed eyes behind the base of 
each antenna, the last with an elongate, clublike basal joint (scape) 
followed by 5 short joints (funicle) and terminated by a broad club 
which is thickened at the base and flattened toward the apex, and 
~ See also Technical Series No. 17, Part I, for technical "descriptions of genus, species, 
etc. . 
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has three to four closely connected joints defined by curved lines. 
rThe front of the head has a distinct' middle elevation toward the 
'base of the mandibles, caned the epistornal process (see figs. 2, 3). 
'The pronotum is slightly 'more than half to slightly less than half 
as long as the elytra, which have fine to coarse rugosities between 
fOWS of obscure to distinct punctures. 
The diagram, Plate I, gives the technical and common names of 
'the beetles of the genus, and shows how the different species fall into 
natural primary and minor divisions according to certain ,structural 
characters and peculiar habits. 
A,l)1;JLT CHARACTERS. 
In the species of Division I the pronotum is somewhat elongate and 
as broad as the elytra, and in those of Division II the pronotum is 
shorter and is usually narrower than the elytra. 
In species 1 to 8 (subdivision A) the body is somewhat slender, 
and the proilOtum is but slightly narrowed toward the head, which 
in all but species 3 (comprising sjlbsectiorib l ) has a frontal grooye 
and two frontal elevations. In species 1 and 2 (section a' ) the elytra 
are without long hairs, while in species 3 to 8 (section a') there are 
long hairs toward and on the declivity. , 
In species 9 to 11 (suhdivisionB) the body .is stouter and the 
pronotum is distinctly narrowed toward the head, which is without 
frontal groove or elevations. In species 9 and 10 the punctures cf 
the pronotum are moderately coarse and deep, while in species 11 
they are shallow and usually fino, with tho surfaoo moro shining. 
In species 12 to 21 (subdivision 0) the punctures of the pronotum 
are of irregular size, while in speoies 22 and 23 (subdivision ,D) 
they are regular. 
In species 12 and 13 (section as) the stria! 'Of the elytral deolivity 
are deeply impressed, and the interspaces are convex, while in 
species 14 to 21 (section a4)the strial are but slightly or not at all 
impressed and the intNspaces are flat or but slightly convex. In 
species 14 to 19 the stria! of the elytral declivity have obscure tv 
fine punctures, while in species 20 and 21 the strial punctures. are 
coarse and distinct. Species 22 and 23 are easily distinguished hy 
their large size, evenly punctured pronbtum, which is subelongate and 
almost as broad as the elytra, and by the very large and prominent 
head. 
EXTERNAL SEXUAL CHARACTERS. 
In species 1 to 8 (subdivision A) the females are distinguished by 
a transverse, rather broad, elevated ridge across the pronotum near 
the anterior margin, moderately broad head, and moderately laccc 
mandibles. The males are without' the transverse ridge across the 
8 
j M .sothoi·ax 
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-" FIG.2.-The red turpentine beetle. Adult, ventral aspect, greatly enlarged: a, Sternellar area.. (Author'S 
illustration.} 
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pronotum; but the frontal groove and tubercles are usually more dis-
.:tinct, the head broader, and the mandibles stouter. 
•.. In species 9 to 11 (subdivision B) the females have the declivity of 
:the elytra somewhat flattened and shining and the interspaces with 
J---(lor"colid process 
a 
FIG. S.-The red turpentine beetle. Adult, lateral aspect. greatly enlarged: a, Pleural cl~vicula; 
b, pregenn. (Author's illustration.) 
small granules and sometimes punctured. In the males the declivity 
is more convex, the interspaces have coarser granules, the head is 
broader, and the mandibles are stouter. 
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In spedes 12 to 21 (subdivision C) the sexes are easily distinguished 
by, the differences in the declivity of the elytra. In the females the 
strire are more' distinctly. impressed and the interspaces more convex 
and roughened. In the males the strire are much less or not at all 
impressed and the interspaces are shining, smooth, and often 
punctured. 
In species 12 and 13 (section' a') the strire are deeply impressed 
in both sexes; but in species 14 to 21 (section a') they are rarely 
impressed in the males. 
In species 22 and 23 (subdivision D) the sexes are less distinctly 
defined by external characters. In the females the antennal club is 
broader, stouter, and more compressed; the head is narrower and the 
mandibles are smaller, while the reverse is true in the males. 
THE EGG," 
The eggs of the majority of the species have been observed and 
apparently show no differences except in relative size, corresponding 
with the size of the adults. They are slightly oblong, rounded at the 
ends, pearly white, and shining. 
THE LARVA. 
The larva (fig. 4) is a stout, cylindrical, yellowish-white, footless 
grub with a yellowish shining head. The body is deeply and closely 
wrinkled, as shown in the figure. 
In species 1 to 11 the dOfsal surface of the 8th and 9th abdominal 
segments are smooth, without chitinous plates. and the ventral pro-
thoracic lobes are more or less prominent. 
In speCies 1 and 2 the front is without a median elevation. 
In species 3 to 7 the front' has a more or less rounded convex 
elevation. 
In species 9 to 11 the front has a transverse' roughened elevation, 
slightly more elevated toward .the sides. 
In species 12 and 13 the dorsal surface of the 8th and 9th abdominal 
segments is without chitinous plates. . 
In species 14 to 23 one or both have distinct plates. 
In species 14, 15, 17, and 19 the 8th and 9th abdominal plates are 
without prominent spines. The frontal elevation, when present, is 
transverse. 
The larvre of species 16 to 18 arid 19 have not been observed. 
Species 21 has a roughened plate on the 9th segment, but none on 
the 8th. 
In species 12 the front is without a median elevation, but in spe-
cies 13 there is a distinct transverse, rugose,. median elevation, more 
elevated toward the sides. 
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Wi" In species 14, 15, and 19 the front has a transverse elevation, but 
:~",#, 17 it is absent or indistinct. 
iiliN' In species 22 and 23 the dorsal plates of the 8th and 9th segments 
i,;;i:htwe prominent spines, and the front of the head is without elevations. 
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The pupa (fig. 5) is of the general color of the larva, but is of the 
general form and size of the adult, with the legs and wing pads folded 
beneath the body and the abdominal segments exposed. The 9th 
segment has two prominent fleshy spines, and the other segments are 
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with or without dorsal, lateral, and pleural spines, which vary in size 
among the different species from very smootIi to quite coarse and 
prominent. . . 
In species 1 to 5 and 8 to 11 the vertex or front of the head is 
grooved, with prominent or small fleshy spines situated at each side 
of the groove. 
Tl;!e pup"" of species 6 and 7 have not been observed. 
IrlA,pecies 1 to 5 and species 8 the elytral pads are'smooth and the 
abd~p,1inal segments have small lateral spines or tubercles. 
Ir(:species 1 and 2 the vertex of the head is faintly grooved, the 
spiries are small and widely separated, and the front and middle 
,femora are without apical spines or granules. . 
In species 3 the vertex is faintly grooved, the spines are very small; 
and the front and middle femora have apical granules. . 
In species 4, 5, and 8 the vertex is broadly grooved, the spines are 
moderately small and widely separated, and the front and middle 
femora have small apical tubercles .. 
In species 0, 10, and 11 the elytral pads are roughened, with 
sparsely placed granules. The head has the vertex deeply grooved 
. arid the spines prominent, and the abdominal segments have very 
long lateral spines. In species 9 'and 11 the front and middle femora 
have two apical spines each, while in species 10 they have one each. 
In species 12 to 23 the verte,x is either faintly impressed or convex, 
with an acute granule at each side and one or two on each side on the 
front. The' elytral pads are smooth, and the abdomen has more or 
less prominent lateral spines. 
In species 12 and 13 the vertex of the head is faintly impressed or 
gr?oved, and the front and middle femora are without granules or 
spmes. 
In species 14 ,to 23, SO far as observed, the vertex is convex, and 
the femora have small apical granules. 
EGG GALLERIES, LARVAL MINES, AND PUPAL ,CELLS. 
(See figures of work.) 
, ' In species 1 to 11 the egg galleries are winding to straight; with 
individual larval mines concealed or exposed in inner bark and with 
the pupal cells either in the outer or in the inner bark. 
In species 1 to 8 the egg galleries are winding, nearly transverse to 
oblique; the larval mines short, not in groups; and the pupal cells 
are in the outer bark. In species 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 the larval mines 
are concealed, while in species 3 and 4 they are exposed in the inner 
bark. 
In species 9 to 11 the egg galleries are longitudinal, slightly wind-
ing to straight, The larval mines are short and usually in groups, 
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#",nd both the pupal cells and larval mines are exposed m the inner 
{ibark . ~'i .• lnspecies 12 to 23, so far as observed, the egg galleries are longitu-
;Y;dinal, straight to slightly winding, with the 1arval mines either in 
]igroups 01' connected, or they form a broad common chamber, and 
iifall are exposed in the inner bark. The pupal cells arc located at the 
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end of the larval mines or III the larval chambers and are usually 
exposed. 
In species 12 to 13 the egg galleries are straight or slightly wi;'ding, 
sometimes branched, the larval mines are in groups and exposed in 
the inner bark, and the .pupal cells are exposed or concealed. 
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In species 12 and 13 the egg gallerieS are long, longitudinal, straight, 
or slightly winding, sometimes branched, and moderately broad; the 
larval mines are long, independent of each other from the start, 
winding, and more or less regular. 
In species 14 to 21, so far as observed, the egg galleries "re broad, 
moderately long, straight, irregularly branched at terminals, and 
nsually with an inner gallery through the packed borings of the 
futished egg galleries i the larval mines are long, connected toward 
the egg gallery" independent and irregular, or forming a broltd larval 
chamber. 
In species 14, 15, and 17 the larval mines are connected toward 
the egg gallery 'and separated toward the middle and outer ends. 
In species 19 and 20 the larva\excavate a common or social cham-
ber, sometimes with independent mines extending from the edges. 
In species 22 and 23 the egg galleries are broad to very broad, 
short to very long, and straight or slightly winding, and the larval 
mines form very large common chambers, with the pupal cells in the 
chamber or at the ends of short independent mines extending from 
-the edge of the chamber. , 
DISTRIBUTION. 
The distribution of the species of Division I is from the South 
Atlantic States to Mexico and Central America, and northward into 
,the Rocky, Sierra Nevada, and Cascade mountains to British 
Columbia. 
Species 1 occupies the region of the western yellow pine west' of 
western Montana and southern Idaho, southward to Santa Barbara 
County, Cal., while species 2 occupies the Rocky Mountains region 
south of central Colorado and central Utah, into southern California 
and northern Mexico. 
Species 3, 5, and 8 occupy practically the same region as species 2, 
while species 4 occupies the region of yellow pine, loblolly pine, and 
longleaf pine south of Pennsylvania and westward into Texas, and 
species 6 and 7 occupy the pine regions of the mountains of southern 
Mexico. 
Species 9 occupieS the region of, silver pine, ,lodgepole pine, and 
sugar pine north of Colorado and Utah and westward into the Sierrlt 
. Nevada and Cascade mountains. 
Species 10 occupies the region of the Rocky Mountain variety of 
the western yellow pine and limber pine above all altitude of 6,000 
feet, from western South Dakota southward through Wyoming, 
Colorado, and Utah to southern New Mexico and Arizona, while 
species 11 occupies the Jeffrey-pine region from the mountains of 
San Bernardino County, Cal., to northern California, and probably 
into Oregon. 
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MAP OF THE WORLD, S;';O'WING D,STRIBUTION OF THE: GENUS DENDROCTONUS., (AUTHOR'S 
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'iii' . THE GENUS DENDROCTONUS. 15 '~~The species of Division II range from Guatemala northward to 
~Maska, e~st.ward .to t~e Atlantic coast, and across northern Europe 
Y"d RUSSia mto Sl bena. ' . li~Species 12 occupies the regi,!ns and sections of eastem larch from 
ii!ifSrthwestern West Virginia, northward and westward, while species 
f%l'iloccupies the region of the Douglas fir, bigcone fir, and western 
;;,1.1rch from southern New Mexico and Arizona to Ventura County, 
jibaL, and northward into British Columbia. 
'§:',Species 14 occupies the region of red spruce from the high moun-
iTt"ins of Pennsylvania northward and from New Brunswick to north-
?itvestern Michigan, and probably northwestward to the 100th meridian. 
i'j"iSpecies 15 occupies the region of Engelmann spruce from the white 
j{spruce in western South Dakota westward, and north of southern 
i0:New Mexico. . . 
i:~;',Species 16 occupies the white-spruce region in Alaska, and species 
:~17 the Sitka-spruce region from southern Oregon to Sitka. '. 
:,;', Species 18 occupies the Lake Superior region; species 19 the region 
::jof lodgepole pine from .central Colorado northward probably into 
'"British Columbia; species 20 the regions or red spruce from the moun-
i':tains of West Virginia into New York; while species 21 occupies the 
,l~pruce and pine regions north of central Europe in Denmark and 
:}through Russia to eastern Siberia. .' " . 
"" Species 22 occupies the region of pitch pine,Virginia pine, yellow 
;:'pine, loblolly pine, and longleaf pine from Long Island, New York, 
-'east of the ·Allegheny Mountains, southward to Florida and Texas, 
iJcaild west of the mountains from the Little Kanawha River probably 
'/"through Kentucky and Tennessee, while species ·23 occupies the 
regions of pine timber from the Atlantic to the Pacific north of the 
'South Atlantic and Gulf States and south into the mountains of 
'Guatemala. Species 24 is described from. Guatemala. 
The distribution maps (figs. 11, 14, 17, etc.) show the known and 
probable ranges of .each species, the . known range being indicated 
., by large dots and the probable range by Bmall dots. 
· The distribution of the genus is shoWn on a map 'of the' world 
· (PI. II.) 
HOST TREES • 
. In Division I the species .confine their attack to pine and spruce, 
i •. but principally to the pines. . .. 
. Species 1 confines its .attack to the wes~ern yellow and sugar pine, 
· and is a destructive enemy of both. Species 2 attacks the western 
.': . yellow pine, but, so far as observed, is much less destructive than it, 
northern and western neighbor. It has also been found in th~ Doug. 
, . las fir, but this is evidently ail abnormal habit. 
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Species, 3, 5, and 8 are usually associated with No. 2 in thewestern"j 
yellow pine, but none of them has been especially destructive, al-i,' 
though independently or collectively they, are capable of being so. ", ' 
Species 4 attacks all of the pines and spruces within its range, and i, 
while it caused widespread devastation in its northern, range during", 
,1891 and 1892 its destruction of timber within its southern range," 
sO rar as observed, is comparatively moderate.'" 
The species of subdivision B are the most destructive insect enemies' , 
of western pine forests. Species 9 attacks the western white pine,' 
silver pine, sugar pine, lodgepole pine, and westen, yellow pine, and: 
is exceeclingly destructive in certain localities throughout its range, " 
especially to the silver pine, sugar pine, and lodgepole pine. Species', 
10 attacks the Rocky Mountain variety of the western yellow pine, .' 
limber pine, white spruce, and Engelmann spruce, but confmes, 
itself principally to the yellow pine and is exceedingly destructive, ' 
as has been conclusively demonstra,ted..in the Black Hills Forest 
Reserve of Sonth Dakota and in numerous localities in Colorado. 'I 
Species 11 attacks the Jeffrey pine and western yellow pine, but,] 
principally the former, to which it is quite destructive. 
The species of Division II attack pines, spruces, larches, and' 
Douglas fir, and some of the species are very destructive to living; 
timber. 
Species 12 confines its attack to the eastern larch. There is no " 
positive evidence that it is primarily destructive to living timber, ,; 
but it evidently contributes to the death of trees defoliated by the' 
larch worm. Species 13 confines its attack principally to the Douglas: 
fir, but is also found in the bigcone spruce and western larch. In' 
the northwestern section of its range this species is not especially' 
destructive, but in its eastern and southern range it is very destruc- .' 
tive to the Douglas fir. 
Species 14 attacks the red spruce, black spruce, and white spruce, i 
and from time to time during the past century it has been exceed-' 
ingly destructive to the red spruce in Maine and New Brunswick. ", 
Species 15 attacks the Engelmann and evidently the other spruces of ' 
the Rocky Mountain region. There is conclusive evidence that it 
has caused widespread devastation of matured spruce during the 
past fifty years, and it is now quite aggressive in some localities. 
Species 16 has been found in the white spruce, but nothing more IS 
known of its habits. Species 17 attacks the Sitka spruce, but there 
are no records to indicate that it has been primarily destructive to 
living timber. Species 18 lives in the white pine, but nothing further, 
is known of its habits. Species19 attacks living lodgepole pine and 
Engelmann spruce, but it is not known whether or not it is primarily 
destructive. Species 20 was found in the living bark on a red-spr\lce 
~tump in West Virginia, which is all that is known of its habits. 
~(~" , 
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l~~ecies 21 is recorde.d as attacking spruc~ and pin~ princip~Jly. and 
;iiAA""sometlmes attackmg larch, and fir (Ables), and IS recogmzed as a 
~!4,~~tl'uctive enemy_ 
ffJij,Species 22 attacks the different species of pine within its range and 
1&ll1!s also been round in spruce. It is sometimes destructive to living 
~Iees, but more often is sir;'ply injurious to the bas~ of the t,:,unksin 
ijicjLUSlllg basal scars. Species 23 attacks all or the pmes and IS some-
;~t¥nes found in spruce and larch. It rarely causes the death of trees 
~i~J)t causes serious damage to the base of living trees, resulting in the 
iiJ~ommon delect known as basal scars and fire wounds. ' 
";~,,,:, 
;lii~i EVIDENCES OF ATTACK. 
~~ii In "II of the species the first evidence of "attack on living trees is 
!iithe presence of pitch tubes on the trunks, mixed with reddish bor-
?i~~gs, or the presence of reddish boring dust in the loose bark and 
iii~round the base of the trees. Later the fading, yellowish, or reddish 
0:,~ondition of the foliage is conspicuous evidence of the barkbeetles' 
: ,destructive work.. . . ' 
{~fi Successful attacks by species 1 to 8 are followed by a rapid death 
(ipl the trees. The leaves fade in a month or two and turn yellow and 
"reddish before winter. Successful attacks by species 9 to 11 are fol-
'i';lowed by a slow death of the trees. While the trees attacked during 
;.{,the summer will have the bark on the trunks killed, the leaves will 
,'not turn yellow until the following May. ' 
Attacks by species 12 and 13 are not as a rule indicated by pitch 
i"tubes, but the reddish boring dust in the crevices of the bark, in the 
'. loose bark, and around the base of the trunk of Douglas fir or larch 
"is quite conclusive evidence of their presence. Douglas fir attacked 
in the summer will have the leaves fadinK and turninKpinkish in the 
fall and winter, and reddish in the spring. The leaves on the larch 
probably fall before they fade, although some of them may remain 
on the trees after the normal time for them to fall. 
In species 14 .and 15, pitch tubes and red boring dust, mixed with 
resin, on the trunk and around the base, are evidences of attack. 
The trees attacked in the early summer will shed their gre~n needles 
before fall. Those attacked later in the summer will have the bark 
on the trunks killed before winter, but the leaves may remain green 
until growth starts in the spring, when they will fall. Thus in May 
and June one often finds .the ground beneath the infested trees 
covered with the green needles. After the leaves have fallen the 
bare twigs will cause the tops of infested trees to present a reddish 
. 
appearanCe. 
Species 18 to 20 appeal' to confine their attack to or toward the 
base of the trees, where large pitch or gum tubes are formed, indi-
cating their presence. In Europe, species 21 sometimes attacks the 
89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-09-3 . 
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trunk at points some distance above the base, where the' large pitch* 
or gum tubes indicate their presence. .\ 
Species 22 and 23 nearly always attack the bas!, of the tre';", where! 
the very large pitch tubes and masses of pitch indicate their world, 
When the main trunk is infested by these species to a sufficient extentt! 
to kill the trees, the evidence of illfestation is found in the large! 
pitch .tubes and yellow foliage of the dying trees. . 
SEASONAL mSTORY. 
. The important reatures in the seasonal history or these beetles are· 
the hibernation or overwintering of the broods, the beginning of. 
activity in the spring, the emergence and flight of the adults, the' 
beginning and ending or the period or principal attack, the period·· of '. 
larval development, the principal period or transrormation from the: 
larVal to the pUpal and adults, the beginning and ending or the period. 
or emergence, and the numb'er or generations annually. 
Certain reatures in the seasonal history or all of the species are· 
similar, but as a rule each species or series or closely related ones· 
has peculiarities which are more oi' less distinctive. A Imowlcdge or . 
these racts, therefore, is of prime iniportance asa basis ror advice 
relating to the exact species involved in a given trouble and the 
successful methods of controL 
The broods of all of the species pass the winter as adults and 
larVal in the bark of the trees, logs, or stumps attacked during the 
preceding spring, summer, odal!. All excavate galleries through the 
inner living bark in which to deposit eggs, and the larVal of all feed 
on the inner bark; all become more or less active as soon as the 
weather conditions are favorable in the spring, especially the larVal 
and overwintered parent adults, the former extending their larval 
mines and the latter their egg galleries. The principal differences 
in seasonal history are brought out in the following references to 
the general features of the different species and in the detailed dis-
-cussion under each species farther on. 
In species 1 and 2, under average conditions, there is one complete 
generation and a partial second during the Sbason of activity. 
In species 1 the first attack is made during the last week in June 
and first week in Jnly, and the more advanced broods develop and 
begin to emerge abont the last or August, bnt are not all out before 
cold weather. The first eggs or the second generation are deposited 
about the first or September, but the broods do not develop beyond 
the larval stage before hibernation begins in October. In species 2 
the seasonal history is practically the same as in species 1, except 
that the .attack and subsequent stages begin a month earlier. The 
attack begins during the last of May, and the advanced broods begin 
to emerge during the latter part of July. 
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~li!;In species 3 there is but one generation annually in the more 
?;!~;v:anced broods, while the more retarded ones may pass through 
i{~~6 winters before they complete their development and emerge. 
~m~e adults begin to emerge, attack other trees, and deposit eggs 
~~~",ard the last of June, but the broods do not develop before hiber-
~l~~tion begins in the fall. 
~!'l"Species 4 has two or three, generations annually in its northern 
~ii~~iJge. In the intermediate range, represented by Tryon, N. C., there 
ij~ii'e three or four generations, while in the more southern range there 
~:iJ'P:ay possibly be, five generations, with activity continuing during the 
~i~~armer days of winter. Under average conditions the first attack 
;i@~made about the middle of May, and under favorable conditions the 
~0\'j;f!Sulting brood develops to adults and emerges in about sixty days. 
:~~, Species 5 evidently has a seasonal history similar to species 2 , 
WiMi/ln species 8 there is but one generation annually. The attack 
!~f'egins in June, and the broods do not emerge until the following June 
~i!it9 August, or later. 
tY1W In species 9,10, and 11 there is but one generation annually, and the 
i,[5;seasonal history of each is quite similar to that of the others. The 
~.i'first attack is made during the last week in July or first week in 
;,MiAugust, and the broods do not develop and emerge until the lollowing 
iifJuly and August. 
i~T In species 12 and 13 there is a single generation annually. The 
tYfirst attack is made in April to May, and the broods emerge the fol-
:',,cJowing April to July. 
·jti!' In species 14 and 15 there is but OIle generation annually. The 
IJL.first attack is made in June, and the broods do not emerge until the 
IUollowing June to August. In species 17 the attack begins a month 
"earlier. In the European species (No. 21) the first attack is made ~ "in May and June, and the broods emerge the following May to August .. 
,"j! ;l,,' In species 22 and 23 there is but one generation annually. The 
iii;;. attack is made during the first warm days in March to April, and the 
i.' broods emerge the lollo\ving March to September, or later. 
;4~f~ 
K!: INFLUENCES OF LATITUDE AND ALTITUDE ON SEASONAL HISTORY. 
:%w--
11;) al;!~ ~~~~:;c~.c:d s;~~::s~ ~~~:h;'~:::;~~re~~~~;e ~~'~O:~:~v~~! 
iiit difference at different latitudes and altitudes within its range. 
iii :;;hl~ :~~:~;!n~~i~~!~!:;:~~:~!!~: i:i:!I~~~~~:~~~~!~= 
1ft mined lor a given season in a given locality: In the spring 01 a given 
i,V year the average difference in the time of beginning activity, emer-
i~, gence, flight, attack, etc., at the same altitude, will not vary much 
~/ from four days later for each degree north, or lour days earlier lor· 
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each degree south, while at tlie same latitude there will be a differenc~! 
of about four days for each 400 feet difference in altitude-four days!; 
later for each 400 feet higher, and four days earlier for each 400 feet~ 
lower. Thus a difference of 7i degrees of latitude at the same eleva-~ 
tion would mean a difference of about thirty days in the beginningU 
of activity or any other event, depending',on a given average tem-'~ 
pel'lj,ture, while a difference of 3,000 feet in altitude at the samek 
degree of latitude would cause an equal difference in these phenolog-% 
ical events. " ~ 
In the fall of the year the beginning of hibernation and other events} 
will be earlier northward and later southward at localities of the\ 
same elevation, or earlier at higher altitudes and later at lower alti-
tudes in the same latitude. 
Of course there are exceptions to these rules, especially in regions , 
lil<e that of California, where remarkably abnormal conditions as to; 
influence of altitude and latitude prevail, as also in the case of southern \ 
and northern exposures, sandy dry soils, and wet clayey soils or bogs.! 
In such cases the estimates must be corrected so as to allo\;" for three • 
or four days later for the beginning of activity, etc., under average· 
colder conditions, or three or four d'ays earlier for average warmer' 
conditions. The best indication of the rate of difference between two' 
'localities is found in the a';erage difference in the dates of opening 
of the buds or flowers of some indigenons species of forest trees com-
mon to both localities, and especially of a species of conifer subject 
to the attack of a given Dendroctonus beetle. 
A knowledge of the facts relating to this principle is of especial 
importance as a basis for recommending or execnting beetle-control 
policies, since success depends largely on a /mowledge of the proper 
time to begin and end certain timber-cutting or bar7cing operations for 
the destruction qf the broods of the beetles. 
When, as is usually the case, the seasonal-history data have been 
collected at different latitudes and altitudes within the range of the 
species, the discussion under each species' is based on a probable 
average. But when the data have been collected in one locality the 
discussion relates to that locality; and the probable differences are estic 
mated for other localities. While there is yet much to be determined 
in regard to the rate of difference between different localities at the 
same latitude or elevation in the saIlle region and the influence which 
different latitudes and altitudes exert on different species, sufficient 
evidence is at hand regarding some of the species of this genus and the 
regions occupied by them to warrant certain preliminary conclusions 
as a hasis for action and ·further study. 
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HABITS. 
1I.<Bl:TS OF PARENT ADUUfS AND 01i' IMMATURE STAGES. 
the species of Dendroctonuswill breed to a greater or less 
,in the living and dying bark of stumps and logs, and in injured 
w"a}cen,ed trees. 'Some of them show a preference for trees in 
""Iled condition, while others show a preference for healthy trees. 
those studied, howeve1', have demonstrated their ability to attacle 
trees and leill them whenever the individuals of a species occu,' 
"cient numbers to OVercome the resistance of the tne. The habit of 
or of congregating in one locality and concentrating 
attack on groups of trees within a forest, is one of the more 
features in the habits of these beetles. The part of a, tree " 
for the attack varies somewhat in the different subdivisions 
genus. The species that are more destructive to the life of a 
the middle to upper portion of the trunk, while those 
less destructive attack the trunk toward the base, or even 
roots. The beetles' power to resist the repelling effects of the 
that flows into the freshly excavat,ed entrances and galleries 
living bark and to dispose of it by forming pitch tubes at the 
:ances is most remarkable. This alone demonstrates the ability 
insects to overcome the resistance exerted by a living, healthy 
The manner of excavating the egg galleries and the directions 
10"'"0 in their extension are quite different among the several 
and have a' different effect on the tree. The almost transverse" 
" winding, and closely arranged galleries of species 1,2,4,5, and G 
to quickly girdle and kill the trees, while the straight, longitu-
course and, parallel arrangement of those of species 9, 10, 11, 13, 
14 result in a much slower, but none the less certain, death of 
RELATION -OF HABITS TO SUCCES~FUL CONTROL. 
habits of the broods of larv", are of special importance in indi-
methods of control. ' 
subdivision A the larv", of species 1, 2, 5, 6,7, and 8 excavate 
larval mines through the niiddle layers of the inner bark, so' 
they are rarely exposed in the inner bark. Those of species 3 
4 are exposed, but in all of the species, of subdivision A the 
f4)ilsf'Drnnat;ioils from the larvre to the pup'" and adults are almost, 
fi!l,irely in the outer corky bark, so that in order to destroy the. broods 
species of this subdivision the simple removal of the bark is not 
acienlG; it must be burned or otherwise destroyed. 
the species of subdivisions B, C, and D the larv", excavate their 
in the inner layers of 'bark, and also transform to pup"" and' 
",,""'co in the inner bark; so that when the bark is removed from the 
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tree they are exposed to the frost or sun and drying winds, which isj . 
sufficient to kill them, without the necessity of burning the bark.t~. 
It will be seen from the foregoing that the periods in which control~ • 
operations must be conducted are indicated by the habits and seasonal~. 
history of the species involved. In general, the work should be done,? 
between the beginning of hibernation in the fall and the beginning,i· 
of activity in the spring, but in the case of certain species in whicl¥;; 
there are one or more complete generations within .the season of.!; 
activity, such as species 1, 2, and 4, it may be desirable under certaiJt 
conditions to dispose of the infested trees during the summer, as·;; 
well as during the winter, especially during the principal developmen~t 
and summer activity of the first generation of larvre. In the case~. 
of species 9,10, \,nd 11, the operations may be continued after activitYf~ 
begins in the spring until late in June or the first of Julv. i~ 
. "~1 
SECONDARY INJURIES TO THE TREES. ..~~ 
Some of the losses resulting from secondary injuries or destr'!cl 
tion may be mentioned in this connection. One of these which affec~~ 
the commercial value of the beetle-killed trees is the bluing of th¢~ 
sapwood. This, according to Dr. ,Hermann von Schrenk, is duet~. 
a fungus which finds its way into the wounds and galleries made b}l~ 
the beetles and rapidly penetrates the sapwood to the heartwoodlj 
causing at first bluish streaks and later a uniform bluish-gray appeal~t 
ance of the wood. This bluing condition, especially in pine tree§li 
infested with species 9 to 11, often prevails long before the leavei'M 
of the beetle-infested trees show evidence of decline or death. ;X~ 
Other s~condary losses· consist in abnormal decay of the sapwoo<lll 
and heartwood, but the greatest losses of this class may come frorll! 
forest fires started in the beetle-killed timber, which may not onli! 
complete the destruction of the old dead and the newly infested tiniW 
bel', but also spread into the healthy forests. But there is on~) 
redeeming feature in the destruction of the beetle-infested tim bel' bJ(. 
fire, and that is the widespread destruction of the beetles in th~ 
infested trees, thus preventing the rapid extension of their ravage,t 
which would otherwise occur. .,~ 
FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE BEETLEt 
It is quite necessary that we should have some general and detail~~ 
information in regard to the influences upon the beetles of climat~l 
fires, . etc., and how certain methods and practices in the manag~ 
ment of a forest, or in utilizing its resources, contribute to the mn.!l 
tiplication of the destructive enemies of the living timber, and ho~ 
certain other methods may contribute to their reduction or destrullj 
tion. There is considerable difference'in this respect between d~ 
c/ 
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sections of the country and between different species of 
as mentioned under the more detailed discussion of 
eYrcr,,1 species. 
CLIMATIC INFLUENCES. 
DROUGHT. 
the common impression that the death of pine and spruce 
in certain sections of the Rocky Mountain region is primarily 
a weakened condition resulting from drought and that the 
c01C ute insects is secondary. Under the infiue)lce of exceptionally 
drought during several successive seasons this may be true to 
limited extent, but our observations lead us to conclude that 
does not offer specially favorable conditions lor the multi~ 
and destructive work of barkbeetles. In fact, the reverse is 
"',.1 .. to be the rule, since exceptionally dry conditions appear 
more unfavorable for the development of the beetles than 
conditions, The only exception we have noted in which injury 
I'ea,ter in dry sections than humid ones is that of the Douglas fir. 
more southern range of this tree, where the normal dry char-
of the climate and soil prevails, it suffers more from the Douglas 
,cetlC (No. 13) than it does in the Northwest, where, under moist 
iltI<JllS and rich soil, the tree reaches its best development. This 
is very abundant in the Northwest, yet as a nile it confines its 
to the felled and injured timber and rarely attacks the healthy 
On the other hand, the western yellow pine suffers more 
lye,rely in the humid sections than it does in the more arid ones, as 
[lIOllstl'at(,d by the work of the Black Hills beetle (No. 10), which 
rW.)IV distributed over the eastern section of the Rocky Mountain 
yet has been far more aggressive and destructive in the Black 
National Forest than in the much drier sections in southern 
,JOI'ado and northern New Mexico and Arizona, and has continued 
,de'pl'lld"tic>lls in the Black Hills unabated through, excessively wet 
as excessively dry seasons. 
western.pine beetle (No.1) is far more abundant and destruc-
in the northern and more moist climate of the mountains of 
Oregon, and California than is its near relative, the south-
:eStern' pine beetle (No.2) in the drier forested areas of New Mexico 
Arizona. The mountain pine 'beetle (No.9) is exceedingly 
to the lodgepole pine at high altitudes and under espe-
moist conditions. The same may be said of the eastern spruce' , 
and the Engelmann spi'uce beetle. It is evident, therefore, 
drought is not an important factor in contributing to the multi-
,eatio:n 01' destructiveness of this class of enemies. 
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LOW TEitlPERATURE AND SNOW . 
. While the severe cold at the high elevations in which most of 
western species prevail appears to hase no detrimental effect on 
overwintering broods, we have a striking example 6f its effect on 
northern migration of a southern species, in the complete .extel:miina_ 
tion of the southern pine beetle (No.4) in the Virginias by the excep-
tionally cold winter of 1902-3. On the other hand, snows, Wble1l. 
sufficiently heavy to break down a large amount of timber, mil;ht 
offer favorable conditions for the multiplication of some of the sp,,,,,es 
like the western pine beetle, the mountain pine beetle, and 
Douglas fir beetle. 
LIGHTNING. 
In certain sections of the country where a great many pine 
spruce trees are struck by lightning during the summer months 
trees furnish exceptionally favorable conditions for the perp"tu.atioD 
and multiplication of the pine and spruce beetles. Although 
constant supply of such trees furnishes also favorable conditions 
the multiplication and perpetuation of the natural enemies of 
destructive beetles (insects and birds), these enemies are fre:qu.entlJ 
not sufficiently numerous to serve as a natural check, and the llVlH! 
timber is attacked by the broods of .beetles which develop in 
lightning-struck trees. This is especially tlll~ in the Southern Stat,,,, 
where a pine tree struck by lightning attracts\the beetles to the 
and they not only enter the injured tree but attack and kill a nu:mtlc 
01 those surrounding it. 
WINDSTORMS. 
Whenever a windstorm occurring during the period from June 
August is sufficiently severe to fell and break a'large amount of 
and spruce, favorable conditions may be presented for the mllltipli· 
cation of certain of the destructive beetles, provided they are pr,osenl 
in the locality in sufficient numbers to infest the felled timber. 
has been demonstrated from time to time in Europe, wbere be"tl"s 
with much less aggressive habits than the Dendroctonusbeetles have, 
it is said, been thus enabled to multiply to sufficient numbers 
attack and kill the living timber and cause serious extension 
their depredatiolls into the healthy forest .. 
OTHER INFLUENCES AND CONDITIONS. 
FOREST FIRES . 
. While some of the species find favorable conditions for their mUllti 
plication in fire-scorched trees, others, like the Black Hills 
appear to prefer the uninjured trees. This is due, perhaps, to 
fact that if a fire be sufficiently severe to kill large pine trees, the ~~ .. ~" 
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till the lower and middle trunk is so scorched and killed that the 
ib~etles can not live in it. Spruce, however, may 'be killed or weak-
iiiped from injuries to the base and roots by a surface fire, and thus offer 
9~pecially favorable conditions for the multiplication of the spruce 
~.eetles. On the other hand, a forest fire in a forest in which the 
?fuajority of the trees are infested by broods of beetles and dying 
r~om their injuries may contribute to the destruction of the insects 
IWd the protection of the remaining living timber. 
I" 
MATURED TIMBER. 
-j; 
Practically all of the more destructive species show a decided pref-
'xrence for the larger and best-matured trees, and as a rule these are 
.'!BlIed first, and the younger timber is not "ttacked until later, if at all. 
i\l'his is particularly true of the spruce beetles (Nos. 14 and 15), the 
,i~outhern pine beetle in the East and South, the western pine beetle, 
ilfnd the mountain pine beetle of the West. 
COMMERCIAL CUTTING . 
. ' The cutting of living timber for commercial purposes may' offer 
'favorable conditions for the mUltiplication of some of the species, 
,Jike the Douglas fu· beetle and western pine beetle, but if such cut-
·,ting, within a range of less than 50 square miles, is more or less 
pontinuous, it appears to serve as a protection to the living timber 
"rather than otherwise. On the other hand, local sporadic cutting 
may bring about more or less serious results. Some species, like 
;·the Black Hills beetle, are evidently not attracted from the living 
'trees by cutting operations, while the southern pine beetle in the 
.Southern States is greatly favored by sporadic cutting, especially if 
',carried on during the summer months. 
BUMMER CUTTING. 
The cutting of healthy trees, or even of living beetle-infested 
. trees, during June, July, and August, in a forest or section where 
.. the southern pine beetle, the western pine beetle, the mountain pine 
\·.beetle, or even the Black Hills beetle, is present, is more or less 
'objectionable from the fact that the beetles are attracted by the 
',~odor 'of the exposed bark and wood and often attack many healthy 
. trees in the immediate viciniLy of the felled ones. 
WINTER CUTTING. 
When any of the more destructive beetles are present in a forest 
it is important -that the principal timber-cutting operations should 
.·be carried on during the late fall and winter months, and completed 
;in the spring before the beetles begin to fly. This is especially 
:.iimport"nt when there is a large amount of infested timber to be 
'yutilized, because it is necessary to remove the bark from the trunks 
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of such trees or convert them into lumber and burn the slabs before 
the insects begin to emerge. Winter eutting of living, healthy tim-
ber is mnch to be preferred when species with a single generation, 
like the mountain pine beetle, Douglas fir beetle, or the spruce beetles, 
are present, because during the following summer the stumps and 
slash will serve to attract the beetles away from the living trees. 
And since the broods would remain in the bark during the. following 
winter they can then be destroyed by burning the slash any time 
during the following fall or winter. In the Southeast and in the 
Rocky Mountain region, however, when species with more than one 
generation annually are present, it may be necessary to burn the 
winter slash before the first of July, to destroy the brMds of the 
first generation which develop from eggs deposited during Mayor 
June. 
NATURAL ENEMIES OF THE BEETLES: 
Were it not for the natural checks ancl control of some of the 
insect enemies of forest trees, the destl'llCt.ion of the forests ·would 
evidently be far more continuous and complete, but under the 
existing warfare between the trees and the destructive beetles and 
between the beetles and their own enemies, a. more or less balanced 
condition in nature is preserved, so that it is only under exceptional 
conditions that a species of tree or a species of insect is extermi-
nated. 
INSECTS. 
The'insect enemies of the destructive' bectles consist of parasites, 
predators, and robbers. The parasitcs arc small wasplike insects." 
The adults lay their egg'S on, in, or near the beetle larva;, and the 
minute maggotlike larva; of the parasite, situated either internally 
or externally, feed on the body fluids and thus cause the death· of 
their victims. When the parasite larva reaches its full development 
it either· changes to a free pupa in the mine of its victim or makes 
a eocoon in which it goes through its transformation. Therefore 
the presence of certain of the parasitic enemies of the beetle larva; 
is indicat~d by the presence of their cocoons in the mines, even after 
their victims have been destroyed and they themselves have emerged. 
The principal predators consist of certain adult beetles and their 
larva; b (see fig. 32), the adults often feeding on the adults of the 
destructive beetles before or after they enter the bark, and the 
larva; feeding 011 the broods of the beetle larva; in the bark. 
There is another daBS of predatory enemies of the beetles among 
the true bugs,' which follow the ·beetles and larva; into their galleries 
a Order Hymenoptera, families Braconidm~ Chalcididre, etc. 
h Order Colcopter .. ~, families Cleridm, TIisteJ.'idre, TrQgositidre, Colydiidre. etc. 
c Family Anthocoridre .. 
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#pd mines, and kill their victims by inserting their beaks into their 
,b?dies. 
i~i,The so-called robbers (see Jig. 30) consist of large bark-boring 
~rubs or larvro of long-horned beetles," which sometimes rob the 
;b~rkbeetle larv", 01 their food supply or kill them outright, by 
{/!¢stroyi:i1g the inner bark before the broods of barkbeetles have 
'i~~II1pleted their development. These, however, do not occur so 
;'~Qmmonly with the more destructive barkbeetles as with those 
~hich, like the bark-boring grubs, are in the bark as the result, and 
,p;ot the cause, of the dying condition of the tree. 
~"'While some of the Dendroctonus beetles have numerous insect 
Jfonemies, others have comparatively fcw. Some of the smaller species, 
{iljke the southern pine beetle, which often occupy the thin bark on the 
i:Vj?per portion of tho trunk and branches of thc largeT trees, and 
:~ometimes on young trees, have many parasitic cnemies, while others 
{pI the small species, as 1, 2, and 5, and tho larger spccies, such as the 
)3lack Hills boctle and the Douglas Jir beetle, which usually occupy 
;the thick bark, have none at all, or very few. 
, So far as determined, the southern pine beetle has 11 parasitic and 
;:~bout an equal numbcr of predatory enemies; the eastern spruce 
i!)eetlc'has 5 parasitic and 4 predatory enemies, and the eastern larch 
;beetle 6 parasitic and 2 predatory enemies. Of the western species 
-',the mountain pine beetle is the only onc on which a parasite has been 
found, but there are four or Jive predators common to all, which evi-
nilently exert quite an important influence in protecting the forests pi 
'some sections. With a little assistance on the part of the owner of 
the forest, this class of beneficial insects will exert a much more power-
''Iul influence in preserving a desirable balance among the contending 
;,Iorces, and thus prevent destructive outbreaks 01 the beetles. This 
'balanced condition appears to prevail at the present time within the 
'range 'of the southern pine beetle, and with proper att.ention to local 
'outbreaks 01 the beetles it could be m,aintained., However, this whole 
i'subject of parasites and predatory enemies of forest insects and their 
.. ~con9mic relations is one which has not as yet received the attention 
{iijt deserves. Mr. Fiske gave the matter considerable attention during 
4lis field work in forest insect investigations, but his detail to another 
'branch of the Bureau prevented him from continuing it . 
. BIRDS. 
Wherever the Dendroctonusbeetles have been found in standing 
timber the work 01 w:oodpeckers has been mOre or less common, and in 
~isome trees quite a large percentage of the beetle broods has been 
;! destroyed by the birds. The evidence gathered in Maine a few years 
:/ 
a Family Cerambycidre. 
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ago indicates quite conclusively that the birds were rendering a most 
"Valuable service as a natural check to the mUltiplication and destruc-
tive work of the eastern spruce beetle. The work of birds is common 
in sections where species 1, 9, and 10 and other western species are 
pre"Valent. Yet birds evidently render the greatest service where but 
few trees are bring killed, since their concentrated work may.prevent 
an abnormaLincrease of the beetles; but where many hundreds or 
, thousands of trees are being killed, the limited ilUmber of birus can 
have little or, ~o:,effect. Therefore, while the birds are among the 
foresters' valuable friends, they can not, even with ,the utmost pro-
tection, always be relied .upon to protect the forest from its insect 
enemies. We must remember that there are most complex interre-
lations between birds, the injurious insects, the beneficial insects, the 
enemies of the birds, etc., which do not always result in benefit to the 
forest. In fact it is often quite the reverse. Therefore, in order for 
the rorester or owner of the forest to derive the greatest benefit from 
the conflict, he must not only direct his efforts toward utilizing as far 
as possible the natural factors which are contrihuting to his personal 
interests, but whenever the enemies of the forest threaten to get 
beyond natural control he must enter the fight and by radical artificial, ' 
llleans force them back to their normal d"fensive position. 
DISEASES OF THE INSECTS. 
While evidence has frequently peen found or the work of fungous or 
bacterial diseases in destroying the adults and immature stages of the 
beetles, the matter will require detailed study by specialists on such 
diseases before any definite conclusions can be formed in regard to ". 
their economic relations or importance. . ", 
DISEASES OF THE TREES. 
Evidence has been found from time to time that the primary cause 
of the death of isolated large and small trees and saplings was some 
fungous disease of the roots and base of the stem, and that the larger 
trees so affected sometimes favored the mUltiplication of a destructive' 
insect enemy. Evidence has also been found that certain diseases of 
the inner bark and sapwood, lil<e the bluing fungus studied by Dr. Her-
mann von Schrenk," are sometimes very injnrious and destructive to 
the developing broods of the beetles. It is also apparent that this 
fungus, which is said to depend largely on the wounds made by the ., 
beetles in finding its way into the living bark and sapwood of the .' 
standing timber, may also contribute to the more rapid and certain. 
aTbe lIBluing" and the "Red-Rot" of the Western Yellow Pine, with Special' 
Reference to the Black Hills Forest ReMfve. By Hermann von Schrenk. Bul. 36, ' 
Bureau of Plant Industry, 1903. 
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~~~~th of the trees. Therefore this interrelation between plant dis-
~~~ses and insects mnst often be considered in our. efforls to locate the 
E~~imary cause of a trouble. '. : 
~t:'Jt has been conclusively determined, however, that when the beetles 
1&~qC'Ur in sufficient numbers, they are entirely independent of the aid of 
~:{ill~er factors or the influence of their enemies, and that they attack and 
~idiP, perfectly healthy timb,,' over extensive areas. 
;4';-; 
~'~~CONDARY ENEMIES OF THE TREES, AND DEPENDENTS, GUESTS, 
lj:') ETC., OF THE DESTRUCTIVE BEETLES, 
(,'." 
;'X:';As soon as the attack of one of the destructive beetles causes a 
i%~veakened or dying condition of a tree, such a tree becomes at once the 
:11~reedjng place of many other species of barkbcetles and bark and 
i~::wood boring grubs which can not attack healthy trees, These sec-
i,l,9ndary enemies of a tree ai'e dependent on the more aggressive Den-
~i\lroctonus beetles or on other factors that may cause a similar weak-
Kw,~ned or dying condition of the trees, Some of them render special 
~fi:~ervice to the destructive beetles by attacking the twigs, the branches, 
:~'l'nd the unoccupied bark on the upper and lower portions of the trunk, 
e;'''(ld thus aid in bringing about the certain death of the tree. There 
'(:,M'e some insects which live in the galleries with the adult beetles, in 
~!('the relation of guests, others as scavengers, etc., so that it is always 
':t'important to distinguish which are the real primary enemies, which 
:fiare secondary, which are beneficial, and which are neutral in their 
:~,relation to an affected tree. 
GENERAL ME'THODS OF CONTROL. 
. While the subject of control is treatcd under the special discussion 
;:;;:9f each species, there are some general principles and features which 
,:;:should bc mentioned iIi this connection, especially such as relate to 
'lithe infestations of standing timber by the broods of the destructive 
;';,beetles. 
':i)i?;;;'HABITS AND SEASONAL HISTORY AS SUGGESTING METHODS OF CONTROL. 
, Any systematic plan or method for the destruction and control of . 
ii, these beetles, in order to be least expensive and most successful,' 
if, must be bascd on a knowledge of the habits and seasonal history 
";rand many other essential features relating to the particular species, 
{ij:isr group of allied species, involved in a given problem. The principal 
'''''.facts of importance in this connection are as follows: (a) It is the 
, ,l'ormal habit of all of the species to infest the bark on the main 
');trunk of the larger to medium sized trees; (b) in all species the devel-
to, 
"oping broods of larvre live in the inner bark; (e) some of the species, 
~>'Wc asin subdivision A, enter the outer dry bark to transform to adults, 
«':',;5 
;f;'j;> 
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while others, as in subdivisions B, C, and D, transform iJl the 
inner bark; (d) the broods. of all of the species pass the winter in 
the bark of the infested trees and remain there until they develop 
to the winged stage, when they leave the then dying or dead trees 
to fly and attack the living ones; (e) the developed broods of beetles 
usually emerge from the trees before the leaves are all dead, or cer-
tainly by the time the leaves have all changed to the reddish-brown . 
color and begin to fn.ll or have entirely fallen from the branches. 
(See fig. 25.) . 
DESTRUCTION 0]' THE BROODS. 
Since the trunk of the tree is the principal part of atkwk, we have 
only to direct our efforts to the infested baTk on th~ main trunk, and 
adopt the method of lulling the broods which, under local conditions·· 
and facilities, is the most practicable and efficient. . 
In species 1 to 8 removing the infested bark, and burning 
otherwise destroying it, is necessary to kill the developed broods of 
larvro, pupro, and adults which may be located in the outer bark. 
In species 9 to 23 the removal of the infested bark without bUll'll-
ing is all that is necessary. The time to do the work in both em,es 
is from the time activity ceases in the rall until two or three weeks 
before the normal time for the winged adults to begin to emerge 
and fly. 
BARKING THE STANDING TREES TO KILL THE BROODS. 
The bark may be removed from the standing trees by means 
suitable tools (see figs. 57, 58), and the trees left until it is . 
to fell and utiliz!' them. Thus, during the period in which th'me 
opei'ations must be done, the labor should be direct.ed .. e xc.lusiv"ly 
to the removal of bark. If necessary, the ba.rked trees may be 
standing for several years without the value of the wood be'Jonaing 
impaired; othel'wise their utilization may immediately follow 
completion of the ba1'king operations. Whenever the CQlldi'tions: 
are favorable ror the immediate disposal or utilization or the infest·ed 
timber by sale, freeuso, or otherwise, the timber may be ba~ked 
it is felled and the barked log may be converted into lumber at 
time during the year, within the required period. 
DESTRUCTrON OF THE BROODS WI'l'HOUT REMOVING THE BARK. 
The destruction of the broods without removing the bark may 
accomplished by several different methods: (al By converting 
logs into lumber and burning the slabs; (b) by placing the logs 
water; (e) by piling the trunks and scorching the bark s~:~~~:~;l~ 
to kill the broods; (d) by scoring the upper side of the felled 
to allow the water from rain or melting sllOW to penetrate the imler 
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~park and thus destroy the bl'oods; (e) by tl'linsportiug the infested 
!j;runks a sufficient distance (20 to 50 miles or more away) from the 
1!(jrest and away from any living spruce or pine, so that the beetles 
Yemerging fTom them will find no trees to attack 
~~TTEMPTS AT COMPLETE EXTERMINATION OF THE BEETLES UNNECES-
SARY. 
!~: As a rule, it is not only useless but unnccessary to attempt the 
ii!<)omplete .extermination of one or more species of the beetles within a 
;'iliven forest, It is necessary, however, to so reduce and weaken their 
'"forces that they can not continue an aggressive attack, thus leaving 
!:~hem to depend upon weakened and felled trees .for their support 
,;(i~nd to occupy a defensive position against their natural enemies. 
I'; It must be kept in mind that the beetles must occur in great num-
";pers in order to be successful in their attack on healthy trees. If 
j'their number is reduced and kept below that I'equired for killing 
'{,irees they call do no harm. Therefore in the case of a destructive 
1.(outbreak it is necessary to destroy only from 50 to 75 per cent of 
i;;the beetles in order to bring them under complete control. 
REQUISITES FOR SUCCESSFUL CONTROL. 
,;' The principal requisites for success in dealing with these beetles' 
:'l1re: (a) Prompt recognition of evidences of their presence before, 
{they have extended their depredations beyond a few scattering 
,,'clumps or patches of trees; (0) positive identification of the species 
'involved; (c) prompt action in adopting the proper method of con-
!';trol; and (d) reliance on expert advice relating to the essential features 
·'.in the habits and seasonal history of the insects, on which the action 
""js based. 
HOW TO ClIECK AND CONTROL AN EXTENSIVE INVASION, 
, If the depredations by species 9, 10, 13, 14, 01' 15 have spread over > large area and there is yet a large amount of living timber or adj'a-
i,pent healthy forests to be protected, a careful survey should be made 
':,in September, October, or November, for the purpose of locating the 
~"areas and localities of new infestation in which the trees were attacked 
'iii.during the summer and fall and which, at the time of ~Ul'vey, 
("contain living broods. The areas of principal infestation and the 
':;1arger patches of infested trees should be designated on a map, and 
"estimates made of the total amount or percentage of timber affected . 
. , ',l'his will form a basis for definite plans and the organization and 
;: equipment of a sufficient force to do the required work within the 
i< specified time designated for each species. Then, if regular logging 
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operations can be directed and concentrated upon the principal 
areas so that a large percentage of the timber can be cut, barked, 
or otherwise treated before .the broods begin to emerge, the desired. 
control may be effected with little additional expellile, or even at a 
profit. If .this method can not be adopted, the force should be. 
directed to removing as large a percentage as possible of the infested 
bark fTOm the standing infested trees or from those felled for that 
purpose. The fll'st work should be done in the principal areas and' 
larger patches. The work should be planned and executed with 
the object of destroying the greatest possible number of broods for 
the time and labor involved; that is, if there 'are more infested trees 
than can be barked within the specified time, and five or six times; 
as many insects can be killed by removing half of the infested . 
from three or four trees as could be done in the same time by rellllO,V-
ing all of the infested bark from' one tree, the former procedure is 
far preferable. 
HOW TO CONTROL A LUHTED ATrAOK. 
Whenever it is determined that one or more species' is atl;aclar,g 
and killing small patches of timber in a given locality or forest 
greater or less extent and that the bark of the living and dying +~'M 
contains living parent adults and developing broods, prompt and, 
necessary, radical action should be taken before the adults begin 
emerge and fly. 
HOW 'l'0 MAINTAIN CONTROL. 
IN STA'l'E AND NATIONAL FOnESTS. 
In State and National forests, and in all other forests in which "m"~ 
is an organized force of rangers and fire wardens or patrols, each ollice,!' 
should be furnished with the necessary instructions for the lo(,,,tiioll 
. of beetle-infested trees and ,vith equipment and directions for ta:IaTI,g 
the neeessary action whenever the conditions demand it. It has 
<J.emonstrated that any intelligent ranger or manager can beC:OIrle 
proficient in locating and marking infested trees with cOJllparativelY 
little instruction in addition to that already published or cOllv<,yed 
in special recommendations. 
It is not necessary that every isol",ted infested tree should 
treated, but it is of especial importance that all groups of inf.",te,d 
trees should receive prompt attention. 
IN PRIVATE FORESTS. 
Private forests should receive the same attention as reserves, 
this is often far more difficult on account of intervening forests, wh.er~ 
the owners either can not or will not give the matter the re'luiTec 
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While in exceptional cases it may be advisable to have 
governing the treatment of tinober infested with a dangerous 
such laws should be based on expert advice and should apply 
more extreme and well-knoWn cases only as a last resort. It 
fol)able that in most cases legislation will not be necessary, and 
(uaOl'e ultimate good will result without than with such laws, 
dallY when it can be made clear to the owner that his personal 
demand that he take the proper action and that 'when nec-
his neighbors will render assistance, as is done in the,case of 
fire. 
INACCESSIBLE AREAS. 
are yet large inaccessible areas in the East and West where 
not be practicable or possible to control the depredations by 
beetles, and which therefore must be left to natural adjustment. 
under natural control the matured timber will be lost, it will 
be replaced by yo.ung growth, so that under normal conditions 
forest will be perpetuated. Under exceptional conditions and 
of detrimental influences, such as insects, fire, and 
)ught, extensive areas may, however, be completely denuded, never 
reforested under natural conditions. This has doubtless hap-
in very many denuded and bare areas in the Rocky Mountain 
which were at one time heavily forested. 
TRAP-TREE METHOD OF CONTROL. 
well-Imowri attraction of many species of European barkbeetles 
P"l1reake:ne,l, dying, and felled trees suggested to some of the earlier 
. on forest insects a method of barkbeetle control which since 
time has been widely recommended and under certain conditions 
for certain species of beetles has been successfully practiced. It 
so-called trap~tree method, in which living trees are deadened 
fl9!'f"lie.d at the proper time or season to attract the insects and induce 
to breed in the bark, where they can be easily destroyed by 
(tn,winp' the latter or burning the entire tree. Experience and 
~er·va.ticms indicate, however, that while this method is successful 
atlGractirl,(( many species of ~ark and wood boring insects it does 
always attract those which are the most destructive. to the living 
or at least not in sufficient numbers to justify its geneml recom-
od"tio,n and adoption. 
~'ong the Dendroctonus beetles there are a few species which are 
,tra,ct"d to weakened and dying trees and to the stumps, logs, and 
or recently felled living trees. These are species 1, 2, 4, 12, 13, 
, and 23 and, to a more limited extent, species 14 and 15, but ex-
. . experiments have indicated quite conclusively that, the Black 
beetl@, the most destructive species of ali, can not be success-
89535-Bull. 83, pt. l-09--4 
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',a'ttr:act,ed to trap trees and that it actually prefers to attack 
,,' living trees, 
", ' ' pine beetle is attracted to a greater or less extellt 
"": felled and fu'c-scorched trees, but will at the same time 
llear-by living ones, as will all of the other species. It is th"re!'of( 
under exceptionally favorable conditions only that this method wouk 
be sufficiently successful to warrant its adoption as a means of 
trolling this class of beetles. These exceptions would be as a 
on a very limited scale, as is referred to under the special di,:cu:ssi,)I 
of some of the species. 
One of the objections to the trap-tree method of cOlnbating 
Dendroctonus beetles is in the fact that a few living trees Ue'tUC'"e' 
or felled in the midst of a healthy forest where the 
species are present may, as has often been demonstrated, not 
attract the beetles to the trap trees but to the near-by healthy 
thus inducing insteac\ of preventing a destructive outbreak 
INTRODUCTION AND PROTECTION OF NATURAL ENEMIES. 
The introduction and protection of natural enemies of these 
beetles is a subject of special interest and one that should rec)eb 
attention in the future, especially, in' the line of investigations 
experiments to determine facts on which to base reliable COIlCI'usior 
In the case of a destructive insect which has been introduced 
another country it is plain that if its natural enemies did not 
with it tbey should be introduced; but with native jnsects it is 
a different proposition and will require much detailed in'"eo:ti~~atiC 
before the results from transfel" and introc\uctions can be pn,dic)t. 
with any degree of certainty, The protection of natural 
already present is, however, worthy of special consideration, If, 
example, certain parasites and predatory insects l1re abundant in 
bark of the infested trees and certain methods of procedure 
adopted for combating the destructive beetles which will at the 
time allow the beneficial insects to escape, it will naturally one,l" 
against the enemy. But if, on the other hand, the beneficial 
are destroyed along with the destructive ones it may have the 
site effect, 
The parasites usually attack the broods beneath the thinner 
like that toward the top and on the larger branches of the large 
or the trunks of the small ones, Therefore,' whenever the pa,r",;l 
are common, it will be best simply to remove the inf'eslted 
bark and leave the thinner'bark for the parasites, 
Burning the infested bark on the trees or immediately after 
removed will destroy the beneficial insects with the injurious 
but if the bark be removed in the early fall or early spring and. 
for several days before burning (if burning is necessary), 
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jertefiic!!,l insects will escape. Or, if it is ·not necessary to burn 
[parK, practically all will escape, and thus assist in destroying the 
left in the tops of trees and those in scattering trees. It is 
important, therefore, to determine whether or not the natural 
are present in sufflcient numbers to make it worth while to 
special precautions for their protection. 
h""ever woodpeckers are common in a forest they may aid greatly 
p~t,l"O"VjDle: the broods of barkbeetles in the scattering clumps and 
trees, especially if the beneficial insects are scarce. If, on 
ot!ler hand, the beneficial insects are common, the birds may 
" on them and do as much harm as good. The protection of the 
however, should be maintained, because even if they are harm-
times they evidently more than compensate for it in the general 
they render to the forest. 
IMPORTANCE o.F SYSTEMATIC FORESTRY. 
all, success in the control of these beetles and of forest insects 
depends more upon good forest management, perhaps, 
upon anything else relating to the practical phase. of the 
for without some organized system of management very 
can be accomplished toward the successful utilization of avail-
information or methods of control. It is equally true, however, 
unless the available knowledge relating to the insects and the 
of their control is understood and properly utilized in 
management and lumbering operations, nothing will be ae-
illl,lis:hed, and the depredations and great losses of valuable timber 
continue. . 
19liIE RESULTS OF EFFORTS TO CONTROL BEETLE DEPREDA-
TIONS. 
is only within recent years that any detailed work has been done 
forest insects of North America, and the possibility of con-
)Juu,," their depredations is not generally recognized, even among 
Organized efforts and definite results were not, therefore, 
expected, yet we have a few examples which may serve" fi$ 
of what can be done. In 1900 the eastern spruce 
was killing a large amount of mature spruce in northwestern 
\tl;i:~;i0l1T~his was investigated and the concentration of the logging 
qj in the infested sections was recommended. This recom-
~n(lat,lon was adopted, and with little or no additional expense 
tic ten.! numbers of the infested trees were cut the first winter, and 
logs floated out in the spring, to check the ravages of the beetles, 
so far as can be learned, up to the present time very little timber 
since died in that section as the result of insect attack, " 
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In 1905 the Black Hills beetle was killing patches of timber in 
vicinity of Colorado Springs and Palmer Lake, Colorado, as it 
in the beginning of the attack in the Black Hills of South Dakota, 
1897, but through .the efforts of the late Gen. William J. Palmer 
others, suilicient numbers of infested trees were felled and barked 
private land and in the adjoining National Forest during 1905 
1906 to destroy a large perccntage of the beetles in the entire viciniloy 
Careful inspection during the fall and winter of 1906 and 1907 
cates that the pest is'now undcr complete control within a radius 
some hundreds of square miles. 
The successful control of anotber serious outbreak 01 the 
Hills beetle in 1906 on an extensive private estate in southern 
rado was effected through the efforts of the owners in having 
. 500 infested trees felled and barked within the necessary period 
destroy the broods. A large percentage, but not all, of the lIll'eSLe 
timber was thus treated. This was ·so successful that not a 
infested and dying tree could be found when the area was im,pecte,d 
1908. In this, as in the other case, considerable unnecessary expeJQs 
was involved in the burning 01 the bark and tops, but the u' tiI:izab 
timber was more than cnough to pay all expenses. It is cvident 
in this case a destructive invasion was prevented, and that more 
a million dollars' worth of timber was protected. 
The most striking examplc 01 success in control of the 
Hills bcetle was reported in time for mcntion in this co![mect,ioi 
Mr. W. D. Edmonston, a forest ranger" detailed from the 
Service to the Bureau of Entomology to work under the in"trl[( 
tions of the writer in the location and reporting ,of evidences ,c,' 
beetle infestation in the National Forests of Colorado and ' 
States, reported in M!1Y, 1907, that the pine timber was 
large estate not far from Idaho Springs, Colorado, and the adjoinu 
National Forest. He was instructed to make more detailed exarrtin' 
tions, after which he reported that some 65,000 fect of timber on 
estate were found to be infested by the Black Hills beetle, and 
unless the ravages were checked at once the timber not 
estate but on the adjoining estates and National Forest would U",,,,'" 
The owner of the property was advised by this bureau to take radic, 
action accordiug to a special recommendation and detailed im:tru 
tions relating to a necessary control policy. No action was 
however, before the first of the following July, and therefore not 
time to prevent the beetles from swarming from the infested 
and extending their ravages. In December, 1907, Mr. Eclm.om,tl 
was instructed to make another examination of the timber, when 
found that his prediction was being fulfilled. He reported that 
stead of 65,000 fect of infested timber, there was nearly four 
as much timber involved in the new infestation, or over 250,000 
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"OVm"r was" "gain notified in December, 1907, of the serious char" 
the outbreak, and the suggestion made that if the logs from 
llf'Bst,ed trees were converted into lumber and the slabs burned 
the next May, it would result in the protection of the remain" 
llv'mg timber. Immediate steps were then taken to carry out 
>.origil1al recommendations. Mr. Edmonston gave instructions to 
managElr of the estate ,in locating and marking the infested trees 
the essential features in the methods of utilization to destroy 
number of beetles to check the' infestation; and he 
marked infested timber on the adjoining, estate and National 
, In May, 1908, Mr. Edmonston reported that the larger 
of infested trees on the estate had been converted into lumber 
slabs burned, and that those on the adjoining estate and 
H,~~~lf;F~~'orest had been cut and barked. In November, 1908,Mr. 
';,; was instructed to make another inspection of the forest 
estate and surrounding area, and on December 1 he reported 
fl;othir'g could be more satisfactory than the results obtained by the cutting of the 
timber on the estate. Your recommendations and instructions submitted 
owner, and carefully followed by the manager of the. estate, have clearly demon-
that insect in£esttttioll can be controlled and at no expense to the owner of the 
, involved; in fact, a very satisfactory price was realized, resulting in a net 
I understand, of $5 per thousand feet, board measure, on the 240,000 feet cut. 
of course, does not include the profit of the milling operations, but for the logs 
at the mill, after deducting the expenses of cutting and logging. The sawmill 
ow]ned and operated by an Idaho Springs firm, and the manufactured article sold 
tOWll. I spent six days on the estate-November 18 to 23. After a very 
!i»;~~%~'le::xamination of the timber, I found only three infested trees, isolated. 
:~ , over a mile from where the large clumps of infested trees were cut. 
the exception of those three trees there is no new infestation on the estate. I 
examined the adjoining lands, hutno new infestation wasohserved. The infested 
which I marked in D~cember, 1907, had all heen cut and barked. On the 
National Forest, contiguous to the first~mentioned estate, where, you will 
te~nennb'", I marked some clumps of infested trees, no !lew infestation was found-
one tree. I found that all the infested trees I marked had been cut and barked. 
Kelso had charge of this work, and .it has been quite thoroughly done.' 
most gratifying result demonstrated two important facts: 
that a very extensive outbreak by one of the Dendroctonus 
can be controlled without expense, and even at a profit, 
118]1e,'er the conditions are favorable for the utilization of the 
fes'ted timber; the other, that the essential details, recommend a" 
, " and'expert advice can be sucessfully carried out by a manager 
: ,a private forest and by the rangers of National and State forests. 
indicates quite conclusively that the widespread depredations 
Black Hills National Forest could have been prevented with very 
expense to the Government if the matter had received prompt 
~pt,ention in 1901, when the first investigations were made and recom-
i," ~ . 
' . 
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mendations submitted. But, through the lack of public appreciation~ 
of the importance of the problem at the time, and the lack of suflicient,!1 
authority and funds later, it was allowed to extend beyond practica~ 
control, and in consequence a large percentage of the timber on th~ 
entire National Forest has been killed.~' ,::~ 
DETAILED INFORMATION ON THE SPEcms.>§ 
The discussions on the following pages relate to more detailed!l 
information on each species. ,% 
In the first paragraph, under the EngliSh and technical name, willit 
be found a brief eummary of the distinctive characters of the species;:1 
its seasonal history, habits, distribution, and evidences of attacki~ 
This is to facilitate preliminary identification by the reader, ".nd i$'! 
followed by a more detailed account of the seasonal history, habits%1 
and economic features as a basis for the recommendations and prope~ 
application of methods of control, and closed with references to th~;' 
investigations and identifications on which the statements are basedl'1 
The fact that the species are discussed more or less independently'l 
necessitates some repetition of statements relating to seasonal hiBft 
tory, habits, and methods of control. In view of the' fact, however;i: 
that a bulletin of this kind is used mainly as a reference work, i#~ 
gaining information on a special insect or subject, as it iB requiredij 
such r!'petitions are to a certain extent necessary.j~ 
?\< 
GENERAL EXPLANATION OF DESCRIPTIVE AND OTHER TERMS. )!; 
While the illustrations will show the parts designated by technicalj 
or semitechnical names, there are other terms used in the discussiorri 
of seasonal history, habits, etc., which may need some explanatio#p' 
for the general reader"il 
Brood.-The term "brood" refers to the progeny of a single paiilf 
or the individuals hatching from the eggs in a single egg gallery.!:! 
Generation.-" By a "generation" is meant all of the broods that af~l 
the offspring of the adults of the overwintering broods, except tl\11 
overwintered parent adults, which may be parents of the overwi~ 
tered broods, and also of broods from eggs deposited by them in th'~;, 
Spring. Another exception is in the retarded individuals which paEi§I 
more than one winter in either the larval or adult stage. Zi 
All the progeny of the overwintered, broods may be said to con!~] 
prise a complete generation. If all of this progeny complete the~ 
development between the time the fust eggs are deposited in tb:~ 
spring and the close of the same season of activity, and emerge froil!: 
the trees, it may be referred to as constituting a complete season~S 
generation. If another set ,of broods develops to maturity from egg§! 
deposited by the adults of the first generation of the season, it ~: 
form a complete second generation, and so on. If, however, onll!! 
'W 
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of the broods complete their development and emerge during 
first season, and the others remain over until the next season, it 
.. be a partial development of It seasonal generation. If all of the 
. develop and emerge within twelve months from the time the 
eggs were deposited, it is referred to as a complete annual 
lJi:be1'1W:tion.--'JL'he term "hibernation" as here applied relates to 
perIOd in the seasonal history of the broods from the time general 
,iivit.v ceases iu the fall until the time it begins again in the spring. 
Ilt.sclutJoer'n localities there may be considerable activity (feeding 
development) of the broods during the warmer days of winter, 
o.:tJlla, hibernation used in this couuection,·does not mean that the 
'J:oclds are entirely dormaut and inactive, but that for the greater 
of the time they are. 
O'~e1"wi1"te:ring stages.-The overwintering stages are those of the 
b~~~~~:~r:b:~r,oods, o broods.-The term "overwintered broods" relates to 
stages which·have passed.t.he winter in the bark of the infested 
whether active or not. It is, therefore, a better term to use 
the barkbeetles than "hibernated broods." 
.Acti,>ity of overwintered broods.-By the" activity of overwintered 
i~ meant the feeding, development, transformation, emer-
flight, etc., from the time general activity begins in the spring 
the broods which. have overwintered in the bark. This 
,tivitv.may extend over several months and overlap the activity 
.... of one or more generations. The parent adults that !1ttack 
.. tree too late in the fall to complete their egg galleries usually con-
their work of extending the galleries and depositing eggs when 
ictivit,v begins the following spring, Some of the parent adults 
have completed theil' egg galleries in the fall may also live over 
and excavate new galleries when activity begins in the spring. 
overwintered broods of young adults include those that transc 
).ruled to adults before activity ceased in the fall and passed the 
yin tel' in the pupal cells where they transformed. These are usu-
the first to emerge and fly in the spring, but sometime.s they 
fJllain in the bark until the majority of the broods are fully devel-
Among the overwintered broods of lar..,,, there may be all 
from very young or smalllarvro to fully developed ones. The 
will begin activity by transforming to pupro, The immature 
begin their activity by feeding and extending their larval mines. 
normal or favorable conditions, the majority of the immature 
of' some species will have completed their development and 
:!,rusfo"'m"d to adults before the overwintered young adults iu. the 
tree have begun to emerge, so that nearly all of them IUllY 
the trees about the same time, but there are always ce.rtain trees 
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in which the conditions are not so favorable for normal 
ment. There are also broods from eggs deposited by ov"rwinterel 
parent adults, so that the period of development and emergence 
all of·,the overwintered broods is prolonged and irregular. In 
some of the overwintered individuals of certain species may not 
plete their development and emerge until the second season of 
tivity. These retarded broods are not of much economic import,mce] 
but they introduce an element of confusion in defining the limits of 
given generation. On the other hand, periods of normal or princjipai 
development, transformation, and emergence of the are 
especial economic importance, since a lmowledge of them is 
essential for successful ~ontrol. 
Seasonal history.-According to the writer's interpretation, 
seasonal history of an insect is the history of the broods of the SP"Ci8 
from the beginning 'of activity in the spring of one year to the 
of the hibernating or overwintering period in the spring of the 
year. 
LVe history.-The term "life history," as frequently employed, 
synonymous, with seasonal history, but to be more exact it is 
history of an individual from the egg to maturity and death, mc,lu( 
iug its natural enemies, environment, or any other 
affecting its life. 
Egg galle1'Y (fig. 7, etc.).-The egg gallery is the burrow made 
the adult beetles, along the sides of which the eggs are deposited. 
Larval mines and pupal cells (figs. 19,22, etc.).-' The larval 
are the food burrows made by the larvre. The pupal cells are 
ties excavated by the larvre at the end of the larval mines, in 
to transform to the pupre and adults. 
Food burrow. -A food burrow is one excavated into the 
bark by the adult beetles for the purpose of obtaining food. 
Entrance burrow (figs. 79, 99). -The entrance burrows are 
holes made by the parent beetles through the outer and inner 
preliminary to excavating the egg galleries. 
Ventilating burrows (figs. 79, 99).-Ventilating burrows are 
vertical burrows located at frequent intervals in' the roof of the 
gallery' and extending outward to or near the surface. They 
utilized by the parent adults as a place in which to turn around, 
in which to pack the boring dust, or through which to eject the 
as the case may be. 
Exit burrows or exit holes (figs. 8, 22).-The exit bUlTows or 
holes are the clear-cut holes in the outer. bark through which 
adults of the new broods emerge from the tree. 
Boring dust (figs. 79, 99, etc.).-The sawdustlike borings ejectel 
from the egg galleries or packed in them and in the larval mines 
referred to as boring dust. 
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Jit£\ bii".piteh tubes (figs. 8, 9, 100).-The resin or 'gum expelled by the 
~l'it;"'tles from the entrance burrows is often formed into more or less 
~~¥f¢gular masses with a hole through the niiddle, thus suggesting the 
1Ul'i;~me "pitch tubes." 
'!'Ji. Infested trees. -Trees containing living parent adults or develop-
f~gllig broods are referred to as "infested trees." 
!j"likFaiJing tops.-The fading or noticeably paler green of the foliage 
,,{"B! infested trees is referred to as "fading tops." 
'ii:§J.'SorreZ top8.-The yellowish foliage of trees dying from the attack 
,'I;('hf the beetles is termed" sorrel tops." It must be remembered that 
1 ... 1. certain number of the older leaves or needles on the healthy twigs 
iii','die, turn yellow, and fall each year; therefore this normal condition 
'ij1'f~hould not be mistaken for an indication of unhealthy conditions, 
i2i!tItis only when the needles of the middle and tip of the cluster turn 
retJ,Yellow from the base outward that the dying of the tree is indicated. a 
~l""'· Red tops. -The term "red tops" refers to the color of the foliage 
'30"alter the tree is dead, and usually after the broods of destructive bee-
'f1'!.t1es have emerged from the bark. This reddish-brown of the adher-
~2£j.Qg pine needles may prevail for one year or more after the trees are 
~;S~ead. 
"'1"" Beetle-abandoned trees.-Alter the broods of the destructive beetles 
~J'have emerged from the bark of a tree such a tree is referred to as 
ilifll'beetle abandoned." . 
'll?! Black tops (fig:' 25). -The condition of the dead .trees· after all of 
~i;~tjle needles have fallen and two or more years after the beetles have 
'!:,!O!dt them is referred to under the name" black tops." 
1;\ Broken tops (figs. 26, 27).-After the trees have been dead four or 
off,;')norc years and the tops have broken off they are termed "broken 
I;Jops." 
;.:. Sap stain or blue sap (fig. 29).-The discolored condition of the sap-
~i'wood of infested trees before and after the leaves begin to fade is 
~~~t;:t~ferred to as "sap stain" or ublue sap." 
;;~, Sap decay.-After the trees have been dead long enough for the. 
'ir~apwood to be decayed, but the heartwood is yet in a sound condi-
:;tion they are termed" sap decayed." . 
it;'. Heart decayed.-The term "heart decayed" refers to the condi-
'!;);;tion after the trees have .become unfit for any practical use . 
...
.................................................. jift~i~t:~e~::;'o;n~~~~-;?o::_r~~::!~~se~~a:n a~:cf~. o':;::h :~r;= pieters equal about one line, or about one-twelfth 0 an inc. To 
Jeduce millimeters to inches, multiply by 0.04; to reduce hun-
iiHdredths of an inch to millimeters divide by 0.04. To reduce lines to 
YC.'rnillimeters multiply by 2; to reduce millimeters to lines, divide by 2. 
~~-' . 
jk,'-,'- - ,aNeedlea injured by ciimatic conditions have the tip dead and the base green. 
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No. 1.' T!fE WESTERN PINE BEETLE. 
(De:ndroctonus brevicomi.s Lee. Figs. 6-11.) 
The western pine beetle is a rather stout, brownish, cylindrical bark-
beetle, from 3 to,5 mm. in length, with head broad and ,,,·r,Gve,n. 
pronotum punctured and but slightly narrowed toward head, 
and elytra with fine rugosities, but entirely without long hairs. 
(See fig. 6.), It attacks healthy, injured, and felled western ve,llmr;' 
pine and sugar pine, and is destructive to living timber in the m(mllL-, 
tains of California and northward and eastward to Washington and 
Montana. The adults excavate long, winding egg galleries 7), 
through the inner layers of living and dying bark. The 
legless larv", hatching from the eggs excavate short larval mines 
the middle portion of the inner bark, the latter rarely showing on 
I 
FIG. G.-The western pine beetle (Dendroetonus brcvicomis): idult, larva, pupa, greatly enlarged. 
(Adult and larva, author's i:lustrations; pupa, from 'Vebb.) 
the inner sur:face. Later they transform to pup'" and adults in the 
outer corky bark. Pitch tubes (figs. 8, 9) are produced on the main 
trunk of the living trees attacked. The fading to yellowish and 
reddish foliage indicates its destructive work. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The broods pass the winter in the outer bark of trees attacked the 
preceding late summer and fall, as parent adults, young adults III 
pupal cases, all stages of larv"" and possibly pup"'. 
ACTIVITY OF OYERWINTERED BROODS. 
The overwintered parent adults extend their galleries or excavate 
new ones and deposit eggs during April and May, from which broods 
develop and emerge by the last of July to the middle of August. 
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:(J.'he broods of young. adults in the pupal cells begin to emerge from 
:,the trees about the la'st of June, and continue to come out until the 
,'fuiddle or last of August. The broods of, overwintered larvm begin 
it'" transform to pupm about the middle of April and to adults toward 
,the last of April, and the latter begin to emerge from the trees about 
'the middle to I.stof July, so that practically all of them are out by 
]the last of August, although some of ,the retarded ones continue to 
'emerge until September or later. 
I 
\ 
FIG. 7.-The western pine beetle: Egg galleries. Reduced. (Author's illustration.) 
J?IRST GENERATION. 
The overwintered broods of adults begin to attack the trees, exca 
,;vatc galleries, and deposit eggs about the first of July, and continue 
'tht'ir activities until September or later. The principal period of 
,attack is during July. 
,,' The larvm begin to hatch in from four to ten days after the eggs 
'.are deposited, and may be found in the bark of the same tree from 
;'early in July until October, but the principal development is during 
,July ,and up to the middle of August. They begin to transform 'til 
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pUplll about the middle of August, and continue transforming 
cold weather, the principal period of transformation being from 
middle to the last of August. The pupre begin to transform to ~u'u'" 
after the middle of August, and continue transforming until 
weather, but the principal period of transformation is between 
llliddle of August and the middle of September. 
,The adults begin to emerge from the trees toward the last" 
August, and continue to come out until in October, or later, but, 
principal period of flight appears to be from the last of August to 
middle of September, While the majority of the broods of 
generation emerge before cold "ieather, it is evident that some 
them overwinter iIi all stages from larvre to young and parent ad'ults. 
. , 
SECOND GENERATION. 
The records of ob:serva· 
tions indicate that the 
lier emerging adults of 
first seasonal 
begin to deposit eggs aO(lUl) 
the last of August, 
that the principal 
of attack is from the 
of August to the middle 
September. The larvre 
gin to appeal' about 
first of September, 
continue to hatch until 
October, or later. No 
dence has been found 
. the larvre of this 
tion transform to 
FIG, 9,-The western pine beetle: Bark showing, a, a, pupal before winter, but 
cells; b, exit burrows; c, pitch tubes. Reduced. (From pears that the broods 
Webb,) the winter in all stages 
larvre, together with some of the parent adults. Thus, there is 
complete generation annually and a partial second one.;', 
HABITS. 
The adults attack the living bark on healthy, felled, and weak,mel 
standing western yellow pine and sugar pine. They excavate 
winding galleries (fig. 7) through the inner layers of bark, alC'ng 
sides of which single eggs are deposited at intervals of one·half 
or more. The larvre normally do not excavate their mines thl'ougl 
the inner layers of bark, but through the middle or outer portion 
the inner bark. When the lal'V'" have fully developed, they 
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the outer eorky bark to pupate and transform to; adults. 
adults are fully matured, and the proper time has eame for 
emerge, they bore out of the bark (fig. 8) and fly to other 
there to start a new at-
While very few observa-
have been made on tho 
01 flight, it is probable 
the beetles swarm during 
eve;ninlg and at night. 
;i'::,':ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
it appears that this 
prelers to attack weak-
and felled trees, or isolat-
tlh,eallGhy ones, it often attacks 
numbers of healthy trees 
causes extensive depreda-
It is especially des truc-
to the western yellow pine 
fig. 10) in central Idaho, 
.in the mountains and 
;w~:hervalleys 01 eastern Wash-
'. . Oregon, and Calilornia. 
'must therelore be classed 
sw:norlg the important primary 
lelYlies of the pines within its 
As a rule, the largest 
best trees are attacked, 
the winding egg galleries 
;~ene"th the bark serve to com-
girdle them and cause 
death belore the broods 
developed and emerged. 
EVIDENCES m; ATI'ACK. 
The external evidence 01 "t-
by this species on healthy 
"h,oo< is the presence of pitch 
tubes (figs. 8, 9) at the entrance 
the galleries, or reddish bor-
lodged . in the flakes of 
Uj,,,k on' the trunk and around 
base. Trees attacked in 
FIG. 9.-Work of the western pine beetle: Pitch tubes 
on bark of tree. (From Webb.) 
. , 
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July will usually have the foliage fading or turning yellow in Atlgulst ;ill"/ 
those attacked in August may have the foliage fading in 8ept"mlber'yj 
and October, while those attacked in September may fade dUlrir", 
the late fall or winter or remain green until the following sprinli.!,'~', 
All, however, will have yellow to reddish foliage before the br'Do(lsi?l 
have entirely emergecJ. the following July. As a rule, all of tlie br,oo(I8'~"; 
will have emerged from the trees found at any season with re,:ldiishi!j 
to brown and falling foliage. The exceptions are when only part 
a tree or the bark on one side of the trunk is killed by the first atliacii',il 
and the remaining living bark is infested later in the same season 
during the next. Positive evidence that the above conditions 
caused by this species must be based on authentic identification 
specimens found in the bark of trees so affected. 
EFFECTS ON COMMERCIAL VAI,UE OF THE WOOD. 
:,'i' 
The commercial value of the wood of trees killed by this be"tle;!li, 
is reduced by the bluing of the sapwood, often before the leaves bel5in 
to turn yellow, but the heartwood, especially of the larger 
does not deteriorate until decay sets in several years after the t,w>p', 
death. The loss, therefore, is not necessarily very great where 
timber is felled and utilized immediately after a destructive atlcac1" 
but if the insect-killed trees are left standing until the brl1nch", 
and tops break off and fall (fig. 10), the' loss is often serious 
complete. Serious losses of a s!)COndalY nature, both of the 
and adjoining living timber, may often result from forest 
started in the dead timber. Therefore the losses, first from 
ravages of this species and second by fire, have been severe in 
localities. 
FAVORABLE A~D UNPAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE BEETLE. 
Favorable conditions for the multiplication and destructive 
of this beetle are found in areas of large, matured timber, and 
ciaUy where such trees are frequently struck by lightning or inj 
or felled by storms, etc. The unfavorable conditions for attack ----~ 
the living timber are found in areas of vigorous, recently mattlren, 
yoUng· growth, and. where timber-cutting operations are cOlutinU<ld 
from year to year under modern systems of forest management." 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
In localities .and areas of greater or less extent where it is KIIOW 
that scattering clumps of trees are dying from the attack of 
species, the principal clumps of infested trees should be located 
September to March, and the infested bark on the main trunk 
larger branches removed and burned, or the logs converted into 
bel' and the slabs burned. This work should be begun not ealdie 
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October and should be completed by the first of June. If at 
75 pcr cent of the infested trecs arc thus treated, sufficient 
IInt,ers of the broods will be destroycd the first year to protect the 
im!,inimg timber for several years. Then, if all patches of infested 
are subsequently located and barked before the broods emerge, 
shoul,d serve to keep this enemy under complete control. 
lO.-Wc..'Itern yellow pine ldlIed by t,he western pine beetlc, Yosemite National Park. (Originp.i,) 
;'!?e'~~:::~~d;~)i:el"!,ti(ms iIi the barking of infested trees are not to be 
'0 except in special cases where it is desirable to destroy 
broods of the first generation. In this case the work ShOlild be 
during the period of prineipallarval development-that is, from 
middle of JUly to the middle of August, or when the leaves of the 
aested trees are just beginning to fade. 
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It has been determined that this species can be attracted to girdle~ 
and felled trap trees. Under certain conditions, therefore-as in th~~ 
case of the absence of logging operations and where only a few scati~ 
tering trees are infested-it may be desirable, as a means of main~j 
taining control, to provide a few trap trees to attract the first generaJj 
tion. Tllis can be done by girdling two or three inferior trees t4i 
the heartwood or by felling them in June. Then, if they becom~l 
infested with tills beetle, the bark should be removed from the ma4 
trunk and burned by the middle of August. Trap trees to attrac~ 
the second generation should be prepared in August and Septembe~,~ 
and barked befo!'e the first of the following May. US'lally an aver"? 
. age of ~ne to three trees to the acre should be sufficient for th~! 
purpose. However, the number will depend largely upon the prev~l 
lence of the insect. (See preceding reference to trap trees, pp. 33-34.)11 
'l!)_ 
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FIG. 1l.-1'he western pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's H1ustratton.) 'II 
:,'»'1 
Continued timber-cutting operations within an area of from :4~! 
to 50 square miles usually provide sufficient breeding places in th"j 
bark of the logs and tops of the felled trees to satisfy the requiremeni 
of this species; but if the living timber should lJe at any time threa£1 
ened by the broods emerging from the slash, or if it is desirable tga 
include in timber-sale and timber-cutting regulations certain prov,~'i! 
sions for the burning of the slash, this work should be done about tb.~~ 
first of August for the slash of the winter and spring cutting, and du~ 
ing the winter for that of the late summer and fall cutting; the latt~i 
period, however, is preferable, on account of the danger of start~ 
forest fires by summer burning. . .~1 
~;~ 
'''11 
Wf!! 
';;1li 
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BASIS OF INFqR.MATION. 
preceding information on the westei'll pine beetle is based on 
,stJ1""CWJ"~ by the writer at :McCloud, CaL, at Grants Pass, Oreg" 
... Spokane, Wash., and at :MosC6w, Idaho, April and June, 1899, 
. the Yosemite National Park and Yosemite Valley, California, 
1904; by :Mr. J. L. Webb, at :Moscow and Troy, Idaho, Septem-
. and Octo.ber, 1900, and at· Centerville, Stites, Kooskia, Grimes, 
and Smiths Ferry, Idaho, April to September, 1905; by 
BUlrke, at Smiths Ferry, Idaho, October, 1904, in the Yosem-
l'U'lU.U<H Park, at Wawona, and in the Yosemite Valley, Califor-
June to August, 1906, and at Joseph, Oreg., in 1907, and by 
. S. Barber, at Sterling and Chester, CaL, in 1908. Additional 
through correspondence and from other collections are 
, Ballard, and the Santa Barbara N a-
Forest, CaL; Winthrop and Auburn, 
Pokegama, Oreg., and :Missoula, :Mont. 
is represented in the forest-insect 
of the Bureau of Entomology by sev-
hundred specimens. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
n,~;;!;:~il 1899a, p. 395; Hopkins, 189gb, pp. 13, 20, ·26; 
O'} 1901b, pp. 66, 67; Hopkins, 1902c, p. 21; Hopkins, 
p. 18; \Vebb, 1906, pp. 17-30; Hopkins, 1907, pp. 
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 81-85. 
No.2. THE. SOUTHWE.STE.RN PINE. BE.ETLE. 
(Dendl'octonu8 barbcri Hapk. Figs. 12-14.) 
southwestern pine beetle is a small, rather 
light to dark brown barkbeetle, from 2.5 
FIG. 12.-The southwest· 
ern IJinc beetle (Den. 
d1'octonns barbed): 
Ad\tlt. Greatly enlarg. 
cd. (Author'S illustra· 
ti~lU.) 
.4.7 mm. in length, with a broad grooved hcad, sides of the pro-
@UA slightly narrow toward the head, elytra with moderately 
rugosities, and elytra arid declivity without long hairs. (See 
.. 12.) It attacks healthy, injured, and felled western yellow pine 
. southern Colorado and Utah a.nd in the mountains of Arizona, New 
" western Texas, and' northern Mexico. 
adults excavate winding, transverse, egg galleries (fig. 13) 
.hl'()ll."h the inner bark and mark the surface of the wood. The lar-
mines are rarely visible on the inner surface ~f the bark, but 
!)<,tcmd through the middle portion and into the outer corky portion, 
the lal'''''' transform to pupm and adults. The presence of 
species in standing timber is indicated by pitch tubes on the 
similar to those made by the western pine beetle (figs. 8, 9) 
by the fading yellowish to red foliage. 
89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-09-5 
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SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The broods pass the winter in all stages from young to m:atllred 
larvre, young adults, parent adults, and possibly pupre, in the vue",' 
bark 01 trees and logs attacked by the parent beetles the nreViOllH 
summer. 
ACTIVITY OJ!' OVERWINTEltED BROODS. 
The overwintered parent adults begin to excavate galleries 
deposit eggs as soon as warm weather permits in the spring, and 
tinue to do so until about the first 91 June. The overwintered br()odls, 
01 young adults begin to emerge toward the last 01 May In(ll'ti,p,", 
area) and continue to come out until the last 01 June or later. 
overwintered larvre begin to translorm to pupre and adults 
, I 
, 
I"IG, 13.-TI.J.c southwestern pille b(leU~: Egg gallel'ies. (AuthOl"s illustration.) 
, 
alter activity begins in April or May, but retarded individuals 
not develop until in July, or later. The adults from the nv,p,'",;, 
teretllarvro begin to emerge toward the last of May, and cOJrrtinul 
emergence through June or until'the latter part of July, 
Probably all are out by the first to middle of August. 
FIRST G}JNERA'l'ION. 
The overwintered broods of adults begin to deposit eggs about 
first of June and continue doing so until August, or later, but 
principal period of attack is during June arid JUly. The larvro 
t,o hatch early in June, and begin to transform to pupro and 
early in July, the principal transformations being in July. 
broods of adults begin to emerge about the middle of July, the 
cipal period of emergence bcing in the latter part of July, but 
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to come out until September, or later. Mr. Webb's observa-
on the development of the broods from the time eggs were 
'SlL~U. on June 4 and June 9 to the beginning of emergence on 
.' 22 and JUly 29, show a period from deposition of eggs to emer-
'. of adults of about fifty days. 
· principal period of flight of the adults of this generation appears 
· during the latter part of July and first of August, but it is evi-
• that while some of the more retarded broods may hibernate as 
. . adults and larvre, nearly all develop and emerge before 
ceases in the fall. 
SECOND GENERATION . 
. records of observations indicate that the earlier emerged adults 
first generation attack the trees and begin to deposit eggs 
the first of August, the principal attack being in August and 
larvre begin to hatch early in August and begin transforming 
pupre about the 1st of September, but no adults of this generation 
been observed during the first season. The winter is passed in 
.stag'," of larvre, with some of the parent adults. Therefore, there 
complete seasonal generation and a partial development of a 
or two complete generations annually. The principal differ-
in the seasonal history and generations of species 1 and 2 are 
earlier beginning and ending of the first period of attack by the 
lyerwint,er'ld broods of No.2, and the more complete development 
)It,he second generation. The habits of the two species are quite 
milar, except that the present species is usually associated with 
or more others-Nos. 3, 5,8, and 10. 
ECONOMIC FEATURES AND METHODS OF CONTROL. 
economic features and methods of control relating to this species 
quite similar to those of the western pine beetle. In case it should 
)MOmLe isolated from the other species of Dendroctonus with which 
usually associa,ted and become independently destructive, and if 
l.urnmLer barking of the infested trees Should be found desirable, the 
· should begin (under average conditions) about the middle of 
and end at the middle of July, or just a month earlier than for 
western pine beetle. The same rule applies for trap-trees for the 
generation, which should be Prepared in May and barked by the 
,,~""U,.o of July. The fall and winter work of barking trees may begin 
rlil;tle later, but should be completed by. the 1st of May. In the 
southern range of this barkbeetle the beginning and completion 
such control work should be two months earlier than at the same 
"'''",-c,e in its more northern range. (See" Methods of control" 
md"r western pine beetle, Pl'. 46-48.) 
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BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
Information on this species is based on investigations by the write] 
at Williams, Ariz., September, 1902; at Vermejo, N .. Mex., May, 
and near Flagstaff, Ariz:, May, 1905; by Mr. J. L. Webb at I .. ",t. •. ff 
Williams, and Dead Mans Flat and near the Grand UanVI)ll . .tu",. 
l\{ay to September, 1904, in the Lincoln National Forest at Olcmd.crclft 
and in the Oapitan Mountains, New Mexico, and in the Santa 
Iina National Forest, Arizona, May to September, 1907, by Mr. W. 
Fiske at Meelts, Capitan, and Oloudcroft, N. Mex., and in the Do,viS 
Mountains, Texas, in 1907; by Mr. ILK Burke at Panguitch 'CW'''", 
Utah, in 1907; by Mr. W. D. Edmonston at Monte Vista, Colo., 
1907. Additional localities through correspondence are Show 
Chiricahua Mountains, Arizomi; San Bernardino, Cal.; Fort G"rhmd 
.p 
I<'IG.14.-'£hc sO,ilthwestern pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
,Colo.; Escalanto, Utah, and Santa Fe, N. Mex. 'l'he Rpecies is ' 
sented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Entomology 
more than 300 specimens of the insect and its work. 
This species is closely related to the western pine beetle, but is 
tinguished by the slightly more slender form, coarser rugosities, 
distinctly impressed stri", of the elytra. It is easily diE,tiIlgtlisll! 
from the other species occupying the same range by the denser rUI,OS 
ties and absence of long hairs on the elytra. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Hopkins, 1904 (under" The Arizona. Dendroctonus"), pp. 42, 44; Hopkins, 
pp. 85-87. 
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No.3. THE ROUNDHEADED PINE BEETLE .. 
(Dendroctonu.s conve;J.,'ifrons Hopk Figs. 15-17.) 
roundheaded pine beetle is a somewhat elongate cylindrical, 
to black, rath~r shining barkbeetle, 4 to 6 mm. in 
with the front of the head convex, and without frontal groove, 
'protll0J'ax broad; only slightly narrowed toward the head, and 
punctured, the elytra with coarse rugosities toward the base, 
declivity with fine punctures and long erect hairs. (See fig. 
It attacks injured, felled, and healthy western yellow pine from 
Ith''''n Arizona to northern New Mexico and southern Colorado. It 
, •. va.t"s long, slightly winding, longitudi-
.Ii " .. usometimes transverse mid branched 
galleries (fig. 16) extending through the 
living and dying bark and grooving 
surface of the wood. At intervals 
the sides of the galleries single eggs 
The short, cylindrical,· grub_ 
. • . larvlB exknd their larval mines at right 
. . to the egg galleries, usually through 
.... inner layers of bark, and mark the sur-
of the wood. The transformation to 
l;jl~poo and adults is sometimes in the inner 
',).t,.a. rR, but probably more often in the outer 
This barkbeetle is nearly always as-
}ci"ted with one or more of four other 
of Dendroctonus-Nos. 2, 3, 5, 8, 
10. The presence of this species is 
,dicate,d by pitch tubes on the trunk and 
. the fading and reddish foliage. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES . . 
FIG.15.-The roundhcnded pine 
beetle (DcndrQctOn11S convc.ti~ 
/I'ons): Adult. Greatly enlarg-
ed, (Author'S ilhistration.) 
. ,;; The winter is passed in the bark of trees attacked the preceding 
~"umnler, as parent adults, young to matured larvlB, young adults, 
possibly pUpal, the parent adults in the egg galleries, and the 
;broo(is in the outer and iffi1er bark. 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
: . The overwintered parent adults extend the old galleries or excavate 
.. ' ones from the time activity begins in May until the last of June, 
,9r later.' '. The overwintered broods of young adults begin to emerge, 
(probably, in June, and continue to come out until September. The 
;6verwintered larvlB begin to transform to pup'" and adults in JU'1e 
land apparently continue to develop and transforin to adults until 
:',lJetivityceases in the fall. Some of the adults which have transformed 
• 
• 
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_;?:i 
~ ~ 
from overwintered larvre may emerge during the period from August,;' 
to October, but apparently the majority go over the second winter,;iii 
together with a few larvre. Full-grown larvre observed by Mr. Webb'( 
on June 28 had not all transformed. to adults on October 10, and',!, 
only a few adults had emerged. The broods developing from the eggs'~ 
deposited by the overwintered parent adults may, develop to adults,( 
: I 
\ I 
FIG. l6.-The roundheaded pine beetle: Egg galleries and larval mines. Reduced. (Author's 
illustration,) 
before activity ceases in the fall, but the majority evidently pass 
winter as med,ium to matured larvre. , 
GENERATION. 
The overwintered broods of young adults begin to emerge 
deposit eggs in June and continue to do so until September, 
later. Some of the larvre from these eggs may transform to pupl!,! 
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o.dlllt;sbefore colchveathcr, hut evidently no adults emerge before 
is very evident that there is only one partial generation annually, 
. that some individuals may not complete their development 
the second year. It is evident, also, that the most retarded 
of the first generation may Jive over and deposit eggs the 
HABITS. 
far as known, this species confines its attacks to the western 
pine, but it is probable that it will attack other species of 
growing witbin its range. It is nearly always associated with 
other species of Dendroctonus and other barkbeetles in injured, 
vm'. and felled trees. The adults enter the living to dying bark 
' .• the main trunk of the trees and excavate long, slightly winding, . 
'ng.itudirlal, oblique, or nearly transverse and sometimes branched 
.lIerie" through the inner bark, and often groove the outer layer 
wood. In contrast with other species of Dendroctonus which 
usually associated with it, except the Black Hills beetle, the larval 
(pilles are usually, hut not always, exposed in the inner bark, and 
mark the surface of the wood. Some of the larvlB may trans-
to adults in the inner bark, but as a rule they enter the outer 
" .. I ..• bark for this purpose. The young adults remain there until 
for them to emerge and fly. Nothing is known of the food 
flight habits, and many other facts are obscure, owing to the 
~orlfus:'ion of this. with other species before it· was recognized as 
ECONOMIC FEATURES . 
. . The fact that this species is usually associated with one or more 
species 2, 3, 5, 8, and 10 renders its specific relation to the death of 
doubtful. It is evident, however, that if it should become iso-
. . 
from the other species and occur in large numbers, it would be 
capable of killing trees on its own account. During the past year 
was found associated with the Bla.ck Hills beetle in the destruc-
of a large amount of timber, with evidence that some of the 
were killed by it alone. 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
'Whenever it is found that this species is causing the' death of 
,iITlbe,r or is associated with other species in doing so, the bark should 
removed from the main trunk of the infested trees and bnrned. 
work should be done between the first of October and the middle 
the following June. (See also "General methods of control," pp. 
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BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
The preceding information relating-to this barkbeetle is based 
investigations' by the writer at Williams, Ariz., September, 1902, 
Vermejo, N. Mex., May, 1903, at Flagstaff, Ariz., May, 1904., 
near Ft. Garland, Colo., June, 1906; by Mr. J. L.Webb at 'Ia,(st,tfl 
Ariz., May to September,1904, at Cloudcroft, N. Mex., and in 
Santa Catalina National Forest, Arizona, May to September, 1 
by Mr. W. F: Fiske, at Meeks, Cloudcroft, and Capitan, N. Mex., 
1907; by Mr. H. E. Burke, .at Panguitch, Utah, in 1907; by 
W.D. Edmonston, at Monte :'Vista and Laveta, Colo., and La 
Utah, in 1907. Additional localities through correspondence 
Las Animas County, Colo.; Show Low, and Paradise, Ariz., 
FIG. 17.-The roundheaded pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
the Fort Wingate Military Reservation, New Mexico. The specie: 
is represented in the forest-inseCt collection of the Bureau of 
mology by more than 100 specimens of the insect and of its work 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 87-90. 
No.4. THE SOUTHERN PINE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctonus/Tontalis Zimm. Figs. 18-31.) 
The southern pine beetle is a slender, cylindrical, brownish to 
beetle, 2.2 to 4.2 mm. in length; the head is broad, with median 
vations each side of a distinct frontal groove; the pro thorax is 
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but slightly narrowed toward the head; the elytra have 
~ta.tely coarse rugosities between indistinct rows of punctures, 
declivity is convex, with a few long hairs. (See fig. 18.) It 
healthy,injured, and felled trees of all of the pines and spruces, 
"S(>tIt.hOl,n Pennsylvania southward into Florida and westward 
eastern Texas and Arkansas. It excavates long, winding egg 
(fig. 19) through the inner bark, and marks, but does not 
the surface of the wood (fig. '24). The whitish, legless larv;" 
short, broad larval mines at more or less regular intervals 
angles along the sides of the egg galleries, usually, but not 
exposed in the inner bark. The transformation to pupro 
MI111'S takes place in the outer corky barIc. The presence of 
,speCl'OS is indicated by pitch tubes on the main trunk of !iv-iug 
and by the fading and yellowish to red foliage as the trees die 
its attack. It is a very destructive enemy 
'outh"rn and southeastern pines. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
NORTHERN SECTION. 
OVERWINTERING S'l'AGES. 
broods pass the winter in the outer bark of 
attacked duririg the preceding summer and 
. as parent 'adults, matured larvro, and possibly 
and as small larvro in the inner bark, but 
llClpaHy as matured larvro in the outer barlc 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
. of South Caroiina the overwintered par-
. . adults begin to extend their galleries or 
new ones as soon as warm weather 
FIG.18.-The southern 
pine beetle (Dendt'oc-
tonus frontalis): Adult. 
Greatly enlarged . 
(Author's jl,lustration.) 
in the spring (March to May) and continue their activities 
)b"bly until toward the middle of May 01' later. The. overwin-
broods of young adults begin to emerge about the first of May . 
. ' first swarming period occurs about the middle of May, but strag-
. continue to come out probably as late as the middle of June 01' 
This relates especially to its northern range and to the higher 
The overwintered broods of matured larvro begin to trans-
to pupoo and adults in :March and April, but the principal trans-
:ma.tron is in April, so that the adults are ready to emerge with the 
~)'Vrintel,ed broods of young adults. Some of the broods of over-
lteJ:ed younglarvro probably develop in time to emerge with the 
but some of them are generally retarded and do. not com-
their development until in July, or possibly as late as August. 
evident that the major:ity of the overwintered broods are out by 
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tne middle of June and that all are out by th<; last of July, 
from eggs deposited by overwintered parent !1dults probably np.vAII~· 
and emerge by the first or middle of June. 
FIRST GENERA_TION. 
The overwintered young adults deposit their first eggs early 
May, and the exc!1vating of galleries and oviposition continue 
ably into June, especially if the parent adults leave the cOlnpl.ete, 
galleries to excaV!1te others, which they evidently do, though 
general and principal attack by the overwintered broods is 'from 
FIG. 19.-'l'he southern pine beet.le. Egg galleries ltlldlarvnlmines: a, Entrance; b, entrance 
C, egg gallery; d, normal larval mine; e, abnormal larval mine; I, terminal; U, ventilating 
rows. Slightly reduced. (Author's illustration.) 
middle to the last of May. The larv", begin to hatch early in 
and continue their active development during June, the more ret,ar,d, 
individuals continuing active into August. They begin to 
form to pup'" and adults about the middle of June, and continue 
the retarded individuals are all transformed, in August or 
The developed broods begin to emerge toward the last of June 
continue to come out during July or until all of the retarded h,,'", 
and individuals· are out in August and September or later; 
practically all of the normally developed broods of the first geJleratic 
are out by the last of July. 
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SECOND GENERATION. 
first eggs of the second generation are deposited by adults of 
first generation during the first week of July. The principal 
however, is during the latter part of July and first of August. 
larvre of tHls generation begin to hatch about the middle of 
continue to hatch during the latter part of July and early part 
,wl,d begin transforming to pupre and adults during the first 
August, and cantinue to do so into September or later. The 
.vve," of adults begin to emerge about the lOth of August and con-
to come out during the middle to last of the month, and until 
last of the retarded broods have left the trees, in September or 
, but practically all of the normally developed broods are 
dentlyout by the middle of September. 
THIRD GENERATION. 
; •••• adults of the second generation evidently begin to attack the 
.. and deposit eggs for the third generation about the middle of 
.;>' and continue to do so into September or later, though the 
;;;: attack is during the last half of August. The larvre begin . 
ii" hatch in a few days after the eggs are deposited, and develop 
'. during the last of August and first half of September, 
some of them do not complete their development before hiber-
begins in the fall. The matured ·larvre transform to pupre 
adults principally during September, but continue their trans-
,rm,atJiOnlS into November or later. The developed broods begin to 
lllelige about the middle of September, and probably continue to 
out until November or later. The majority, however, evidently 
me:rge before the middle of October. 
FOURTH GENERATION. 
;' . .iLIt, adults of the third generation evidently begin to attack the 
and' deposit eggs about the middle of September, and continue 
. do so during the latter part of September and first of October, 
. cold weather. The principal development of the larv", is dur-
October, practically all becoming full grown before hibernation 
egins, so that the majority pass the winter as full-grown larvre in the 
bark. Some of the earliest broods evidently begin transform-
to pup", and adults toward the middle of October, and some of 
may emerge in October and November, but evidently by far 
larger number of both the young adults and the developed larvre 
the winter in the outer bark. 
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FIFTH GENERATION. 
There may be a partial or beginning of a fifth generation, eSI,ecial!: 
at the lower elevations and more southern localities of the nOJethern 
section, the individuals of which pass the winter as parent aUUlt 
and young larVal. 
. It is evident that in the northern section of the range oft):lis 
9ies there are from two to three complete seasonal generations 
.jl)g the period from about the first of May until activity ceases 
. the fall, or at any rate all of the broods of at least two geJller'atjom 
develop and emerge during the period of activity within the rt1J1ge 
including the higher elevations 01 North Carolina and lower eleva, 
tions at the northern limit, and that all of the broods of at 
three generations develop and emerge at the medium and lower 
vations south of Virginia, represented by a central locality lntlm,"P." 
in a range of, say, 1,000 feet above and 500 feet below Tryon, N. 
while portions of the fourth and all of the fifth generation ov."r~lint,er. 
PERIODS OF DESTRUCTIVE ATTACK. 
In the area including the mountains of North Carolina and nOJ:·th· 
ward there is one principal period of destructive attack, viz, dUJrin~ 
AUgilst and September, and in the area represented by Tryon, N. 
there are two principal periods of destructive attack, one from 
middle of July to the last of AU:gust, the other during September 
October. 
SOUTHERN. SECTION .. 
. In the southern section, including the Atlantic or Gulf region 
loblolly and longleaf pines, there is a complex overlapping of nr.)h: 
ably five or six generations, most difficult to define on account 
the almost continuous activity during,the year, but of course 
or less retarded during the colder weather of the winter months. 
would appear, however, that the principal periods of 
attack are similar to those of the Tryon section. 
·HABITS. 
The adult beetles enter the living bark, usually on the upper 
tion of the main trunk of standing healthy or injured trees or on 
entire trunk of newly felled ones, and excavaie long, sublcmg;itrrdinal 
winding egg galleries (figs. 19~22) through the inner bark. 
placed in little niches along the sides of these galleries at more 
less regular intervals of one-half inch or more. 
The freshly hatched larval, which are short, stout, whitish 
with a faint frontal elevation in the middle of the head and 
the opposite end of the body blunt or truncate, excavate their 
mines at right angles to the egg gallery (fig. '19), and usually eXlpose( 
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inner balk The normal larval mine is first short and thread" 
then suddenly enlarges into a broad cavity, but sometimes, 
the bark dies too rapidly or is otherwise unfavorable, a thread-
abnormal larva!' mine is extended for a much greater distance. 
the larva> are fully matured they bore out into the corky-outer 
and excavate individual cells (fig. 22) in which those of the 
,mIner brood transform ·to pupa> and adults and those of' the fall 
pass the winter before going through their transformations 
following spring. After the adults are fully matured and when 
ern pine beetle: 
Termination of egg 
galleries. (Author'S 
illustration,) 
FIG. 21.-The southern pine 
heetle. Beginning of egg 
galleries: a, In living bark; 
b, in dyitlg bark; c, marked 
on surIacc of wood (white 
area represents normal up· 
o pearnnce of wood preserved 
by resin.) (Author'S illustra-
tion.) 
FIG. 22.-The southern pine beetle, 
Bark showing: a, Pitch tubcs; b, 
entrance burrow; c, egg gallery; 
at ventilnting burrow; e, pupal 
cells; j, exit bllrrowS;,g, inner 
bark; h, outer bark, (Author's 
illustration. ) 
proper time comes for them to emerge, they bore out through 
bark and flyaway. . 
. The flight or swarming of this specics evidently occurs late in the 
and at night, and consequently very few observations have 
made on the flight habits. The finding of the beetles in electric-
globes and otherwise attracted to light is conclusive evidence 
the beetles fly at night, and the fact that groups of trees are 
attacked by great numbers of the beetles indicates a 
An especially interesting feature in the congre-
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gating habit of the beetles was observed by Mr. W. F. Fiske, 
found great numbers congregated under the loose flakes· of bark 
healthy trees just before their simultaneous entrance into the Ilvm, 
inner bark. Another peculiar habit of the beetles is that of mi!;rat 
ing from one locality or group of trees where the broods developB( 
to another locality or group of trees some distance away, instead 
continuing their attack' on the trees immediately surrounding 
FIG. 2S.-The southern pine beetle: Old egg 
galleries in Hving tree, with surrounding 
callus of new wood. (Author's illustration.) 
from which they emerge. Apparently 
there are rare exceptions to this rule. 
While this species will breed in injured 
and felled trees, it shows a decided prefer-' 
ence for those living and healthy, whenever 
FIG. 24.-The southern pine 
Egg gallery in living tree 
on :;urface of wood six years 
block was cut from tree: a, 
of gallery on original surface; 
resinous wood; c, ,surfact'- scar 
years later; d, original surfaco 
7-year-old annual layer of wood; 
six subsequent annual layers 
wood formed over original 
(Author's illustration.) 
it occurs in sufficient numbers to attack and kill them. Its 
of larVal must have living, or at least partially living, bark in 
to complete their rapid normal development. It attacks. the bark 
the middle or upper trunk of medium to large pine and spruce 
and usually selects the largest and best trees first. After the 
trees are killed the middle to lower trnnk of the smaller trees 
be attacked. The habit of attack and methods of excavating 
leries are similar to those of the smaller western and Mexican 
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all of which ext.end their go'!leries from' the entrance in a trans-
or sublongitudino'! and tortuous course through the inner bark 
19). Those of different pairs of beetles frequently cross each 
s,? that the many primary galleries, independent of the larval 
serve to com-
girdle the tree 
kill the ba.rk. Thus. 
winding galleries 
a much more rapid 
of the bark and 
than do the 
,i'ail?;htlongitudinal gal-
like those of tJ;lC 
beetles and the. 
Hills beetle. The 
are killed by the 
ir~~:~ effect of the 
'lr primary galler-
the bark of the 
portion. of the 
!'llllK, which, it has been 
is the 
vital part, or at 
has less power of 
~ist,ing injuries than 
lower portion and 
Instead of the 
of the trees re-
!1ainiulg green un til the 
" season, as they do 
'( ' .. trees inf<;sted by the 
beetle and the 
Hills beetle, all 
'eont. those on the trees 
,.ta()j,e,d late in the sea-
commence to fade 
.• a few weeks after the 
become infested. 
FIG. 25.-White pine timber killed by southern pine beetle 
Condition in October, 1894, of trees which died in 1891 and 
1893. (Original, frcim photograph.) 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
'This species may be considered as one of the most dangerous enemies 
pine forests of the SoutllOrn States. It devastated the pine 
over large areas in West Virginia and Virginia in 1891 and 1$92, 
the extensive dying of pine·timber in the Southern States during 
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the. past century, to which there are numerous refel;ences, was 
than likely caused by it. It has been more or less active in the 
south of Virginia, southward to Texas, since 1902, and in 
localities and during some years it has killed a large amount o~f:.i.~~b~ 
It is therefore a constant menace to the pine timber of the 
States. 
EVIDENCES 01!' AT'fACK. 
The first external evidence that living trees are being attacked 
this species is the presence of pitch tubes (fig. 22) on the upper 
middle bunk, or of reddish boring dust lodged in the loose bark 
around the base 
the trees. If 
o attack is 
l~IG. 26.-:-Table Mountain pine, Mineral- County, W. Va., seven years 
after it was killed by the southern pine bedle. (Origino.l, from 
photograph. ) 
to kill the trees, 
presence of the. 
sect will be indical 
ed in about 
weeks by the 
and yellowish 
pearance of 
leaves, and in 
a month after 
attack the 
will be yellowish 
reddish, all of 
bark except that 
the base of 
trunks will be 
and the broods 
the destructive 
my will be ready" 
emerge or will ." 
emerged. Aft" 
the leaves have become reddish brown practically all of the. 
will be out. Positive evidence, however, that the 
external conditions are caused by this beetle is obtained only 
authentic identification of specimens of the insect or its work 
from the affected trees. The presence of the insect in destructive 
dangerous numbers is indicated by frequent patches of dying pine 
spruce during July, August, and September, and the sudden 
of the timber over large areas will indicate a destructive in,"""i( 
req!liring prompt and radical measures for its control. 
if EFFECT:I:: :::::C~A:::,::::NT::' WOOD. 65 
i~f%~The commercial value of the wood of trees killed by this beetle is 
tl&,gduced by the bluing of the sapwood (fig. 29), often before the leaves 
~1l'~ill to turn yellow, though the heartwood, especially of the larger 
fslltuce and yellow pine, usually remains sound for many years after 
~tlie trees die; both the sap and heart wood of the smaller trees, and 
IWi!~en of the large pitch, kblolly, and Table Mountain pille, deteriorate L,,,,,, 
~'fapidly (figs. 2fl, 27), and 
Iherefore must be utilized . , 
!!~\hmediately after the 
~~tees begin todie,in order 
l4i8,save anything of com-
~fu~rciaI value. 
t~UM;'Serious losses of a sec-/,(h-;O, 
;f8hdary nature, both of 
fd~ad and adj oilling living 
t~l\.]lber, may result from 
\lfites started in the dead 
r,~iirber. Therefore the 
~.i:?mp~ utilization of the 
i;ll~"tle-mfested trees and 
~tll~ prevention of forest 
Imils ar.e important to pb-
~j\)ate total destruction of 
Ii,'''''''>' _ ~!~f timber. 
lJN.l~:ORABI,i3] ANI) UNFAVOR-
~:':J.';,': ;:; _ \ 
!k((<A.n:LE CONDITIONS J'OR THE 
}0;f*~~ETI'E. 
tlKtl-\Z\: 
I' 
FIG. 27.-A forest of Table Mountain pine, Mineral County, 
W. Va., seven years after it was hilled by the southern 
pjne beetle. (Original, from photograph.) 
irff;::F'avorable conditions 
II~:fthlJ multiplication and 
rfl\'tea.d of the beetlc are 
l~*Vnd in ar.eas of large, 
(W':~tured timber and 
ilwllere the trees are fre-!!Ur~ntly struck by light-
~~Jiig, felled, or injured by 
[1:lii'!lls, etc., durillg the 
~Jlfumer months. W~,Whe odor from the exposed wood, and perhaps from the wiltjng 
t!?II~ge of a few trees cut in the midst of a healthy growth of pille dur-
;1Il~lthe summer, serves to attract this species, apparently from a long 
\l!,~K'mce, and to illduce attack on the surrounding healthy trees. 
iNJi~tefor.e, any irregular or sporadic IOGal cuttillg of timbei' forCuel 
~~~ny limited purpose during the summer months furnishes most 
fu""'$J'·': 
.Wi: 89535-BulI. 83, pt. 1-09-6 
,~*~~,;:, 
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favoreble conditions for the concentration of individuals from wille], 
scattered colonies and broods, and thus increases their power of att.acJ 
ing and killing the surrounding living trees. By this means .' 
forces are greatly augmented, and much of the surrounding timber ". 
killed. If conditions favorable for the continued concentration of .... 
beetles prevail from year to ye~r, an invasion like that of 1891 
FIG. 2S.-Sprncc timber killed by the southern pine beetle, mountains of Transyl-
vania County, N. C. (Original,) 
1892 may be started, which may far exceed any forest fire in 
history of the country, both in the extent of area covered and in 
number of trees of commercial value killed. 
Unfavorable conditions for the multiplication of the insect and 
destructive attack on living timber will be found in large areas 
the older matured trees have been removed and where co:ntiuw '. 
timber-cutting operations are carried on under some regular system,: 
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forest management, as also where there are regulations governing the 
time of year when the timber shall be cut, in both regular and irregu-
jM operations, as well as the time 
;;'hen lightning-struck and other-
lVise injured trees shall be removed 
ilr barked. 
'METHODS OF CONTROL. 
. In order effectually to destroy 
the insect, it is only necessary to 
temove the infested bark from the 
ttunks and burn it. It is entirely 
unnecessary to burn or otherwise 
destroy any part of the wood from 
which the bark has been removed, 
because the destructive beetle does 
hot enter the wood and rarely 
breeds in the bark of the tops and 
pranches. With this particular 
~pecies,- however, it is necessary 
po burn the bark after or before 
it is removed, because the·ma-. 
'\,lred larval, pUpal, and adults 
pass the winter in the outer dry 
.1>ark, where they wO)lld otherwise 
'~urvive andemerge in the spring, 
to attack other trees. 
iii In localities or areas of greater 
til' less extent where it has been 
positively· determined that the 
timber is attacked and killed by. 
ithis beetle, the principal groups 
i9f trees which are actually in-
~Mted with the broods should 
ike located in the period from 
,~ovemberto March,. and the 
:~tanding trees, including all of 
i~he larger ones, so infested should 
q)ave the bark removed from 
iyhe main trunks or be felled 
i~hd barked, ·01' the entire trunk 
,·n'.· , 
~corched, burned, placed in water, 
FIG. 29.-The southern pine beetle: Section 
of pine trunk, bark removed, showing 
the galleries marked on surface of "Wood 
and the dark patches caused by the blue-
ing fungus', (Original.) 
:&,1' converted into lumber and the 
~J~bs burned, as in each case is nl0re practicable or advisable. In 
}~~e northern section this work should be begun not earlier than the 1st 
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of November and completed not later than the 1st ·of April, and 
the southern section it should be begun in December and completed in 
February. Hat least 75 per cent of the infested trees, including all 01 
• 
FI<';. 30.-Egg galleries and larval mines 01 the southern pine beetle, and larval mines 
of roundheaded bark~borer. (Original.) 
those in the larger patches, within 10 or 15 square miles are 
treated, it should destroy enough of the broods to protect the relnam-i~ 
ing timber for several years. If, then, this practice is followed 
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~jvhenever small patches of infested timber are found it should set'Ve to 
Ihep this enemy under complete control. 
ii' Summer operations in the felling and barking of infested trees are 
j,hot to be recommended except in special cases, when, for example, 
~it is desirable under a clear-cutting system to include the healthy 
iit;mber with the infested, 01' when practically all of the timber over a 
;;large area is infested during the spring and summer; otherwise,if only 
:;,1he infested trees are cut and healthy ones left, the. felled and barked 
\';trees attract the flying beetles to the locality; and thus the death of a 
);large amount of the surrounding healthy timber results. . 
; If it is desirable to make clear cuttings during the summer, to 
!;~'jnclude small or large areas of inlested timber, it should be done 
11during the principal periods of larval development-'August and 
p,jSeptember in the northern section, and from July to October in the 
"X southern section. fJ. Whenever it is desirable to protect a small or large estate, or a 
ilJparticularly valuable section of the forest surrounded by forested areas 
:.~i:in which the inlested timber can not or will not be cut and barked, 
iAthe greatest precautions should be taken to prevent the cutting of 
i'/,pine timber for any purpose during the spring, summer, and early 
j);fall. The only exception would be lightning~struck 01' storm-broken 
q'i'and felled trees, which, under certain conditions, should be cut and 
j'·.removed, oi' burned with the tops, if possible, the next day after the 
(;;injury occurs. If the logs are removed the tops should be burned 
iover the stumps. . 
"i, If pine cord wood is cut during the summer, it should be done under 
Mthe clear-cutting system and confined to a section of the forest away 
(V'from the more valuable timber which it is desirable to protect from 
Qi'insect attack. Cord wood, new lumber, etc., shOuld never be piled 
'i{in proximity to living pine trees, neither should building operations 
}i;involving the use of new pine lumber 01' fresh paint be conducted 
ix,during the summer in or neal' a desirable grove of pineor spruce. All 
~':ol the above relates especially to sections where the beetle ·is p,'esent 
ri~:~n the surrounding forest. 
%' Some experiments cQllducted by Mr. W. F. Fiske, whlle working on 
.U;,forest insects, indicate that if the infested trees are felled in November 
ii)'and December and left flat on the ground and the upper side of the 
~l>trunk is scored or blazed so as to facilitate the entrance of water from 
il;rainsand melting snows, the broods will be killed by the. abnormal 
iK"\vet condition of the inner bark. . . .. 
N0't When the infested timber is near streams or ponds 'the broods may 
~ii;be destroyed by placing the unbarked trunks or logs in the water, pro-
fl':dvided the work is done before the broods begin to emerge. 
(mfL-, 
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Whenever the infested timber can be utilized for lumber the UlllWlllg 
of the bark and slabs is all that is necessary. 
BAtns _OF INFORMATION. 
Information on this species is based on investigations by the wriiter 
for the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment·. Station in 
localities in West Virginia, July, 1891, to December, 1896; for 
United States Department of Agriculture at Fletchers, N. C., . 
and November, 1902; at Tryon, N. C., July, 1902, March, 1 
July, 1904; at Boardman, N. C., Inman, N. C., and Kirbyville, 
l!~IG. 3t.-The southern pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
November, 1902; at Pink Beds and Pisgah Ridge, N. C., July, ".~\J'±; 
Virginia Beach, Va., Novemberand l)ecember, 1907, and April, ","'LV.·Wii, 
and June, 1908; by W. F. Fiske at Tryon, N. C., March to S)::c~~:~0· ··J •• i .• '
and December, 1903, April to December, 1904, March to I i., 
1905, and May, June, and July, 1906; at Clyo, Ga., August, 1903; 
Pisgah Ridge, N. (j., September, 1903, and September, 1904; at \.JOIne-
lia, Ga., November, 1903; at Chicora, S. C., November, 1904; 
Call, Tex., February and November, 1905; at Beaumont and DElw,'y_ .. i('\, 
ville, Tex., Thomasville, Ga., Montgomery, Ala., Wilson and Sirlger,0i 
La., and Pink Beds, N. C., March, 1905.; at Ducktown and W"trrlOr,e.ij 
Tenn., Ellijay, Ga., October, 1905, and Green Bay, Va., June, 
Additional localities through correspondence and from other collectiollf 
are Calhoun, Ala.; Green Bay, Cobbs Island, Glen Allen, and AubUJiB 
Mills, Va.; Hampton, Ark.; Demorest, Ga.; Indian Territory, 
Haw Creek, Fla. The species is represented in the forest-insect colH, 
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~;9' 32.-The Europenu ba.rkbeetJc.destroycr (Clenl8 formical'iu.s), introduced from Europe in 1892-
:"://1893:<:< A, AduH, dorsal aspect, nntilral size I\.t riglltj B, adult, showing attitude when feeding on ~t:i,: bnrkbeetlc; 0, pupa and dewils; fl, larya and details. Greatly enlarged. , (Author's illustration,)· 
a Hopkins, 1899a, pp. 297-231. 
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lection of the Bureau of Entomology by 65 specimens in the W ',:; 
Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station collection and by more 
150 i)l the general Bureau of Entomology collection. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
Hopkins, 1892a, pp. 64-65; Hopkins, 1892b, p. 353; Scha.ufuss,- 1892, p. 316; H~~~~~ 
1893a, pp. 187-189; Hopkins, 1893b, p. 143; Hopkins, 1893e, pp. 186, 213; B 
1893d, pp. 123':"'129; Hopkins, 1894, p. 292; Hopkins, 1894a, pp. 71-76; Hopkins, 
p; 348; Lintner, 1895, p. 500; Hopkins, 1896, pp. 246, 250; Hopkins, IS97a; pp. 
Hopkins, 1897b, pp. 35-36; Hopkins, IS97e, pp. 79, 94-95, 147-151; Chittenden, 
pp. 67-75; Hopkins, 1898b, pp. 104-105; Schwarz, 1898, pp. 81-82; Hopkins, 
pp. 394-414, 448; Hopkins, 1899b, pp. 11, 13, 14; Chittenden, 1899, pp. 55-56; HOpKlIU 
1902b-, p. 21;-Hopkins, 1902c, p. 20; Hopkins, 1903a, p. 59; Hopkins, 1903b, pp. 270-27 
FIG. 33.-The Arizov,a. 
pine beetle (Dendroc-
tonus arizonicu.s): 
Adult. Greatly en-
larged. (Author's il-
lustration. ) 
281; Hopkins, 1904, pp. 41,42,44; Felt, 1905, p. 6; Hopkit# 
1906c, p. 80; Webb, 1906. pp. 20-22; Hopkins, 1907, p. 
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 90-95. 
No.5. THE ARIZONA PINE BEETLE. 
(De:ndroctonus a?'i'wnimw Hopk. Figs. 33, 34.) 
The Arizona pine beetle (fig. 33) is a sOlne1,vh~ 
elongate, brown to black beetle, from 4' to 5 . 
long, with broad gTOoved head, sides of pr(}tbLOrE 
but slightly narrowed toward the head, finely 
rather coarsely punctured, and elytra with sligh"l 
coarse rugosities toward the base and declivity, 
latter with a few long hairs. (Seefig.34.) It attacH 
healthy, injured, and felled western yellow pine 
central Arizona, and evidently excavates gallel.·iE 
similar. to those of the southwestern pine be'etl, 
with which it is usually confused. The 
make concealed food burrows in the inner bark, and transform 
pup'" and adults in individual cells in the outer bark. Like the 
species, its destructive work would be indicated by pitch tubes 
the trunk and by the fading yellowish to reddish foliage. 
SEASONAL IIISTOH,Y. 
This species wa~ not recognized as distinct from the south,,'esterJ 
pine beetle until after the principal field 0 bservations had been m"de>,,; 
and while many specimens were collected they were nearly alveay 
associated with the latter in similar galleries; therefore there 
somewhat meager evidence on which to base conclusions relating 
seasonal history, habits, etc. Apparently, however, its habits 
in most respects similar to those 01 the southwestern pine be'ltle ,. 
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thc)Ugh it is distinctly separated by specific characters. It is more 
, .. flvrelated to the southern and smaller Mexican pine beetles than 
, any other species, and therefore it may be found that it has two 
en,,,wGio:ns, and a partial third,annually. It is also probable that 
lid"r isolation and favorable conditions it may, like the southern 
beetle, become very destructive. (See "Economic features" 
"Methods of control" under Nos. 1, 2, and 4.) 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
,'Data regarding this species were obtained through investigations 
the writer at Williams, Ariz., September, 1902, and Flagstaff, 
May, 1904, and by J. L. Webb at Flagstaff and Williams, Ariz., 
. . 
. ' . 
. . . 
. ", .-; 
FIG. 34.-The Arizona pine beetle: Dis!J:ibutlou map. (A utbor's illustration.) 
to 1904, and FlagsLafl', Ariz., August, 1907, It is 
represenj;ed in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Entomology 
, 
•• over 50 speCImens. 
' .. ,This species can be easily distinguished from No.2, with which it 
in size, by the long hairs on the declivity of the elytra, and 
:. the smaller examples Of No.8 by the fine punctures of the strim 
:::.. the declivity, from No.3 by the grooved head, and from No.6, to 
, , it is closely allied, by the distinctly more pubescent pronotum 
elytra. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY . 
• Hapki.,., 1909, pp. 95-97. 
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No.6. THE SMALLER MEXICAN PINE BEETLE. 
(Drmd1'oc.tonu8 'Irte.'cicanu8 Hopk. li'igs. 35, 36.) 
The smaller Mexican pine beetle (fig. 35) is a dark brown, elcmg:at,e, 
cylindrical barkbeetle, ranging in length from 3 to 4 mm.,w ";i~th:~;c~;~~ •• 
broad and grooved, p I \ but slightly 
the head, and punctured, 
I I elytra with coarse r:~~~i~~i!:~: toward the base and d the latter with long hairs. I attacks pine trees in M"xi,eo, 
where a large amount of 
\ 11 
I I 
FIG. 35,-The smaller Mexicall pine beetle (Den-
drQctonus mexicarws); Adult, greatly enlarge(l, 
and section of egg gallery, slightly cnhugc(l. 
(Author's illustrations.) 
has died in certain localities, 
dentlyowing to the work of 
and the larger Mexican pine 
tie. It excavates winding 
galleries (fig. 35) through the 
ner bark, the larval mines Delng, 
concealed, like those of the west-
ern and southwestern pine 
ties, beneath the inner 
of the bark. Very little ap:pea.rs< 
to be known of the se,'sonal 
tory and habits of this spe,me:s, 
FIG. 36.-The smaller Mexican pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author'S illustration.) 
but evidently they will be quite similar to those of the sOlltrlw"st,erD'"Jl 
Bouthem, and Arizona pine beetles. It will therefore be subject 
the same general treatment for its control, namely, the removal an'l"" 
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~rning of the infested bark during the principal period of larva.! 
elopnlerlt and during the inactive or overwintering periods, if such 
;,,,Ifonncl within its range. 
species has not been recognized within the United States, but 
not improbable that it may be found in the pine forests of south~ 
Arizona and New Mexico. 
writer has identified thirty-six specimens received from Prof. 
L. Herrera and Dr. S. J. Bonansea, collected from pine in Ame-
tJllec", Michoacan, and Tacubaya, Mexico. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
;lIopkins, 1906c, p. 80; Hopkins, ]909, pp. 97~99. 
No.7. TilE LARGER MEXICAN PINE BEETLE. 
(Drmdroctonus parallelocollis Chap. Figs. 37-39.) 
'/!"h', larger Mexican pine beetle is a somewhat elongate, cylin-
:tn"a], dark brown to black barkbeetle, 5 to 6 mm. in length, with 
deeply grooved head; broad prothorax, With sides' nearly 
and but slightly narrowed toward the head, and elytra with 
moderately coarse rugosities, the declivity with coarse punc-
and long erect hairs. (See fig. 37.) It attacks living pine 
, ' in Mexico, exCavating coarse, slightly winding, longitudinal 
, oblique and sometimes branched egg galleries (fig. 38) through 
inner bark. The larval mines are evidently concealed beneath the 
layers of bark, and the larv", evidently transform to pup'" in 
ePf.rate cells in the outer bark. It is usually associated with the 
mT~JJcr Mexican pine beetle in the same tree. 
little appears to be known in regard to the seasonal history 
species, but it is so closely related to the Colorado pine beetle 
general characters that it is probably quite similar in seasonal 
as well as in habits and in the character of injury to the 
except in such minor differences as may be brought about by 
.' more southern range. It is evident that the 'unhealthy and dying 
md.ition of the pine in certain localities in Mexico, which has been 
'''0,1'1.0,<1 from time to time, is caused largely by this species and by 
smaller :Mexican pine beetle. . 
specimens of the beetle and one of the galleries, received from 
A. L. Herrera, collected in Michoacan, etc., have been examined 
identified by the writer. 
this species is found overlapping the range of the Colorado pine 
Reetle, it can be distinguished from that species by the slightly 
1m,,"" pro,thorax, with sides more parallel and less narrowed· toward 
BIBLIOGRAPHY, 
[opldns. 1906, pp, 80-81; Hopkins, 1909, pp. 99-101. 
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FlU. 37.-The larger Mexican pine beetle 
(Dcndroclonus paralleloeoUis): Adult. 
Greatly enlarged. (Author's ill.) 
" ' .. 
< 
! 
I 
I I I 
FIG. 38.-The larger Mexican pine beetle: 
tiOD of egg gallery. Reduced. (Author's 
FIG. 39.-The la.rger Mexican pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration,) 
1 
f 
I 
I 
I 
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lit No.8. THE COLORADO PINE BEETLE. 
~~l;- (Dendrocton1J..S approxirnatm Dietz. Figs. 40-4$.) 
;K:fD:::, 
Ilii~!iThe Colorado pine beetle (fig. 40) is a somewhat elongate, cylin" 
IIaRcal, dark brown to black barkbeetle, 4 to 7.4 mm. in length, 
1\!W!th broad, deeply grooved head; prothorax broad,punctured, and 
I'ht slightly narrowed toward the head, and elytra with dense, mod-
.\"",.", )!1ifately coarse rugosities, the declivity with coarse punctures and long, 
tf~ltrly black, erect hairs. It attacks injured, dying, and .healthy west- . 
~~ih yellow pine, from central Colorado and Utah to southern Arizona 
io/~n.d New Mexico. It excavates long, slightly winding, longitudinal 
llfid sometimes transverse, and branched egg galleries through the 
t%fier living and dying bark, and grooves the surface of the wood 
!i!1fig. 41); the larval mines are usually concealed beneath the inner 
~tf~rk and the larvre usually transform to pupre and adults in the 
~gliter bark. It is nearly always associated with one or more of 
fl~ecies, 2, 3, 5, and 10 in the same tree. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
~~~'The winter is passed as parent adults, young adults, young to 
~m~tured larvre, and possibly pupre-the parent adults in the egg 
~W~lleries in the inner bark and the broods in the outer bark of trees 
~gttacked the preceding summer. 
;%;;/!-;'-
i!rttL,' . ACTIVIT).'" OF OVERWINTERED BROODS, 
~1!;,From the beginning of warm weather until in June the over-
IJutered parent adults extend their old galleries and excavate new 
~~~es and deposit eggs. The overwintered broods of young adults 
ll~igin to emerge from the trees early in June and continue to come 
~~~t until September or later. The overwintered broods of larvre 
filllObably begin their transformation to pupre and adults in June 
~~lid continue to do so until September or later. The adults begin to 
~llierge in June, but their principal period of emergence is in July, and 
J~~ey continue to come out until September or later. It is probable 
lTh1i:at some individuals or broods which pass the winter as young 
Ill~1':vre may be .retarded in their development and pass. the second 
~~ter as matured larvre or adults. 
&;1'&;:,- -
1iW;;,;;C GENERATION. 
i~,The overwintered broods of young adults evidently begin to 
I~tack the trees, excavate galleries, and deposit eggs early in June, 
in$/earlier in their southern distribution. The principal attack is in 
~~ne, July, and August, but they continue the attack until Septem~ 
I~r or later. Some of the broods from eggs deposited in June may 
!I!~",elop to adults in September, but it appears that they do not 
~$Jl:ierge and that the majority. of the broods of this generation pass 
~!\$ winter as larvre, young adults, and parent adults. 
$iTI;?:r-- . 
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There is, therefore, but one generation annually, and it is probab1t 
that, like the roundheaded pine beetle, some'individuals of the sanf~$ 
generation may not complete their development until the secon~~J 
year, and that some adults may live over and deposit eggs the thi(<![~ 
Year "?irg(\ '.' i:;:/;,* 
HABITS -::l@{ 
. -,'X!d; 
The habits of this species appear to be similar to those of the roundWl1 
headed pine beetle, with which it is frequently associated in the sam~ilj 
, ' tree, The character of the prima,yfj' 
or egg gallery is distinguished by th~,¥j 
larger, coarser appearance and by th~l~ 
I 
Fla. 40.-The Colorado pine beetle (Den-
droctor01l8 approximatus): Adult. Greatly 
enlarged. (Author'sillustration.) 
absence of exposed larval mines on the in-
ner surface of the baric The character of 
the primary galleries is shown in figures 
41 and 42. It appears that while some 
of the larv", may transform to adults in 
the inner bark, the majority of them 
transform in separate cells in the outer 
bark. The flight and food habits of the 
adults are evidently similar to those of 
the other species. 
\ 
FIG, 41.-1'he Colorado pine beetle: :i,e;;: 
Single egg gallery. Reduced,,3f:t 
(Author's illustration.) -'{:j 
)'~-I 
-,-".-' 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. :-:iil 
trees ur)l 
.',,-.0::, 
sufficient numbers to lilll them. Therefore, if it should becbm~11 
isolated, and under favorable conditiQns multiply rapidly, it rnigh,~* 
easily become very destructive. As It rule, however, it prefers t!ltID 
':;t' 
, This species has been found attacking perfectly healthy 
_,d 
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luore of the other species. (See also general discussion under" Char-
'~cter and Extent of Depredations" and." General Methods of Con-
itrol" (pp. 4 and 29-35), and" Economic Features," etc., for Nos. 1, 
.,~4. . 
o· -
:1iASIS OF INFORMA-
" . 
TION. 
; Information re-
7farding this bark-
,beetle is based on 
{investigations by the 
,Writer at Williams, 
~iz., September, 
;'(902, at Flagstaff, 
.!Ariz., in 1904, and at 
iPalmer Lake, Colo., 
[October, 1905; by 
'Mr. J. L. Webb at 
{Flagstaff, Ariz., May 
>~6 September, 1904, 
1in the Capitan Moun-
"tains, and White 
'iMountains, and at 
,ploudcroft, N. Mex., 
{ahd in the Santa 
ipatalina National 
KForest, Rincon 
IMoun tains, and Chir-
"ieahua National For-i~st, Arizona, May to 
'.September, 1907; by 
{Mr. W. F. Fiske at 
ibapitan, Cloudcroft, 
Gand Meeks, N. Mex., 
iMarch to May, 1907; 
;by Mr. H. E. Burke 
Gat Kamas Pan-0:':, , 
I 
i 
I 
I I I 
I 
:r:guitch, and Pan- FIG. 42.-'l'hc Colorado pine beetle: Egg galleries. Reduced. 
">-"'t h L k U h (Author'si1lusLmtion.) iCgm cae, ta, 
b~uly, 1907; by Mr. W. D. Edmonst0n at Brookvale, Monte Vista, and 
e:Paveta, Colo., in 1907. Additional localities through correspondence 
Bimd iTpm other collections are the Chiricahua Mountains, New Mexico; 
~l'aradise and Show Low, Ariz., and Glenhaven, Colo. It is repre-
"",,. 
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:,:S1J;~ 
':'1l!iil ,')'I,;~ 
,'o>tll 
sented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Entomology b~j 
more than 150 specimens, 'iJl~ 
This species is closely allied to No, 7, of Mexico, and was at one tim~l~ 
thought by the writer to be a variety of it," but recent stud\es indI4:J~ 
cate that it is a good species, distinguished by the more shining proJj~ 
notum, more distinctly narrowed and faintly constricted toward th~~41 
head, the hairs on the side~ toward the base slender and less numer~iI 
ous. Therefore it is thought best to retain it as a good species, I~~~ 
is easily distinguished from the' other species associated with it in th~'X!) 
same region by its elongate form, larger size, and by the deep frontary':j! 
groove of the head and stiff, erect, blackish hairs on the declivity, '(\~l 
~~~'" \ , ,::,:t;! 
,-..... /-(~~-----L------T-L-·--r ""I~-- ---." #r)I'~->\ i 
\' . ---~-~---... \ 
-----t-__: ·'-r---------t '1 t,> - r:~' -~ji 
i --I .... -r--·~ i -------.z-------\--- \ -;iii1 
( I '---r------... L ., \- -t( \ \ J~~'::- '. '~,:"~,l,i,~,;,, 
\'. : t.": ::~~~: t---,.------"}----- \... \ _~ f /-' 
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FIG. 43.-The Colorado pine beetlc: DistributIon map. (Author's illustration.) ,-.---., 
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No.9. THE MOUNTAIN PINE BEETLE. 
(Dendl'octo'nu8 monticolre Hopk. Figs. 44-50.) 
The mountain pine beetle is a stout, black, cylindrical barkbeetle~01 
3.7 to 6.4 mm. long, having the head broad, without frontal groove, butCilf& 
with a short longitudinal impression above the middle; the prothorax'i~ 
short, broad, and punctured, with sides narrowed and slightly con-~11 
stricted toward the head; the elytra with moderately coarse l'ugosi'ijt~ 
ties between rows of punctures, the latter usually indistinct on thetli,! 
sides; the declivity slightly impressed each side of the suture, an~\il~ 
"Proc, Ent, Soc, Wash., VII, p, 81. '!I 
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WlPi$vith a few long hairs, the strire narrow, and the spaces between quite 
Il\lroad and roughened with sparsely placed granules. (See fig. 44.) 
10:Wlt attacks injured, felled, and healthy silver or western white pine, 
f,i'vestern yellow pine, and lodgepole pine, in Montana, western Wyo-
il!lhing, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington; it also attacks sugar pine, 
IJyestern yellow pine, and lodgepole pine in the mountains of Washing-
t$Yiton, Oregon, and California. It excavates very long,nearly straight to 
Ir~lightly, and sometimes strongly, winding egg galleries through the 
\~iiPner living bark and grooves the surface of the wood (figs. 45, 46). 
{r~The eggs are 'placed in approximate groups at short intervals along the 
Ir'sides, and the short and broad to long 
WZ{and slender larval mines are exposed in 
!liKthc inner bark; the larvre transform to 
l~ff~upre and adul~s in scp~ratc cells, expose.d 
~:I!'j)r concealed m the mner bark. This 
~¥r~pecies is sometimes associated with the 
j~6\vestern pine beetle in the same tree, but 
r1!)lsually it works independently and oc-
!;~cupies the greater part of the bark on the 
~nna.in trunks. Infested trees are first in-
~~~icated by pitch tubes and later by the {,,,_.-
ii\:'fading yellow to reddish foliage. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
§%i':.i' OYER"\vINTERING STAGES. 
{(Sl-,': 
~L The winter is passed as larvre, young 
1~!,dults, and parent adults, in the inner 
~Ikark of trees attacked the preceding sum-
!mer and fall, the parent adults in the egg 
~galleries or ventilating burrows, and the 
1~~roods in the larval mines or pupal cells. 
FIG. 44.-The mountain pille beetlo 
(Delull'QC(01MCS lIwlIticolx): Adult. 
Greatly enlarged. (Author'S illus-
tration.) 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
l~ As soon as the weather is favorable in April and May the overwin-
ii·'!ered parent adults extend their incompleted egg galleries or excavate 
ifv,ew ones in the remaining living bark on the dying trees and deposit 
~~ggs.· The overwintered broods of young adults begin to emerge in 
il~uly. The principal period of emergence is in August, but the 
ill;etarded broods continue to come out until September, or later. 
~fhe broods of larvre begin to transform to pupre and adults in April 
~and May and continue to do so until September, or later. Some of the 
i!!ilrvre evidently pass the second winter as matured larvre and adults. 
lithe broods from eggs deposited by the overwintered parent adults 
18vidently develop to adults in July and August. 
~;( 89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-09-7 
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GENERATION. 
The overwintered broods of adults begin to attack the trees, exca..f~ 
vate galleries, and deposit eggs about the first of August and eontinu4f~ 
to do so· during August and September, until October or later, but tM~l 
prinei pal period of attack is in August. The larvm begin to hatchi~ 
early in August and begin to transform to pupm and adults in Septem-'!& 
bel' and October. Under favorable conditions a few adults mayi~ 
emerge late in the fall, but evidently it is the normal habit for the1!1 
I I 
I 
II 
',~j;2 
,,:£]-
'.,;'! 
11 
'<,-,,~ 
/2;~ 
'«~1 
FIG. 4.5.-'£he mountain pine beetlc: Egg gall.eries and larval mill(ls in bark. Reduced, <::t'k 
(Author's illustration.) .:.~ 
broods of this generation tb pass the winter as all stages of larvm, asll 
adults in pupal cases, and as parent adults, andit is evident that some)l~ 
individuals of the delayed broods db not complete their devclopment:;iii~ 
until in the fall of the year following and that some of them pass thei!~ 
second winter as parent and young· adults. There is; therefore, but'i~ 
one generation annually, with a possible overlapping of the generationsmi~ 
of three years during the suminer.~t' 
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HABITS. 
species apparently prefers to attack injured and felled trees, 
is often found attacking healthy Jiving ones. It infests at least 
~6.-The mountain pine bectIe: Egg galleries and lnrvltl mines grooved in surface of wood. 
(Author's Hlustrntion.) 
species of pine and one species of spruce, and will doubtless be 
in other species of pine and spruce growing within .its range. 
parent adults excavate their long, nearly straight, or winding, 
ngiitudillal galleries through the living inner bark, and groove the 
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surface of the wood of the main trunk The larvffi excavate sh()rt 
and broad, or long and slender food burrows at right angles to 
primary gallery, and usually transform in their individual 
cells exposed in the inner bark or between the inner bark and w()oeL 
the cells marking the surface of the wood. After the new broods 
adults become matured, they often bore out the bark i'llterv,ening 
between the cells and congregate under the loose bark before th,ev. 
begin to emerge; some of them, however, bore directly out from 
transformation cells. 
Scarcely any,hing is known of the flight habits, but this species 
evidently flies in swarms late in the evening or at night. It is 
improbable, however, that, like its near relative, the Black Hills,; 
beetle, it may at times swarm during the day. 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
While this species apparently prefers to attack injured and Wlle(l 
trees, it is in some localities often found attackwg and killing 
living timber over considerable areas. As a rule, the largest and best.' 
trees are attacked first, ancl their egg galleries and larval mines COlll-, 
pletely girdle the trunks from neal' the ground up to the 
branches. ' 
The silver pine or western white pine (fig. 47) and 10CIgepoie 
in Idaho anel Montana, the .sugar pine (figs. 48, 49) in Ol'eg,on 
California, and especially the lodgepole pine in the Y osemite l~ a.tlOnal 
Park, and in northwestern Oregon have suffered severely from 
ravages. 
EVIDENCES Ol" ATI'ACK. 
The first external evidence of attack on living timber is the m",o" 
ence of pitch tubes on the outer bark of the trunk or of reddish 
ings lodged in the flaky bark and around the base of the trees 
normal green foliage. 
The second important external evidence of attack, and of infeste{ 
trees, is the fading of the foliage in the fall and spring, followed 
yellowish or sorrel-top condition in May to June,and by Iwi-t.,)DE 
during the period from July to September. The internal evidence 
found by cutting into the bark and revealing the characteristic 
leries occupied by the broods, but positive evidence of attack 
infestation by this species is determined only by authcntic 
fication of specimens taken from the bark. Trees attacked fo!' 
first time early in August may have the foliage fading late in the 
but as a rule the foliage remains green until the following SDlring, 
The broods hBgin to emerge by the time the leaves begin to ch2mgl 
to the red-top condition, and ",re all out by the time all of the lea,vel 
are dead and red. Exceptions to this rule are frequentlY,lollllUi 
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::where only' the top or one side of a tree was killed the first year, or 
:when living bark remains toward the base, which is attacked the 
:second year by the overwintered parent adults and Young adults 
!trom the overwintered broods. But it is safe to conclude that after 
!the leaves are all dead and brown, very few representatives of the 
broods will be found in the bark. 
:y',' 
~~.17,-silveror western white pjllC ldlled by the mountain pine beetle ill the PriestlUver National 
Forest, Idaho. (Origina1.) 
EFFECTS ON COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE WOOD. 
f: The commercial value of the silver pine, sugar pine, and lodgepole 
ipine, owing to the thin sapwood, is often not seriously impaired for 
.Wany years after the trees die, provided they are not injured by fire, 
~torms, wood-boring grubs, and premature decay .. The yellow pine, 
Syith its thick sapwood, suffers immediate deterioration owing to the 
:pluing fungus which follows the attack of the beetles, causing the 
,,-, 
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. 
wood to blue long before the leaves begin to fade. for 
secondary injuries by wood-boring insects, fire, etc., the 
of the larger trees will remain sound and valuable for several 
While, however, there may not be a very great loss from leaving 
dead timber standing until the heartwood begins to deteriorate, 
danger of destruction by forest fires is so great that, in order to 
FrG. 48.-Two giant sugar-pine trees killed by the mountain pine b~etle, and one dying from 
attack, Yosemite National Park, Cu.1, Note horse and man by dying tree, indicating 
tree at basco Approximate diameter, 8 feet. (OriginaL) 
against complete loss, the attacked and infested timber should 
felled and utilized before the broods of the beetle develop and emerg 
or within two or three years. 
FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE ,BEETLE. 
Favorable conditions for the multiplication and destructive we.rlt 
of this insect are found in so-called primitive rorests with a un,do,n 
nance of mature timber, and where trees are frequently struck 
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I~ghtnlng, broken, or felled by storms, landslides, etc., or injured by 
~fire. Unfavorable conditions for attacks on living timber will be 
~'h"' j(tound in areas .of vigorous young .to matured growth under some 
~~ystem of forest management which provides for the utilization of 
q;ibe old timber and especially that injured by storm, lightning, fire, etc. 
~~'::" j{';;" 
id;',: 
','to', 
~N' FlO. 49.-Tllc mountain pine beetle: Tops of the trees shown in figure 48. (Original.) 
~t!::' METHODS OF CONTROL. 
:c:s; 
."" Whenever it is positively determined that ·this species is killing 
;{;the timber and that the bark of living or dying trees contains living 
§~])roods, the principal groups of infested trees should be located and 
'lilnarked during September, and then during the period beginning in 
:ipctober and ending in the following July the infested bark should be 
~;!removed from the main trunk. The simple removal of the bark, 
¥ii:'> 
,,,c-_ 
',Y-
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without burning, is sufficient to kill the broods of this species. 
large numbers of lightning-struck trees, and those injured by stOJ'Ir 
or otherwise, become infested during the summer, they should 
barked before the succeeding July. The felling and barking of ne,,,,IJ 
attacked trees during August and September is not to be re'lonlmen,ie, 
for this species. 
This species, unlike D. ponderOB"', is attracted to injured 
felled trees, and therefore may be trapped to a limited extent in 
felled during July and Au~ust, and may be destroyed by rertlO'{inl 
the bark any time between October and the following July. 
mayor may not provide sufficient breeding places in the felled 
and stumps to prevent attacks on living timber. 
Whenever it is necessary or desirable to destroy the broods 
this insect in the logs, stumps, and tops, the timber sales or tinob'lr· 
cutting regulations relating to living timber should require that 
the slash from winter, spring, and summer cutting is to be burned 
should be done during the succeeding fall, winter or spring, and 
the work be completed before the first of the succeeding July. 
mer burning, to destroy the broods of this species, is undesirable 
entirely unnecessary if it can be done later. 
The regulations relating to infested timber should require that 
first work be directed either to removing the infested bark·from 
main trunks of the standing trees or to felling and barking the 
01' to utilizing the timber and burning the slabs, so that this es"entia 
part of the work may be completed within the specified time, 
which the logging operations; including the disposal of the baJ'ke, 
and old dead timber, or of the living timber, if the last is Jl',cludIN 
in the sale, may be prosecuted until it is time to begin tho barkinl 
operations the.following October, on any new infestation which 
appear within the area covered by the sales. 
The lodgepole pine, with its very thin bark, offers more fa,'or:lbl, 
conditions for combating this enemy than' the thick-barked wested 
. yellow pine and sugar pine. While the parent adults may attacH 
the thinner bark on the upper portion of the trunl, and on "H'lI,U." 
trees, it is only in the thicker bark on the lower portion of the 
of the medium to larger trees that the broods will reach their 
development. Therefore, while many trees may be killed by 
beetles, the removal of the infested bark from the lower norti,o] 
of the trunks of a comparatively few of them may be all that is 
essary, and since this bark can be removed from the standing tinlber~ 
the work need not be expensive. In fact, it may be desirable 
more practical to give the infested trees to anyone who will ba:"l¥! 
them within the specified time. 
Whenever the infested timber is in the vicinity of streams or la.,,'''' 
the insects may be destroyed by placing the unbarked logs in 
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~~ter. Scorching the bark or burning the timber outright, or utiliz-
~g it and burning the slabs, may answer the same purpose. It is 
~Mte evident that if the infested lodgepole pine be cut in the period 
Item September to February, and the trunks, logs, or trees with 
litrested bark on them crib-piled in the open, the bark will dry 
litfficiently to kill the broods before they can develop and emerge. 
EIacking or scoring the bark on the upper side of the logs or felled 
tf(,nks of the silver pine or sugar pine dnring December, to let the 
(~ater in, would doubtless kill the majority of the broods before 
the time for them to emerge. These suggestions relating to methods gf treating unbarked timber should be tried by the foresters' and 
lumbermen and the practical results reported, as should all practical 
fesults from the adoption of our recommendations. Failures, as 
Well as successes, should be reported. 
FIG. 50.-'fhc mountain pine beetlf;: Distrib\ltion map. (Author's illustration.) 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
i~S',-
lL Information concerning this species i~ based on studies by the writer 
~lit Grants Pass, Oregon, and Sand.Point and Kootenai, Idaho, in 
:,-,,,, " 
14899; at Priest River, Idaho, in 1992, and in the Yosemite National 
~~ark and Yosemite Valley, California, June, 1904; byMr.J. L. Webb, 
&l~t Moscow, Idaho, in 1900; at Centerville, Smith's Ferry, and Collins, 
~,li~d in Boise Connty, Idaho, Jnne to September, 1905; by Mr. H. E. 
~jj:\urke, at Smith's Ferry, Idaho, October, 1904; at Longmires Springs, 
IJiWash., September, 1905; at Wawona, Summerdale, Little Yosemite, 
!~Iosemitc, Lake Tenaya, Tioga Road, and Soda Springs, Cal., May 
1~~9 September, 1906, and at Joseph, Oregon, and in the Wallowa 
!&~ational Forest, August, 1907. Additional localities, from other 
-,',/.,,,. 
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collections and through correspondence, are Piedmont and Ke,yston 
Wyo.; Pokegama, Ashland, and Washington National Forest 
land), Oregon; Columbia Falls, Lewis and Clarke National 1<'o,ro" 
Saltese, Missoula, Medicine Bow National Forest, Lolo 
Forest (Iron Mountain) , and Big Four, Mont.; Coeur d' Alene 
Forest· and Weiser National Forest, Idaho. It is represented in 
forest-insect collection of the Bureau 01 Entomology by more 
500 specimens, including all stages and work, 
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No. 10. THE llLACK HILLS llEETLE. 
(Dendroctorius ponderosx I-Iopk. Figs. 5t-59.) 
The Black Hills beetle is a ·stout, black, cylindrical barkl)eet!, 
4 to 7 mm. in length, with head broad and without ·frontal OTe,ov, 
but with slight longitudinal impression above or behind the HUUU'O. 
the prothorax short, broad, >Lnd punctured, the sides narrowed 
slightly constricted toward the head; the elytra' with 
coarse rngosities between the rows 01 punctures, which are 
distinct on the sides, and the declivity, which bears a few long 
slightly impressed each side of the middle line, the impressed 
narrow, and the interspaces broad and roughened with sp'lrs,el: 
placed, coarse granules. (See fig. 51.) The adult beetles 
living and sometimes injured and felled, yellow pine, loclgepo!le 
limber pine, Mexican white pine, white spruce, and 
spruce from the Black Hills, South Dakota, to southern Al1izo:n, 
and westward into Utah, and are very destructive. Thc 
beetles excavate long, nearly straight, longitudinal egg g~:~~f~~d 
(fig. 52) t1n'ough the inner living bark and groove the : 
of the wood on the main trunk (figs. 53, 54). The eggs are phlco' 
at quite regular intervals, or more often arranged in groups of 
or five along the sides. The short, broad larval mines and t.rom 
formation cells are exposed in tlie inner bark and mark the surface 
the wood; the short, whitish, grnblike larv", (fig. 51) transform 
pup"' (fig. 51), usually exposed in the inner bark, and the br,oo( 
usually work independently of other species and occupy exclu:s;,re 
the greater part of the bark on the main trunks of the trees. 
attack causes pitch tubes (figs. 55, 56) on the trunk of the inl'est:e.: 
trees in the summer and fall, and the leaves fade and turn vello' 
and red the following season during the period from May to AllgtlS 
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SEASONAL HISTORY, 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
winter is passed in the inner bark on trees attacked the 
're<ce,ling summer and fall, as parent adults in the egg galleries, all 
larvre in the larval mines and transformation cells, and as 
of young adults in transformation cells; but principally 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
soon as warm weather begins in April and May the over-
vinteI'ed parent adults extend their incompleted egg galleries and 
51.-The Black Hills beetle (Dendl'octOn1U pOlldcl'osre): at Adult; b, larva; c, pupu. a, Greatly 
enlarged; b, c, less eularged. (Author's illustrations.) 
eX'la ,rat;e neW ones in the remaining living bark on the dying trees 
deposit eggs. The overwintered broods of young adults begin 
emerge from the trees by the middle of July, but the main swarni 
not appear until the htst of July and first of August. Some of 
retarded broods continue to come out until October, or later .. 
broods of larvre begin to transform to pupre and adults about 
middle of May, and continue to do so during the period from 
until September, or later, and begin to emerge in August. 
92 TnE ~COLYTIb BEETLES. 
The broods from eggs deposited by the overwintered parent 
may develop to adnlts in August and September, but evidently rernai 
in the bark until the next season of activity. 
FIG. 5'2.-The Blnck Hills beetle: Egg galleries and larval mines. Slightly reduced. (Author's 
illustration. ) 
GENERATION. 
The overwintered broods of young adults begin to attack 
trees, excavate galleries, and deposit eggs toward the last of .lnl,,::·.8 
the principal attac\< is during August, but continues during '::m·,;:f 
tember and until October, or possibly later. The eggs hatch 
the larvre begin to feed about the first of August. The pri.nc·[pa 
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of the larv", is during the latter part of August, but they 
)ntmlle active until the beginning of hibernation .in the fall. The 
of a few of the most advanced broods may begin to transform 
.. pupm and adults toward the last of September and in October, 
by far the greater number overwinters in different stages of larv", 
the parent adults. There is,therefore, but one generation 
year. It is evident, 
that some re-
individuals from 
Ie f)re'ceciing generation 
~",rn'lSS the second win-
',;. as young and parent 
.. Thus, during 
early summer there 
be an overlapping 
rep,re"en:tat;ives oftwo 
even three annual 
HABITS. 
speCIes appar-
prefers to attack 
timber, but will 
to a very limited 
in injured q,nd 
trees. It infests 
.;, '. least four species of 
and two species of 
and will doubt-
attack other pines 
spruces (except the 
ouglas spruce") 
'rmvirlQ' within its range. 
the western 
pine, or bull pine. 
largest and best 
are usually a t-
first, but after 
Fm. 53.-The Black Hills beetle: Tree wit·h bark removed, show-
ing egg galleries grooved nnd marked on surface of wood. 
(Author's illustration.) 
are killed it will attack and kill the medium to small trees and 
saplings 8 or 10 feet high or only a few inches in diametei·. 
parent adults excavate their long, nearly straight, longi-
w ... u egg galleries in great numbers through the inner bark, where 
often closely parallel each other. The larv", excavate shorL 
broad or long food burrows at right or oblique angles to the 
galleries through the intervening bark, and transform to pup", 
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and adults in individual cells at. the farther end or toward 
middle of their larval mines, which are exposed in the inner 
when it is removed from the tree. Both the egg galleries and 
mines cause marks and grooves on the surface of the wood. 
the new. broods of adults become matured, they burrow through 
intervening bark between their cells, and congregate in the geller 
FIG. 54.-The Black Hills beetle: Galleries in bark·and marked on scoring chip. 
natural size. (Autho~'s illustration.) 
cavity thus formed, until the proper time for them to emerge, 
they all come out and fly in sWarms to attack the remaining 
timber. . 
Sufficient information relating to the flight of· this species 
been secured to indicate quite conclusively that it flies in swart 
during the day, and probably at night. 
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ECONOMIC FEATURES. ~1;> . 
~1j{,fhis species apparently differs from all of the others in its decided 
[f,~ference for living ti;nber, in which it excavates its. e.gg galleries in 
[l!¢h a manner as to Jllll the tree and make the condItIOns favorable 
'1l1l: the development of its "," , ' 
~tQods. It is, therefore, a 
~tJrnary enemy of the first 
li\)portance, especially as 
fli!ated to the western yel-
f2.ly pine in the eastern sec-
uonof the Rocky Moun-If region south of east-
Iltii Montana. It has de-
Iygoyed a v~st amo.unt of Ir: b",:t tlm?er III the 
1~~Ck HIlls N atlOnal Fore~t , j"South Dakota, and IS ';'eatening the destruction I:practically all of the best 
I!Iliberthere, as well as much 
I[the reproduction.' It is 
~;i> destructive to the pine 
!WColorado, New MeXICO, 
r~a Arizona. There is evi-
[~p.ce that extensive forests 
'Wee' ~~ye been destroyed in Col-
~~~do by this beetle and by 
t~:ulting forest fires during 
i~~ past fifty. or seventy-
Rye years. 
~@.r>~' 
ffYX> EVID.ENCES QII' A'1'1'ACK. 
w:t'·· 
~j'!!I'he first evidence of at-
a 
I ' 
i 
I ) 
r I , II r~gk and infestation on liv-~~ timber is the appear-~iltce of pitch tubes on the 
~~:rk of the main trnnk, or, 
mtthe absence of these, of FIG. 55.-:-The BIIlek Hills beetle: a, Pitch tubes on sur· 
.',' ,,, fnce of bark"reduccd; b, sarqe, two-thirds n(Ltural size. ~~;~dish borings lodged in (A'uthor's illustration.) 
~~ loose bark and on the 
~iiund around the base of the trees. ,This is usually the only ex-' 
~tnal evidence from the time the trees are attacked in the summer 
(~<:I fall until the following spring. Sometimes during the winter, and 
*pecially in the period from April to June, the more noticeable evi-
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A 
FIG. 55.-Work of the Black Hills beetle in the Black Hills National Forest: A, Small f".hllY 
tacked fine tree, sbowing Pitch tubes, B, Marks of primary galleries on surface ofw,,,d 
bark is removed, a, Freshly attacked tree, showing piteh tubes; near tree not 
. D, Dead tr~e, alJ9WiJ)g where outet' barl. has been t'cmoycq by woodpeckers. (Author's' 
tration.) 
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~dence is found in the fading foliage which begins to change to sorrel 
~;tops in May and June and to red tops in July and August. The finding 
riOT these conditions within the region occupied by this species will 
8iindicate destructive work by barkbeetles, but positive evidence of 
Wi!the presence of this species can only be determined by cutting into the 
~;,bark and finding the characteristic galleries and mines occupied by 
~riauthentically identified beetles: As a rule, the broods have left the 
!~trees by the time the leaves are all dead, and sometimes before the 
~ileaves have changed from yellow or sorrel to red. Exceptions are 
~&requently found when but one side or the top of a tree is killed the 
W,ljirst year and the remaining living bark is infested with broods of the' 
kl"next. It is safe to conclude, however, that after the leaves are all 
~1dead and brown, very few living examples of this species will remain 
%\"" , qjjn the baric 
1t?,',', 
It: EFl<'ECTS ON COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE WOOD. 
I!ff Owing to the thick sapwood of the western yellow pine, the com-
~"inercial value is reduced for certain purposes by a bluing condition, 
~lwhich affects it soon after the trees are infested by the beetles in 
!~E.i\vgust and September and long before the leaves begin to fade. 
~,\''rhe heartwood of large trees is not usually reduced in value for several 
!i~jrears after the trees die, provided they do not suffer from subsequent 
~injury by storm, fire, wood-boring insects, or premature decay. If 
W41eft standing, however, with the bark on, until the branches and tops 
i!Ybegin to fall, the loss from decay may be complete. On the other 
l~hand, if the bark be removed from ~he trunks of the standing trees, 
;~;the heartwood will remain sound for many years longer. , 
Wk': The danger, however, of the total destruction of the dead timber 
~!&by forest fires is so great that in order to insure against such losses, 
~%:and at the same time destroy the broods of insects, the insect-killed M'.,", .-
f;liitimber should be utilized before the insects emerge. 11 FAVORABLE AND UN,'A VORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE BEETLE, 
;0;: Favorable conditions for the multiplication arid destructive work 
~f;9f this species are found in somewhat isolated forests with a predomi-, 
llia])ce of large mature timber. Unfavorable conditions for destruc-' 
Ij~ive outbreaks will be found in forests, isolated or not, which are kept 
~0\~;nder a system of forest management or regulations which provide 
;~\for the utilization of the mature timber and the barking of trees 
I~r;njured by ligh:ning or dying from any cause, before the brood" of 
1@}}!lsectsdevelop In the bark and emerge. . I: 89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-09-_ 8 
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METHODS OF CONTROL. 
Whenever it is positively determined that this species is att,ackin.g 
living pine timber in a given locality and that the bark of living 
dying trees contains living parent adults or developing broods, o.P.r."O' 
and radical measures should be promptly adopted for its control. 
The simple removal of the infested bark from the main trunks of 
trees, without burning it, is sufficient to kill the broods of this sp"ci,es, 
provided the waH, be done between the first of October and 
FIG. (}?-Removing bark from trunk of 
standing tree with special barking tool 
having handles of different lengths, 
to destroy broods of the Black Hills 
beetle. (Original.) 
of June. If, in the case of a 
erate outbreak, the larger clumps 
patches of infested trees and thE' more 
accessible scattering ones in the worst 
affected sections of a forest are 
treated, it should serve to bring 
pest undel; control the fust year, 
iu the case of a very extensive 
break this may' require two or 
years or more. 
If all of the infested trees can 
barked or utilized and the 
burned without much· additional 
pense, it may be best to do so, 
where, for any reason, this can 
be done within the specified time, 
work should be planned so as to 
. sure the barking or utilization of 
of those in the larger patches, 01' 
aggregate of 75 per cent of the 
fested trees to each square mile. 
If the bark be removed 
the standing trees (figs. 57, 58), 
aggregate of 75 per cent or more 
the actually infested bark 
be removed from all of the 
or all of the infested bark should 
removed from 75 per cent of 
trees. The work should be planne 
and conducted with the object of destroying the greatest possible nujnbe 
of insects for the labor and time expended. That is, if there are 
infested trees than can be barked within the specified time, and 
or six times as many insects can be killed by removing half of 
infested bark from the standing trees as can be done in the same . 
by felling one tree and removing all of the bark, the former is far 
crable, remembering that it is not necessary to exterminate the en"m] 
j/;' 
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ibut that it is necessary to reduce its numbers beyond the power of 
,taoing harm: 
H" . The removal of the infested bark from at least the lower half of 
~the standing trees offers many advantages over felling the trees for 
%the purpose of barking all of the trunk. More insects can be destroyed 
jiin the standing trees within a given time and the barked standing 
ttimber mi\y be left standing until suitable facilities can be provided 
6for its utilization; thus, if necessary, all of the specified time for the 
i~aestruction of the in-
j!sects may be devoted 
t~xclusively to the re-
'!inoval of the bark. 
~~ .• The barking of newly 
iSa.ttacked trees in Au-
tlgust and September is 
~Jlot to be recommended 
!Il,or this species. Trap 
sitrees are of little or no 
tl~crvice in combating it 
ilrind continued timber-
?~;:,,> ' 
~ijutting operations ap-
~Ipear to have little or 
~jno influence in check-
~~l)1g its ravages on liv-
~Ilng tim bel'. 
'i," , , lit Recent reports of 
\l'~onditions in the vicin-lih of Colorado Springs, 
~\v:here a large percent-
~[~ge of the infested tim-
filier was barked in 1905 
I\i%lld during the winter 
!~@d spring of 1906, in- FIG. 58.-Removing bark from buse of trunk of standing tree with 
~:rdicate niost successful ~pecial barking tool, to destroy broods of the Black Hills beetle. 
ID~'hd satisfactory re- (OriginaL) 
llI]iluts, (See also other references to successful control, pp. 36-38,) 
~ll"The depredations in the Black Hills have been so extensive that 
l~ll:ttle or nothing has been accomplished toward the control' of the 
li!'Re~tle, owing to lack of sufficient funds aud other facilities for adopt-
i~~.\Jg the radical measures necessary to accomplish anything of im-
'ij}!""'" fi\1portance. 
I~;; (For additional information, see Bulletin No. 56, Bureau of Ento-
Iljlology, of which the above is a partial revision.) 
rif . 
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BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
The data on this ba.rkbeetle have been secured through in',estig9i 
tions by the writer in the Black Hills National Forest, 
1901, August, 1902, and June, 1903; at Vermejo, N. Mex., lWH. 
at Flagstaff, Ariz., May, 1904; in the Pike National Forest and 
the vicinity of Colorado Springs, Colo., October, 1905, and 
1906, and in the vicinity of Fort Garland, Colo., June, 1906; by 
J. L. Webb, in the Black Hills National Forest, South Dakota, 
to October, 1902, and April to September, 1906; in the Chiric,ahl"~ 
National Forest, Arizona, June to September, 1907; by Mr. II. 
Burke, at Nemo, S. Dale, November, 1904; at Kamas, Panguitch, 
Panguitch Lake, Utah, June to September, 1907; by Mr.W .. 
. ':' .. 
FIG. 59.-Tho Black Hills beetle: Dis.tribution map. 
Edmonston, at Larkspur, Colo., July, 1906 ;at Brookvale, ~V''1 ~.,v_ 
Poncha Springs, San Juan National Forest, Wagon Wheel Gap, 
topa National Forest, Monte Vista, White River N ational Fore~ 
Uncompahgre Nation,,1 Forest, and Colomdo Springs, Colo., 
to December, 1907; in the San Isabel National Forest, at Hahns 
and Clarke, in the Gunnison N "tional Forest, the Hayden l~ .,tl<)D 
Forest, the La Salle National Forest, the Ouray National 
the Pike National Forest, the Routt National Forest, the San 
National Forest, the V{et Mountains National Forest, and the 
River National Forest, Colorado (12 national forests), and at -",[lca.[il 
ment and Downington, Wyo., in 1908. Additional localities thl'oU 
correspondence and other collections are Palmer Lake, Cat 1V1(mI1J,~l 
Trinchera Estate, Fort Collins, Pine, and the Medicine Bow 
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ilforest, Oolorado; Fredonia, Ariz.; Kanab, Esealante, Provo,A,4~~~':" 
l*yfius National Forest, Utah, and at Keystone, Wyo. It i$repre, 
~i~~nted in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of EntomologYby 
~iJnore than 10,000 specimens. ' " 
K&L+' 
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gi:'~o. 11, THE JEFFREY PINE BEETLE. 
;y."" 
",/,-
0\;t;'(Dendroctonu8 jeJ/rey-i Hapk. Figs. 60, 61.) 
FIG. GO.-The Jeffrey pine beetle (Dendroclonus 
je,UhnJi): Adult. Greatly enlarged. (Au. 
thor's illustration.) 
It' The Jeffrey pine beetle is a stout, 
~black, cylindrical barkbeetle 6 to 
i!1s mm. in length; the head broad, 
~l~onvex, with faint grooves behind 
iW~nd usually in front of the mid-
i;J!(ue; the prothorax stout, broad, 
~~hining, the sides suddenly nar-
Uirowed toward the head and the iff punctures fme; the elytra with mode 
fftl~rately coarse rugosities between 
!~!:the rows of punctures, which are 
lyidistinct on sides, the declivity with 
iw~ few long hairs, the strimon 
l2'grooves narrow, and the interven-
'(Icing spaces broad and roughened with 
¥J!~oarse granules. (See fig. 60.) It 
~t~ttacks living and dying Jeffrey pine 
~f~nd yellow pine, in the Yosemite 
~iNational Park and San Bernardino 
~!;Dounty, Oalifornia. It excavates 
[Ilong, nearly straight, egg galleries 
11;i~hrough the inner bark, and grooves 
!il)~he surface of the wood; the larval mines extend from the sides, 
,,"',>,.-Wd~xposed in the inner bark. The stout, whitish, grublike larvm trans-
~xform to pupm and adults in cells at the end of the burrows, and the 
~lhroods occupy the bark on the main trunk. The infested trees are 
M·y·, 
~lwdicated by pitch tubes on the trunks in the summer and fall, and 
Wi~uring the following May to August by the fading and yellowish 
kit! . ~t()hage. 
I 
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SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The winter is passed in the bark on trees attacked the pr"vi()Us 
summer, as parent adults, larvre, and developed broods 
adults. 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS, 
The spring activity of the overwintered broods appears to be SlIm"," 
to that of species 9 and 10. It appears that the overwintered bf(wdis 
begin to emerge from the dying trees toward the last of July, and 
enter the bark of other trees to excavate their galleries and depm;it; 
eggs, but many, and perhaps the majority, of the overwintered br()ocis 
I. 
FXG: 61.-Thc Jeffrey pine beetle: Distribution map, (Author's illustration.) 
do not emerge until after the middle of August. Some of the 01")0(18. 
of the first generation probably develop before cold weather, but it 
not likely that any of them emerge before the following July. 
HABITS. 
The habits of this beetle appear to be quite similar to those of 
mountain pine and Black Hills beetles. ' Therefore, while the details. 
of its seasonal history and habits remain to be worked out, enough 
lmown to show that it is a dangerous enemy of the Jeffrey and 
pine, and that it will in all probability attack other pines within 
range. Since the above was written the insect has boen found 
be quite destructive to the Jeffrey and western yellow pine';; 
California.·. 
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METHODS OI!' CONTROL. 
- .'0' .; _ 
From what is known of the life history and habits it is evident that 
practically the same methods recommended for species 9 and 10 may, 
be adopted for the succcssful control of this species. ' " 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
Information on this species is based on investigations by Mr. H. E .• , •• , 
Burke in July and August, 1906, along the rims of Little Yosemite 
and Yosemite, California, and by Mr. V. S. Barber, at Sterling and' 
Chester, Cal., in 1907. Additional localities through correspondence 
are Nevada City, Tallac, Pinogrande, and San Bernardino, Cal. 
This species is closely related to the 
mountain pine and Black Hills beetles, 
but is quite easily distinguished from 
them by the slightly more elongate, shin-
ing, and finely punctured prothorax. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. -
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 114-116. 
No. 12. THE EASTERN LARCH BEETLE. 
(Dendroclon'Us ffimplcx Lee. Figs. 62-64.) 
Tho eastern laroh bectlc is it stout~ 
reddish to reddish-brown, cylindrical 
barkbeetle, 3.5 to 5 mm. in length, with 
broad, convex head, the prothora* short 
;and strongly narrowed and constncted 
'toward the head, the elytra with coarse 
• rugosities between rows of indistinct 
'punctures, ,the declivity convex and 
.rather deeply grooved, the spaces bc-
I 
l"1G. 62.-The eastern larch beetle (DC1~w 
tlroctonus simplex).: Adult. Greatly 
enlarged.' (Author's mustration.) 
',tween rather convex, and the body sparsely clothed with rather long 
hairs. (See fig. 62.) IL attacks injured, dying, felled, and living 
eastern larch, from New Brunswick, Canada, westward to northeln 
;}Ilichigan, and probably to the western and northern limit of this' 
;tree, and south in the higher Alleghenies to northeastern West 
Wirginia and western Maryland. It excavates long, slightly wind-
ling egg galleries in the inner bark (fig. 63) and grooves the sur-
. face of the wood. The eggs are placed in alternate groups of 
;,three to six, or more, along the sides of the galleries. The short 
·;.and broad, or sometimes long larval mines extend at right or oblique 
q.angles, and are exposed in the inner bark. The stout, whitish, grub-
~lik:e larvre transform in separate cells at the ends of the burrows in 
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the inner bark. The broods occupy the bark 01 stumps and 
and the trunks of standing trees from the ground to the bnmche,;, c 
or on into the tops. Fresh attacks on living trees cause a flow 
resin or red boring dust in the loose bark and around the base of 
trees. This species is capable of extensive depredations on 
largest and best larch, but apparently prefers to infest injured,dying, 
and felled trees. . 
\ 
\ 
i 
" 
FIG. 63.-The eastern larch beetle: Egg galleries and !arval mines. (Author's illustration.) 
SEASONAL HISTORY., 
While comparatively few details on the seasonal histol}, of this 
species have been detcrmined, it is evident that it passes the winter, 
principally in the adult stage, beneath the bark 01 trees, stumps, 
attacked during the preceding summer, and activity begins with 
first warm weather in April, May, or June. It also appears that 
there is but one generation annually, and, owing to the almost COlU-
plete development of the broods in the fall, there is probably uot 
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lluch overlapping of the overwintered and new broods during the 
:ummer. The broods of the first generation begin to transform to 
,dults toward the last of July, at which time all stages from parent 
,dults to freshly transformed ones have been found. 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
c Sufficient observations have been made to indicate that under 
'avorable conditions this may be a very destructive species. Like 
nost of its relatives, it attacks the largest and best trees, and when 
Med by defoliating insects, like the larch worm, or by other bark-
leetles and bark-borers, it could easily devastate large forests. It 
s evident, however, that its preference for the bark on the stumps 
;nd logs of felled trees and those injured and dying from other 
lauses renders it much less dangerous than most of the other species, 
l)ld also much easier of control when it does attack the living timber. 
\ Favorable conditions for its destructive work will be found in large 
:i)rests of old matured larch undisturbed by the lumberman, where 
~any trees have been defoliated by the larch worm or injured by 
Ire, storms, etc., while unfavorable conditions for its work on the 
~ving timber will be found in sections where continued timber-cutting 
?perations are carried on under a system of management requiring 
~he utilization of the older living larch timber, as well as any that is 
~ying or found to be infested with the beetle, as also when proper 
;are is taken of the young timber to facilitate a vigorous healthy 
gfowth: 
METHODS 01" CONTROL. 
) Whenever it is positively determined that the larch is seriously 
injured or dying from the ravages of this species, the il)fested trees 
j\lould either be barked, burned, or placed in water, and the stumps 
9~rked, during the period between September and the following May. 
,!:mp trees felled during May and June should serve to attract the 
~eetles away from living trees and thus facilitate their destruction 
Sy removing the bark during the following fall and winter. 
">, 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
~iInfor~ation regarding this barkbeetle is based on investigations 
~y the writer in northeastern West Virginia and northwestern Mary-
!~nd, near Cranesville, W. Va., May, 1897, in northeastern Maine, 
~Jllle, 1900, and in northwestern Michigan, July and August, 1907, 
c~Ed by Mr. W. F, Fiske in northwestern Michigan, October, 1906. 
~t is represented by more than 150 specimens in the West Virginia 
~l'icultural Experiment Station collection and by 180 specimens in 
i~~e forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Entomology, 
I{( 
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This species is easily sepamted from its nearest relative, the Dougfl] 
las fir beetle, by its smaller size and eastern distribution, and frorrr" 
eastern forms by its medium size, convex and deeply grooved declivity/frill 
the character of its gallery, and its occurrence in larch. ::'(:~t 
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FIG. 64.-Tho eastern larch beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
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"'Ji~ 
No. 13. THE DOUGLAS FIR BEETLE. ,/i,G; \"'Tii 
':,\i'i~ 
(Dcndroctonus pseudottugx Hapk. Figs. 65-69.) ,';!h\;~: 
The Douglas 'Ill' beetle is a stout, reddish to blackish-brown, cyliJi.!li 
drical barkbectle, 4 to 7 mm. in length, its head broad, convex, witllJ~ 
shallow longitudinal groove behind the middle; the pro thorax short!'1(i 
broad, punctured, with sides somewhat rounded and strongly nar~~J 
rowed and constricted toward the head; the elytra with rathepiXl] 
coarse rugosities between the rows of punctures; the declivity convei~!1 
with strim deeply grooved and intervening spaces convex and nearlYl0l 
smooth or roughened, and the body with numerous long hairs, (s<i~ 
fig. 65.) It attacks injured, dying, felled, and living Douglas fir!!! 
bigcone spruce, and western larch, wherever these trees grow fro!l'l~ 
British Columbia southward into New Mexico, Arizona, and call1i! 
fornia. It excavates long, straight, or slightly winding egg gallerie1l.~ 
through the inner bark, and grooves the surface of the wood, th~lj 
eggs being placed in alternate groups along the sides; the long larv4!£ 
~i;t~ 
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inines extend at right angles from the main galleries and are exposed 
'in the inner bark, often marking the surface of the wood (figs. 66,67, 
'(lS). The stout, whitish, grublike larv", transform to pup'" and adults 
in cells, either exposed or not, in the inner bark. The broods usually 
,)vork independently of the other species, and often occupy and 
'separate the bark on the lower to middle trunks of standing and 
'felled trees. The fresh attack on living 01' freshly felled trees is 
'indicated by red borings at the entrance to the galleries and lodged 
'in the loose bark on the trunk or around the base; the leaves of the 
'Qying trees fade, turn pink-
r~h yellow, or remain green in 
(the fall succeeding spring and 
?~ummer attack, but turn 
lbrown during the winter and 
ispring. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
" The winter is passed in the 
,{mner bark of trees, logs, etc., 
fiJ1ttacked the preceding spring 
7~nd summer, principally as 
34eveloped broods of adults, 
~1)Ut also as young to matured 
i!!arv", and probably parent 
i,~dults. 
{!; ACTIVITY ':ROO;:S~WINTERED 
k' Activity begins during the 
fffust warm weather in April, 
?,,' ¥.~hen the parent adults ex-
I 
~~end their galleries and de-
~posit eggs. The young adults PIG. 65.-The Douglas fir beetle (DendroctonM pseudo< 
~,:Rf the developed broods bo- !~~~~): Adult. Greatlyenlarged. (Author'sillustm. 
fIgin to emerge by the middle of 
~1I\.pril, and continue to come out during June or July or later. The 
~Qverwintered, large lar"", evidently .complcte their development and 
!ftmerge by the first of August, while the broods of young larv", of 
!ik~):le possible second generation from eggs deposited in the fall evidently 
~~9mplete their development aud begin to emerge in August, and 
~~9ntinue to do so until cold weather, when some will begin their 
f~rcond hibernation as fully developed broods of adults. 
i:J0'-:;,,-
, 
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OENEItATfON. 
The overwintered broods of adults begin to attack the trEies. 
excavate. new galleries, and deposit eggs about the middle of Ar>rIt 
The principal attack is during April, May, 'and June, but may 
tinue 'into July or later. The eggs begin to hatch soon after 
are deposited, and the larvre begin to feed and continue to devel.op' 
during May, June, and July, into August or later, some'ret;ar,dei 
individuals continuing to feed until cold weather. They begin 
transform to pupre and adults during the latter part of July 
continue their transformations during August until 
begins. There is some evidence that a few of the' more 
broods may emerge during September and October and 
eggs for the second generation during September and October, 
it is probable that these late-emerging broods are in the majority 
cases those developed from overwintered broods of young larvre 
from eggs deposited in the spring by overwintered parent 
It is very evident, however, that there is quite a complete r1eve.lonc 
ment of the first generation before the first of October, which "N'n1l'nt~ 
For the passing of the winter principally as fully developed adults. 
HABITS. 
This species. pr'efers to infest the stumps and logs of felled tre,es, 
and injured and dying standing ones, in which it breeds in "TE,at 
numbers, but in some localities and under favorable conditions 
will attack healthy living trees and cause their death. So far 
known, it breeds exclusively in the Douglas fir, big cone spruce, 
western larch. The trunks of standing trees from a foot in dUlmeter, 
to the large older ones are attacked from the ground -to the middle 
portion of the trunk, and sbmetimes to the lower branches. 
stumps, logs, tops, and larger branches of felled trees are fa'TOrite 
breeding places and are usually thickly infested. 
The parent adults enter from the crevices and depressions in 
bark, excavate entrance burrows through the outer and i'] Iill"r 
bark, and then extend their long, longitudinal egg galleries throu,(h 
the inner living or dying bark. As the gallery is extended, the terr,ate, 
places her eggs in alternate groups along the sides, and when 
galler'Y is completed she either remains in the galler'Y until she dies 
leaves it to excavate a new one. The larvre, upon hatching, begin 
feed on the inner bark and to extend their food burrows at r"gb,t 
oblique angles to the mother gallery. Instead of the burrows 
short and broad like those made by many other species, they 
often extended to a length equaling or eXMerling· that of the m()thet 
gallery, and cross each other in such a manner as to 
girdle the tree and separate the bark so that it is easily rerao,red 
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:the wood. The larv", transform to pup"' and adults in individual 
cells at the ends of their burrows, and when the adults are fully 
,matured they bore through the intervening bark and congregate in 
"broad cavities beneath the bark, remaining thus over winter,' and 
until they begin to emerge in the spring. Their habit of flight is 
not well known, but they evidently fly or swarm in the evening or 
early part of' the night. 
, 
tol 
FIG, 66.-Thc DOllglas fir beetlc. Egg galleries and larval.mines: a, Beginning or basal sections of egg 
galleries in bark; b, entrance; c, egg gallery; d, ventilating hole; e, egg nest; j, abnormal branch; 
g, larval mines; h, egg gallery packed with borings; i, subsequent passnge or inner gallery through 
,:- borings. (Author'smustration.) 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
The preference shown by this species for the bark of logs and 
stumps of felled and injured trees makes it of less economic impor-
tance than the Black Hills beetle and some of the other species, but 
in some of the localities, especially in Idaho and southward to southern 
Colorado and northern New Mexico, it attacks the living timber and 
causes extensive losses of the best as well as of the inferior Douglas fir. 
EVIDENCES OF ATTACK. 
The first evidence of attack on living trees is the appearance of 
reddish boring dust in the crevices of the bark, lodged in the loose 
park on the trunk and around the base, and on the ground around 
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its base, which is. the only external evidence of attack or i', ife:station 
until in the rall and winter, when the leaves on some of the trees 
begin to fade and tUl'n pinkish or yellowish, while on other tre:e .•. 
they will not begin to change color until next spring, and on 
others only the leaves of the top or lower branches on one side of 
crown will die, while the remainder will continue green, thus 1ll<1F; 
cating that only a portion of the bark is killed and infested: 
the fading and dying of the leaves result from infestation by 
beetle, this may, and does, sometimes result from other causes, 
that the only positive evidence of injury or destruction of Dougl.as· 
FIG. 67.-Thc Douglas fir beetle. Egg gallery (Lnd larval mines: a, Egg gallery in bark and 
in surface of wood; b, larval mines in bark; c, larval mines marked and slightly grooved on ,ud'''2ij 
of wood. (Author's illustration .. ) 
fIr or western larch in any locality by this species can be deteJ·millE'd. 
only by cutting into the bark of the freshly attacked or dying 
and fIDding the characteristic galleries and larval mines oc(mI,iedl'! 
by authentically identifIed parent beetles or their broods. 
As a rule, the broods leave the trees before the leaves have tu:rllE,dJ;; 
reddish brown or fallen, and they never return to the trees 
excavate galleries and deposit eggs for new broods arter all of 
bark is dead, since they must have either living or partially ];v·in[(·:! 
bark for their eggs ,md young larvre. 
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EFJ.'EC'fS ON COMMERCIAL VALUE Ol~ THE WOOD, 
The commercial value of the Douglas fIr trees killed by the beetle 
not seriously impaired for several years after they die, except that 
sapwood discolors and otherwise deteriorates, but the heartwood 
large trees may remain sound for twenty years or more., On the, 
hand, if they are seriously attacked by wood-boring insects 
wood may deteriorate rapidly. 
AND UNFAVORABLE 
CONDITIONS FOn THE BEETLE. 
Favorable conditions for 
multiplication and de-
iltructive work of this bark-
'heetle are found in the drier 
[j·egion. s, where the growth of 
trees is slow and where 
older trees are frequently 
'ni,'rp.rl by fire, storms, land-
etc., as also in the 
isolated sections of the 
orestsin s,ucharegion where 
continued tinrber-cutting 
are can:ied ou. 
conditions for 
on living timber are 
found in moist regions, where 
growth of the trees is vig-
as in tho coast, Cas-
and Sierra sections of 
~~~~::I!(::; Oregon, and C, and especially in 
sections in which con-
,jJlUledtimber-cutting opera-
are carried on under a 
l~~~~~:~f:~: forest 
aallag;en1<.e,nt reqUIres 
matured or older 
~mbcr, as well as that which 
FIG. 6S.-The Douglns fir beetle: Section of log with bark 
removed, showing brood galleries marked and grooved 
on surfuce of wood. (Author'S illustration.) 
dying and "beetle infested," be taken out, and where the younger, 
timber is protected from injury by fire and other causes . 
. 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
WIlle]le,'er in a given locality it is positively determined th~t this 
)ecies is attacking and killing the Douglas fir, bigcone spruce, or 
vestern larch, and that the bark of living and dying trees contains 
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living parent adults or developing broods, efforts should be 
toward its control. The individual trees and groups of trees atl;acj{e~ 
during the spring and summer should be located and marked UUI'll 
August and November. In order to effectively check its ravages, , 
least 75 per cent of the infested trees should have the infeste'd 
"removed from the main trunks or the logs converted into lurnb, 
and the slabs burned during the period beginning with the first 
November and ending with the first of the following March. 
The shnple removal of the bark during this period, without uurmIlj 
it, will be sufficient to kill the broods. The bark may be rertlmTed 
from the trees as they stand or after they ,1l'e felled, as may in 
Case be most convenient or desirable. 
The operations should be confined first to the worst infested loc.ali· 
ties and to the larger clumps of infested trees. Therefore ex:ploraS. 
tions should be made from time to time to determine the P~~~~f~ 
localities in which the ravages of the insect are sufficiently e; 
to require special. attention. 
If it is more convenient or practicable to fell the trees and roll 
infested trunks together and burn them, the work should be 
during the winter months. 
With this species the barking of newly infested trees aurlIlLg 
and the first half of August is permissible and sometimes ue,'l",,",L" 
because this is the period in which the principal larval deve,lol)men 
takes place and before the broods of adults have sufficiently mfLture, 
to fly when liberated from the bark. By the last of August some 
the adults have developed sufficiently to fly; therefore the 
tree"should not be barked duriug the latter part of August and throug 
September and October. 
The fact that this species is attracted to the living bark on 
trunks and stumps of recently felled trees suggests the efficiency . 
the trap-tree method of control. Whenever it is found desirable," ,', 
adopt this method living trees should be felled in August 
April and have the bark removed or the logs utilized and the 
burned to kill the broods, the former during the winter months 
the latter during the following July and the first half of Au,guS' 
Experiments with girdled trap trees show that girdling is by no 
as effective as felling. 
Continued timber-cutting operations within a given locality, 
cially in the coast region, usually serve to protect the living 
from attack by this beetle, because the stumps, logs, tops, and brc)keJ 
or inj ured Douglas fir trees furnish all the requirements for 
'breeding, and the utilization of infested logs destroys large 
bers of the 'beetles. If, however, the living timber in the Vi()!llIL 
of cuttings should at any time become threatened an in'm,nC 
from the cuttings, or if it be desirable to include in tirnher-cuttiIl 
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,gtllations certain provisions for the burning of the slash, this work 
,VellU be done during the period beginning about the first of October 
ending by the first of March. 
BASIS OF INFOltMATION. 
The information relative to this beetle is based on investigations 
by the writer at Guerneville and McCloud, Cal., Grants 
Corvallis, Newport, Detroit, and St. Helen, Oreg., Port 
Illg;el"s and Port Williams, \Vash., Sand Point, Kootenai, and 
, Idaho, April and June, 1900; at Kootenai, Idaho, and Junc-
Wash., August, 1902; at Tercio, Colo., .and Fieldbrook, Cal., 
1903; at Colorado Springs, Colo., October, 1905, and at Fort 
adanli, Colo., in 1906; by Mr. H. E. Burke, at New London, Rock 
FIG. 6\J.-The Douglas fir beetle: Distribution map. (Author'sillustrntioll.) 
Kent, Satsop, Hoquiam, North Bend, Pialschie, Des Moines, 
'hI,orcl. and Meredith, Wash., May to October, 1903, June to Sep-
1904, May to September, 1905, and April and May, 1906; 
Smiths Ferry, Idaho, October, 1904; in San Mateo County, Cal., 
1906; at Panguitch and Panguitch Lake, Utah, July to Sep-
1907; by Mr. J. L. Webb, in the S~n Francisco Mountains, 
rizelD", June, 1904; at Centerville, Stites, Kooskia, and Pioneerville, 
from June to September, 1905; in the Chiricahua National 
and the Sacramento National Forest, Arizona, June to Sep-
wb,er, 1907; by Mr. W. F. Fiske, at Capitan and Cloudcroft, N. 
, March to June, 1907. Additional localities through corre-
9n,:leIlce and from other collections are Belton, Ovondo, Bozeman, 
.Iispeell, and Leavenworth Valley, Mont.; Orting and Dole, Wash.; 
89535-Bul1. 83, pt. 1-09-9 
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Santa Fe, N. Mex.; Henrys Lake National Forest and Beaver 
yon, Idaho; Ventura County, Cal., and Vancouver, British Co,IUlnbia, 
It is represented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of J£rlto-
mology by more than 700 specimens, including all stages and wo,rki 
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No. 14. TIlE EASTERN SPRUCE BEETLE. 
(Dendroct0n1~8 piceaperda Hapk. Figs. 70-77.) 
The eastern spruce beetle is a reddish-brown to black bmckt)ee',le,' 
5 to 6 mm. in length, the body sparsely clothed with' long hairs, 
head broad and convex, the pronotum often darker than the Ah,h." 
with the sides distinctly narrowed and constricted toward the 
and the punctures of irregular sizes and moderately coarse, the ,,],,1,1""; 
with coarse rugosities between rows of indistinct punctures, 
elytral declivity somewhat flattened, smooth, and shining in jjWHrlaJ"i. 
more convex, roughened, and less shining in the female. (See fig. 
It attacks the red, black, and white spruce from New Brunswick 
Canada, southward in the mountains of New York and Pe,nIlSyIv:"n'ia 
and westward to Michigan. The adult bores through the outer 
to the inner living portion, extends its egg gallery (figs. 71,73) 
gitudinally through the inner bark, and grooves the outer layers 
,wood (fig. 72). From ten to thirty or more eggs are 
close together in elongate cavities in the sides of the egg 
The larvlB soon hatch and begin to feed on the bark. At 
larval mines are usually connected, forming a common 
but later each larva excavates an independent mine, which-it 
tends in 11 generally transverse but irregular course from the 
gallery, with the transformation cell at the farther end in the 1mle, 
bark or between (,he inner a,nd outer bark; but, like their mrYl" 
mine, this is usually exposed on the inner surface. The presence 
this insect in standing living or dying trees is indicated by reel dis 
boring-dust in the crevices of the bark, by pitch or gum tubes, 
by the fading and falling of the leaves, or by the bare reddish 
pearance of the twigs. It is a very destructive enemy of mature 
and white spruce. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
(See fig. 75.) 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The winter is passed in the inner bark of trees in which the .~ .. ~" 
developed the previous summer, as adults and all stages of 
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AC'l'IVITY 01" OYEItWINTERBD BROODS. 
There is some evidence that a few parent adults hibei'nate in gale 
]eriesstarted the previous fall and thl1t they may begin activity sorne-
, 
70.-'1'110 eastern spruce beetle (Dendroctonuspiccaperda): 1,2, Adult, dorsal and lateral aspects; 
<3, <j>, details of adult; tI, pupa; Sa, lateral aspect of head and prothoxax of pupa; 1" larva; 
he, details of larva. All greatly enlarged. (Anthor'l:! illustration.) 
earlier than the overwintered broods, The overwintered, de-
Wi",elope,d adults begin to emerge about the middle of June and con-
emergence until August, or later, the principal emergence 
faking place during July, They begin to attack the trees and exca-
galleries soon after they emerge, and by the 19th of June begin 
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to deposit eggs. The work of excavating galleries and depo,;iting 
eggs is principally duflng June and July, but may be continued "well 
September, or later (as evidenced by the finding of young larval 
October, and the same, after overwintering, the following May,) 
FIG. 71.-Thc eastern spruce beetle. Egg gallery and larval mines: a, Egg it"!:l1ery; lI, boring 
packed in gallery; c, entrance and snbsequent or inner ganery; d, larval mines. (Author's 
tration.) 
The overwinterec] broods of larval begin activity during the 
week in May and first week in June. The matured larval begin 
transform to pUpal and adults during the first week in June, and co:n-\ 
tinue to do so, while the younger larval are developing, until July 
later. All have evidently transformed and emerged by the 
of August, or earlier. 
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Wi!''' ~-.tr 
GENEHATION. 
llf!'" lfi' The eggs deposited by 
I{the overwintered broods 
f~',()f adults begin to hatch 
;;":1; 
;iiEduring the latter part 01 
,:",~;" 
!iiiJune (fig.72) and the first 
~~''Part of July, and continue 
Ito hatch during July and 
icl.i.August. The larval de-
:<; •. ,-' • 
~)}velopment IS confined 
~&principally to July and 
'Z"" ~~lAugust, but may con-
%~!tinue to Oct"ber. The 
~£more ,advanced larvre 
f~begin to transform to 
~~ipupre and adults during 
~ij,the last week in August 
ffi'jl1nd first week in Sep-
~f}ember, and continue to 
ij!.ido so until hibernation 
~,'/i' -. & 
fid\hegins in the fall. No 0 
~K!~evidence has been found, [ 
~;that any 'of ,the broods ~ 
;jliemerge from the trees in . § 
~l'the fall; therefore there ~ 
~?0js but one generation g 
Wfil1nnually. By far the .~ 
f?Kgreater number of the .~ 
f!',broods pass the winter ~ 
@> 2 ~~ias young to· matured g 
~8iiaclults, and· the hiber- if 
fw:.nation begins about the 1" 
Iriddle of October. 
I\{-, HABITS. 
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!l5'i This species prefers to 
r£attack the older mature 
~iJiving timber. It also 
1,l1ttacks standing tim-
Iber weakened or injured 
I',irom other causes, and 
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I~nd . otherwise, though 
fi'usually not m such 
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FIG·. 73.-The eastern spruce heetle: Old egg galleries anrl1arvai mines in bark. 
(Author's illustration.) 
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;hnmbers as it does the living, standing trees. It infests the red 
,~pruce, black spruce, and white spruce, but, so far as known, does 
')lot attack any of the pines or the larch. j, The beetles enter the bark of healthy trees at a point from 6 to 10 
IreeL from the buse, and that of trees weakened by disease or other 
'~auses from near the base to the larger bmnehes. 
';, In the living trees the entrance burrow is gradually extended 
,bbliquely upward, or sup transversely, thence in a longitudinal direc-
/tion upward through the inner bark and often grooving the surface 
',of the wood. Along the sides of 
lihis gallery, which is usually about 
three times as brMd as the beetlc, 
tthe eggs are placed singly in small 
;cavities or in groups in an elon-
[gated cavity. The eggs are then 
;protected by a mass of borings, 
closely packed and cemented with 
gum, whieh, with the exeeption of 
"n small inner burrow or subgallery, 
;fill up the broad egg gallery. The 
'original ent,rance is first packed; 
:then an opening to the outsidc is 
made in the roof of the gallery a 
lew inches from the entrance, an-
:other section is excavated and 
packed, another IWle is made 
phrough the roof, and so on until 
~he gallery is completed. After 
all is finished the adults make one 
hr two short, irregular, lateral 
~ranches at the farther end, ap-
parently for an abiding place until 
they die. 
The gum flowing into the wounds 
;nade by the beetles when they are, 
Ii'J:G. '74.-The eastern spruce bectle. Old gal~ 
leriesmarl{Cd on surface of tree: Groovcson 
surface of wood of tree that hIlS been dend 
f),bout twelve years. (Author'sillustratioll.) 
excavating the entrance is pushed out and tho holes kept open 
through it, thus forming the pitch tubes, which are so conspicuous on 
the bark of freshly attacked trees. After the vitality of a tree is 
weakened by numerous wounds and by an excessive flow of resin 
;thesubsequcnt entrances arc not marked by pitch tubes. Or,if a tree 
is decidedly wc.akened from other causes before it is attacked, or 
~vhen a large number of bectles is boring into the outer bark, and· 
the boring-dust falls down and lodges in the flakes of bark and in the 
moss on the trec, pitch tubes are not formed. 
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Wl:en the eggs ~atch, the min,ute whit~ g~ubs or larvre eat thef~ll 
way mto the soft mner bark, WhICh by thIS tIme has commenced t(jk~l 
die and is in the bcst condition for their food supply. When the eg~Jlli 
are deposited in separate c.avities, each larva makes a separate mine';J~rd 
but when they are massed along the sides, or placed close together, a~,~ 
they usually are, tho lurvre work side by side and consume all of th~W~ 
inner layer of bark until they have progressed some distance, whe~jll 
they begin to separate and each larva makes an.independent minef;!& 
While the individual burrow may cross and recross its neighbor, i~'!~ 
preserves a course of its own and increases in width as its occupanp;~~ 
increases in size, until the larva ceases to feed. The latter thenj"~ 
excavates a cavity, either in the bark next to the wood or next to tM,!;;l 
outer dry bark, where in due time it changes to tho pupa. Here it~ 
remains in a semidormant condition until the legs, wing covers, an4;1ll 
other parts develop. It then sheds its outer skin and becomes ari!i~ 
adult winged beetle, soft and yellow at first, but gradually hardeningiii~ 
and becoming darker. "'ii! 
When the individuals of a brood are fully matured in the springii~ 
they bore through the inner bark between the transformation cellS;V\1: 
and congregate in the larger common chamber thus formed until iei~!' 
is time for them to emerge. They then bore their way out to th~,I~ 
surface and emerge to fly in search of suitable trees in which to exca"'4:i1 
'Vate galleries and deposit eggs. Scarcely anything is known of the'!:l! 
flight habits, but the beetles probably fly during the evening or afi:~ 
night. 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
CHARACTER OF ATTACK AND INJURY. .:>~t~i 
So far as known, this beetle confines its attack to the spruce in tMiil& 
region north of latitude 43°. Toward its southern limit it evidentIJ'~~! 
does not occur at altitudes below 2,000 or 2,500 feet, while at latituMiill 
47° in Maine and in extreme northern Michigan it would be found belolli.i~~ 
an altitude of 600 feet. It is rarely found in trees under 10 incheS'~i 
in diameter breast high,. but prefers those 18 inches or more i~~ft! 
diameter. Whenever it occurs in sufficient numbers to attack and,~~l 
kill large numbers of trees the flying beetles within a given locality.kj~ 
usually concentrate 0:," groups or patches of timber of greater or les,~l;ll 
extent. The trees dre from the attack, and when the new brood~""~:1 
develop they emerge from the dying trees and settle on the Iivin:gi'~ 
timber in another locality, and so on, until all of the matured timbet!~~ 
is killed. They usually settle on a tree and enter the bark in such!i~'iI 
"-,-,,,~,j 
numbers that there is little chance for its recovery. Their numerou~]{1\1 
''<;;'<!! 
egg galleries are extended through the most vital part of the tre~, 
(the cambiu.m), where the new growth of w?~d and bark takes pl~c~ltl 
Thus the IllJury produces a weake!led condItion of the tree. ThIS l~,it~ 
','I!fl 
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~G. 'IS.-Balsam fir chips showing auoual growth, indicating dutes of death of spruce trees. 1, From 
-fttree by dead spruce ill cutting 6f about 1888; £, from tree standing by dead spruce in old cutting of 
!tnbout 1886; S, from tree standing by dead spruce which showed the work of the enstern spruce beetle 
rL.{tree evidently died about 1888); h, from fir in blow·down of about 1871, which was followed by 
i;tanother in about-l88fHi; 5, from tree in blow-down of about 1886; 6, from spruce standing by large 
!:i;spruce tree which was broken by it storm of about 1886 (evidence was found in this tree that it WIlS 
ii)iving when felled aud that it had been attacked, after falling, by the eastern spruce beetle; both 
E[,galleries and remains of beetles were found in- the bark); 7, section of small suppressed spruce 
o;i;about forty-five or fifty years old. All natural size. (Author's illustration.) k; 
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followed by the lateral extension of the larval mines of the 
broods, which serves to completely girdle the .tree and kill 
bark, and this in turn is followed some months later by the grolUl11, 
or sudden dying of the leaves and the complete death of the tree. 
The trees on which a successful attack is made in June or July 
have the leaves faded and fallen by October, but the leaves on 
attacked in August or later may remain normal until the 
Mayor June before they fall. . . 
EXTENT OF DEPREDATIONS. 
The evidence we have been able to collcct shows that at VlLnom 
times during the past century this beetle has been the cause of 
death of an enormous amount of the best matured spruce timber 
the forests from New Brunswick to northern New York and in PH'C", 
in Canada. It is also evident that it will continue to be a menace 
standing matured timber, probably throughout the region in which; 
the red and white spruce prevail in forest growth. 
In a report by C. W. Johnson (1898, pp. 73-74), reference is ~~;~l~: 
to extensive destruction.of red spruce in the mountains north or S 
Wyoming County, Pa., supposed to have been caused by a Den' dr'Jce: 
tonus identified as D. 1'v,fil'ennis. Specimens collected by ~~~:~~~~~ 
have been examined by the writer and found to be lJ. : 
Mr. Johnson stated that some 5,000,000 feet of spruce had 
on the lands of one company, apparently during 1896 and 1897. 
EVIDENCES. OF A'lTACK. 
The first evidence of attack on living trees is reddish boring 
lodged in the loose bark and moss on the trunk and around the 
of the tree, or numerous fresh gum spots or pitch tubes mixed 
whitish or reddish borings on the bark of the middle or lower pOJc·ticlU 
of the trunk. When this is found it will indicate that the beetlCl) 
are actively at work excavating the galleries in the bark. After 
work is completed and the broods of larvro have killed the inner 
the pitch tubes have an old or dried appearance and the boring 
is less evident. By the time the larvro have developed and tl'EcnS: 
formed into pupro and adults during September and October 
infested trees are indicated.by the faded pale-green appearance of 
needles on the trecs or on the ground, and by the reddish aplpe2cra:nce 
of the tops from which the needles have recently fallen. During 
winter and following spring the trees that were attacked later in 
preceding summer will present the same evidence of infestation, 
in addition a large percentage of the infested trees are usually m'l,rk:e' 
by woodpecker work The birds discover the broods of beetles 
larvre, and in their efforts to get the insects they remove a sUlfficien~$ 
amount of the outer loose bark to give the trunks a co'nsl)ic'u01Jsl:~.~ 
-SlY 
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~Weddish appearance, so that even when the leaves on an infested tree 
":/:-:-&:i~re perfectly normal and there are nO'pitch tubes the trees thus 
;fjharked by the birds can be readily located as infested trees. 
fit As a rule, after the middle of June all of the broods of this insect 
1~ave left the trees fTom whieh the leaves have fallen, and certainly 
~1:hose in which the twigs have changed n'om a reddish to a grayish 
fi~ppearance. With few exceptions this may be depended upon, 
"lliecause the parent beetles must have living bark in which to 
J&deposit their eggs, so that the freshly hatched larvlB will have the 
f'proper conditions for their future development. Therefore it is ~el­
%[dom that more than one set of broods develops in the same tree . 
. ~ir)'his can happen only when but one side of the trunk or the upper or fr~)ower portion is infes~ed and the re.m.ain~e~ is not d~ad when the ~W8rood~ emerge .. In this case the remammg hvmg bark Wlll be attacked 
I~nd Y1eld another set of broods. 
If: EFFECTS ON COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE WOOD. 
ii' The wood of the trees killed by this beetle is not mateJially reduced 
~~ln value for several years afterwards, except in so far as the sapwood 
.l£~nd heartwood is stained and injured by wood-boring insects, decay, 
~iJlre, etc. 
_.;0,-",' jg,{? l~AVORA13LE AND UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE BERTI,E . 
.1ii,' li.i.:.~.i .•• '.'.'" Favorable condit. !o~ ·for the multiPliea.tion. of tllis. insect are found %im large areas of v1rgm forest, where there 1S a thick stand of old ~;imatured timber and where some of the trees have suffered from 
r~lnjury by storms, landslides, lightning, or other causes. If, under 
I~uch conditions, the beetle be present in considerable numbers, it 
~41!"ay multiply so rapidly that the best timber in the forests over 
~llUndreds of square miles may be killed within two or three years, as 
!,,,/y--
Wi(has been demonstrated by a number of notable outbreaks in Maine. 
ipnfavorable conditions are found in young, vigorous forests from 
~~lvhich the old timber has been removed and utilized, and especially 
~!Iin forests which are under a modern system of forest management, 
ful""ith regul~ti?ns either r.equiring that the ma~ured timb:>r be utilized 
&\i~or that all mJured or dymg trees found to be mfested Wlth the beetle 
~iJj,e felled and barked or floated at the proper time to kill the broods. l METHODS OF CONTROL. 
~0i Whenever it is positively determined that tllis species is attacking 
~i~he living spruce in a given locality, or that the bark of living and 
lipying trees contains living parent adults or developed broods, some 
,~easures should be adopted without delay for its control. 
~41i The removal of the infested bark from the trunks of the trees 
fi}Vithout burning is all that is necessary to kill the immature stages of 
I:;il 7i'; 
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the insect at any time. If the work be done during the period 
ning with the middle of Octoller and ending with the middle of 
say at or below an elevation of about 1,800 feet at latitude 45°, 
. parent adults and developed broods of adults, together with. 
immature broods, will be killed. The infested parts of the trunks 
be barked without felling the trees; or the trees may be felled for 
purpose and barked or utilized and the slabs burned, as in each 
may be more practicable or desirable. If the timber Can not 
utilized for several years it will remain sound much longer if bar'lee, 
and I~ft standing than if felled. 
If, ill the case of a moderate attack, the larger clumps or patcll€ 
of infested trees and the more accessible scattering ones in the 
affected sections of a forest are barked, it should serve to bring 
insect under control the first year, but in the case of a very exi;en:siv'E 
attack this may require several years. 
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ErG. 76.-Trees girdled by different methods: a, Hack-girdled; b, girdled to heartwood; c, 
girdled and peeled; (l, hack and belt girdled, (Author'S illllstration.) 
It is not necessary that every infested tree should be barked . 
utilized, but it is important that at least 75 per cent of such trees 
either barked or removed ill regular logging operations, before 
broods have time to emerge. 
Whenever a large amount of timber is beillg killed, as ill 
western Maine in 1900, the regular loggillg operations should be 
ducted ill the prillcipal infested.areas, in order that the illfested 
may be cut and floated out of the forest before the broods have 
to emerge. The adoption of this method by the Berlill Mills 
pany ill 1901 wu>< evidently very successful ill'controlling the 
ill the region referred to in B ulletill 28 of this office. 
It may be practicable to bark newly infested trees in August 
September, but the prillcipal work of barking, or removal, or UOJ,H" 
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in the regular logging, operations, should be done between the 
of October and the middle of May. 
this insect it may be practicable to utilize trap trees to at-
the insects away from the healthy timber. For this purpose 
trees, the necessary p-umber depending on the extent of infesta-
should be girdled to the heartwood during June. (See fig. 76.) 
they become infested during the summer they must be barked or 
ITIO',ed by the middle of the following May, in order to destroy the 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
preceding information on the eastern spruce beetle is based on 
ve,;ti!(at,iOIls by the writer in northwestern Maine in May and June, 
FIG, 77.-The ensternspruce beetle: Distribution map. > (Author's illustration.) 
and at Waterville, N. H., in May, 1903; on experiments with 
trees by Mr. Austin Cary during the summer of 1900, and 
;tl'llct;iOllS to the Berlin Mills Company, in cutting infested timber, 
."VV", and on investigations by Mr. W. F. Fiske on Grand Island, 
cmgaJrl, in October, 190-6. Additional localities from correspond-
and other collections are West Stewartstown, N. II., Anticosti, 
ilU'"", and PeJlllsylvarua. 
is represented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of 
!tomo,I01(Y by more than '300 specimens. 
BIBLOGRAPHY. 
1876 (under Hylul'gusruflpennis), pp. 283-301; Peck, 1879 (under H. ruflpen-. 
pp. 32-38; Hough, 1882.(Insect Ravages), pp. 259:"'263; Lintner, 1885 (under 
"drclCtonusruflpmnis), p. 54; Fletcher, 1887 (under D. ruflpennis), pp. 3il-40; Pack-
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.rd, 1887 (under D. rujipennu), pp. 176 and 243; Peck, 1890 (nuder D. rujipennis), ppi?ltl!f 
814-815, and 721-722; Harvey, 1898 (underD. rufipennis), p. 176; Howard and Chitte~.;*,~t~ 
den, 1898 (under D. rufipennis), _po 98; Weed and Fiske, 1898 (under D. rujipennu), -P,i;~4!f,% 
69; Hopkins, 1899a (under D. rujipennis), p. 293; Cary, 1900 (under D. polygraphr1tJ~1 
1'ujipennis), pp. '52-54; Hopkins, I90la, p. 16; Hopkins, 1901b, pp. 68-69; Hopkiruiifrt~6 
1902b, p. 21; Hopkins, 1902c, p. 22; Hopkins, 1903b, pp. 266-270, 281; Hopkins, 1904jf13~ 
p. 26; Hopkins, 1905, pp. 10-11; Felt.i.·.:Y!J:.tf 
FlO. 78,-ThcEngelmanll spruce beetle (Dendmclonu8 
engelmanni): Egggalleryinlivingbnrk. A, Normal; 
E, boring dust removed; a, entrance; b, basal sec-
tion; c, boring dust packed in galler)"; d, subsequent 
or inner gallery; e, ventilating burrow; j, egg nest, 
with and without eggs; g, freshly hatched larv(£j 
h, pits in roof of gallery. (Author's illustration.) 
,,;-·!ZO 
1905, pp. 6, 7; Felt, 1906, pp. 379-38Q;Jt,~;~ 
782, 796; Hopkins, 1907, pp. 160-161lt5;ij 
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 126-130. :;}!~ 
No. l~PR~~: :rr~~~iMANN XI 
(Dendroctonu8 engelmanni Hopk. +~M;~ 
Figs. 78-82.)·'·" 
The Engelmann spruce beetlfij 
is a reddish-brown to blackc'!f~ 
~,'v"" 
barkbeetle, 5 to 7 mm. irtJJp$ 
',:h'w 
length, with body sparselYlII~ 
clothed with long hairs, head,~~ 
broad and convex, prothorax,~~ 
sometimes darker than the el:v;~~ 
tra and with sides of pronotll11jf, 
distinctly narrowed and cont;1i:l 
stricted toward the head andWl'f 
'//i'/(1 
the punctures of irregular siz~¥~ 
and distinctly coarse, the ely~~£ 
tra with coarse rugosities b~~~~ 
tween rows of indistinct bu~i~ 
. coarse punctures, and the d~l~ 
clivity convex and somewh~~'&l 
flattened. It attacks the E~f~ 
gelmann spruce, and probabl1~l 
other spruces, front celltrM~~ 
Idaho southward to the moun;f'!f 
taius 6f southern New Mexicg! 
and the white spruce in thiW~ 
Black Hills of South Dakotdikj· 
The -galleries are similar til 
those of the eastern spruc~1 
beetle"jj 
SEASONAL IIISTORY '*"~ 
"'\W 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. . ':,~7;: 
>~!g 
The broods of this beetle pass the winter in all stages of larv", an?:K£ 
as adults in the inner bark of trees attacked by the parent beetl~#j 
during the preceding summer.'·; ;~i~ 
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ACTIVI1'Y OJ.' OVERWINTEHED BROODS. 
',:: The adults begin to emerge from the bark and fly during Mayor 
, They settle on felled or standing injured or on healthy trees 
enter the living bark to deposit eggs (see fig. 78), which soon 
into larv!!). The broods of larv!!) feed fn the inner bark and 
,stl'OY that portion of it intervening between the egg galleries, and 
completely girdle and cause the death of the trees which were 
,ealthy when attacked. The medium to larger matured trees are 
ones commonly selected by the beetle, and it is capable of killing 
such timber within a forest. 
:' In the Black Hills of South Dakota, at an altitude of about 5,000 
Mr. Webb found an adult flying on June 10. On July 30 adults 
excavating galleries and depositing eggs, which hatched and 
developed into nearly fullgrown larv!!) on October 14. It would 
>DElar, therefore, that the adults of this species come out a little 
than those of the eastern spruce beetle, 
ECONOMIC FEATID"tES. 
, species, like the eastern spruce beetle, attacks only the larger 
',mature trees. It is evidently the most important enemy of the 
Mountain spruces, and from time to time has caused wide-
destruction. 
October, 1905, the writer found evidence of its destructive 
(see figs. 79, 80) in the Pike National Forest, caused many 
ago. At the time the observations were made the indica-
were that the vast destruction of spruce in this reserve here-
attributed to fire was primarily caused by this beetle. This 
particularly evident on the southem slopes of Pikes Peak, at 
altitude of about 10,000 feet, where nearly all of the timber had 
killed some fifty years ago. In the fragmentary patches of 
'timber, 'old felled trunks of a primitive matured forest of 
ng<,In:lan,n spruce were found thickly covering the ground. On the 
eat,he:r-beaj;en surface of these logs the characteristic markings of 
galleries of this beetle were so common as to leave little doubt 
the trees had been killed during a destructive invasion by it-
" very conclusive evidence of this was found in the presence 
" dried resin in the egg-gallery grooves and on the surface of the 
which would not be found there if the trees had be,en attacked 
they were dying from other causes. 
'T'l,;o additional evidence, together with the known devastating 
of this class of insects, makes it clear to the writer that there 
been a most intimate interrelation of destructive barkbeetles 
forest fires in the denudation of the vast areas of once heavily 
reslGed'lands in the Rocky Mountain region, and that in very many 
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cases the insects have first killed the timber, and the fire has 
followed (see fig. 81), leaving the chatTed trunks and logs as aPllarei 
proof that the fire alone was responsible. 
In August, 1905, Supervisor A. W. Jensen, of the Manti Na,ti(ma,' 
Forest, Utah, reportQd much destructive work by a beetle 
proved to be this species. He stated that in some 20 
cent was then attacked or killed, including both the 
spruce and the blue spruce. 
In August, 1906, Mr. Harry Gibler reported that all of the maturEic 
Engelmann spruce of the White River National Forest, in (Jo'!Ol'adg 
was more or less affected by a beetle which the writer identilied 
this species. In response to a request for more detailed 
FIG, 79.-Engelmnnn spruce evidently killed by Engelmann spruce beetle about 1853-6; Pi~~~;~~f: 
galleries common on trunk, Pike National Forest, at elevation of about 10,000 feet. ( 
tion, Mr. Gibler, in a letter dated November 13, 1906, 
follows: 
There is no portion of the reserve Oil which they are esp_eciaUy active, but are 
or less over the entire area. In some places as much as 90 per cent of the 
timber is already dead and in some localities M little as 2 per cent seems to be 
and in this connection I would state that so far the oldest trees, and that 
classed as strictly mature timber, have been affected. 
In the Twentieth Annual Report of the United States Ge<lloi~i( 
Survey, p. 137, Mr. G. B. SudwOlth states: 
There is a considerable quantity of dead standing spruce mingled with the 
t.imber. It extends in an intelTupted irregular narrow belt from the region of 
Lake and Ca.rbonate westward to the headwaters of East Elk Creek. 'rhe dead 
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am-ounts to from 10 to 25 per cent of the total stand and includes nearly, or quite, 
t,he largest and oldest trees, They bear evidence of having died about twenty to 
years ago. 
W. D. Edmonston inspected this timber on September 23-24, 
, a.nd reported to the writer as follows: 
don't know where Mr. Sudworth observed the old and dead spruce; but I was 
Supervisor Blair when he was estimating for a sale Of Engelmann and Alpine 
(September 23, 24, 1907) in Bear Park, near Dale's sawmill, 12 miles northeast of 
Castle, and we found all through this body of timber that the' dead Engelmann, 
ove1' 15 inches ill diameter, amounted to 25 per cent. I examined this dead timber 
carefully. I spent the entire day examining the trees, ~hile Mr. Blair and two 
rangers were estimating. I did not find one single Engelmann that had died 
the past twenty-five years that had not been beetle-killed, the galleries of the 
ngeJm,mn spruce beetle showing plainly on th~ trunk. I pointed out hundreds of 
BO.-Engelmalln" spruce timber evidently killed by Engelmann spruce beetle and subsequently 
p'.,ji,,11y bumed by fire. Pike National Forest, at elevation. of about 10,000 feet. {Origiuu:1.} 
trees to lIh. Blair and the rangers. But I failed to find any llew work. This 
must have been kill.ed about twenty years ago, if not longer. Old snags, stand-
and down, all showed plainly the yellow-stained galleries) just like those you 
out to me the day we were at Clyde, on the road to Seven Lakes, in the Pikes 
and just the eame as that on the specimen I sent you from near Crested Butte) 
llllllSo,n National Forest. 
On January 10, 1908, Mr. W. D. Edmonston reported that the large 
of Engelmann spruce in the White River National Forest 
lO\\Te.cl an average of 20 per cent beetle-killed throughout. 
March, 1907, Mr. Frank J. Phillips, forest assistant, of the Forest· 
,rviice. in a report on conditions in the Lincoln National Forest, 
Mexico, refers to a forest fire of doubtful date, 1892 to 1895, 
it is claimed killed and weakened portions of the spruce stand 
89535-Bull. 83, pt. 1-00-10 
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aggregating approximately 1,200 acres, although it is probable 
the insect was present' before the fire occurred. He states as follovrs 
Two Of three years after the fire serious work of the insect was first made a,'p"rellt 
and local observers state that the beetle work has. steadily increased until 
spruce stand is th.·catened with insect destruction. In his 1904 report· Mr. F. G. 
mer stated, "Notwithstanding the fact that the summits of the Sierra Blanca 
apparently ideal conditions for the growth of the spruce, about 20 per cent of 
standing trees are dead or dying. This gives the forest the appearance of h"vb" 
scorched by a fire not severe enough to utterly destroy it. For this no cause was joun,,!;;! 
* .;:. "K 
FIG. 81.-Averagc-sjzed Engelmann spruce killed by fire and the Engelmann spruce beetle. 
Nationall~oI'est, at elevation of 10,150 feet. (Original.) 
The insect work occurs at an elevation above 9,000 feet and will probably extei'1 
to the altitudinal limit of the spruce in case it h.a3 not already done so. It was 
in trees varying from 6 to 20 inches, which had not been subject to other '~;;~~ 
Approximately 1,000 acres of the headwat.ers of the South Fork of the Rio I 
have been completely killed by the combined effect of fire and insects, and 
similar areas exist in the reserve. 
Mr. F. G. Plummer, of the Forest Service, in a report ", 
"Forest conditions in the Lincoln National Forest, New Mexico,' 
estimates a total stand of 29,027,000 feet, board measure, on 13,1' 
acres. Of this, 1,480 acres, or about () per cent, has been burned.> 
aProressional Paper No. 33, series H, Forestry, 11, U. S. Geological Survey. 
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Mr. W. P. Piske, of this Bureau, who was sent to investigate the 
,nndij,;Ol" as to insect ravages in the White Mountains of the Lincoln 
• N"alcioJa.ai Forest, reported that during his invootigations in May, 1907, 
found that at least 95 per cent of all of the Engelmann spruce out-
of the burned areas was beetle-killed, but that practically all of 
was rather old work and that there was very little evidence of the 
lbe,etJ.es' presence at that time. 
Mr. J. L. Webb, of tIlls Bureau, visited the same area in September 
estimated that fire had killed about 15 per cent of the total stand 
spruce, and that the beetle has killed about 90 per cent of the 
ME'I'TIODS O:E' CONTROL. 
The methods of controlling this beetle are essentially the same as 
the eastern spruce beetle, 
FIG. 82.-'l'hc Engclm!tllll spruce beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
Information concerning this barkbeetle is based on investigations 
the writer at Boulder, Colo., August, 1901; at Black Hills, S. 
, September, 19(1I, and August, 1902, and in the Pike National 
!'or"st. Colo., October, 1905; by Mr. J. L. Webb, at Collins, Idaho, 
?ef,te)mb'er, 1900; in the Black Hills, S. Dak., June and October, 1902, 
August, 1906; in the Rincon Mountains, Ariz., and in the Capi-
Mountains and at Cloudcroft, N. Mex., from May to Septem-
1907; by Mr. W. F. Fiske, in the Capitan Mountains, N. Mex., 
1907; by Mr. W. D. Edmonston, in the Ouray National Forest, at 
,ralg, Steamboat Springs, and Hahns Peak, in the White River 
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National Forest, and in the Holy Cross National Forest, Colo., 
at Encampment, Wyo., in 190,7. Additional localities thI'ough 
respondence and from. collections are: Ephraim and" Alta, TT, .• T. 
Meeker, Silver Plume, Argentine, Glenwood Springs, and Lead·vill.e, 
Colo.; Capitan, Lincoln National Forest, and Las Vegas, 
Calgary, Alberta Province, and Glacier, British Columbia. 
represented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Erlto'molog:y 
by more than 20,0, specimens. 
BIBLIOGRAFHY. 
Packard, 1877 (under Dendroctonus obesus), p. 803i Hopkins, 1906a (under / 
piceapcJ'da), pp. 4-5; Hopkins, 1907 (under" The Engelmann 'spruce beetle "), pp. 
161-162; Hopkins, 1909, pp. 130-133. 
FIG. 83.-TheAluska spruce bectlc (Dcn([1'oc/onus 
borealis): Adult. Greatlycnlal'gcd. (Author'~ 
illUstration.) 
No. 16. THE ALASKA SPRUCE 
BEETLE. 
(De:ndroctontts borealis Hopk. I!~igs, 83, 
The Alaska spruce beetle r'E )sem-
bles closely in general cnllmcters 
the eastern spruce beetle, but 
smaller, and is distinguished by 
coarser punctures of the pr,on,otl1m 
being more regular in 
Hg. 83.) 
This species is represented 
the collections by but four sP"w 
mens, two in the United States 
tional Museum collection, 
"Alaska," and two in the fOJ.'est· 
insect colleotion of the Bureau 
Entomology, collected by Mr. 
Ii:. Osgood from white spruce 
Eagle, Alaska, in August, 
Nothing further is known about 
this species, but it will pro Da111.y 
be found that its habits and 
history ,,"e similar 
Nos. 14 "nd 15. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Hopkins, 1909, pp. 133~135. 
No. 17. THE SITKA SPRUCE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctonus obesu..s :Mann .. Figs. 85, 86.) 
The Sitka spruce beetle is a large, stout, black, cylindrical 
. heetle 6 to 7 mm. in length, with broad convex he"d, the sides 
pronotum narrowed and constricted toward the head, and SUll'fl1,CC!i 
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punctured with irregular large and small punctures, the elytra with 
moderately coarse rugosities between moderately distinct rows of 
punctures, and the declivity not strongly convex and nearly smooth, 
shining in the male, more dull and roughened in the female. The 
entire body is sparsely clothed with long hairs. (See fig. 85.) It 
attacks the living bark on the trunks of living, dying, and newly 
felled trees, stumps, and large b5anches of Sitka spruce, from New-
port, Oregon, northward along the coast to Alaska, probably following 
the distribution of the tree in. which it lives. The general character 
of attack and of egg and larval mines is practically the same as de-
scribed under D. piceape1'da, except that the larval mines are perhaps 
more generally connected toward the egg gallery and that the pupal 
ca...~es are SOlnetimes grooved in the wood, while others are concealed 
in the outer portion of the inner barIc 
. '. ". ' 
. ~ . 
. . : . '. 
. '. . - . . 
If' ... : 
FIG. 84.-1'be Alaska spruce beetle: -Distribution mnp. (Author'S illustration;) 
SEASONAL TIIS'l'ORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The winter is passed principally as adults and matured larvro 
t in the inner bark on trees, logs, and stumps where they developed 
: the preceding summer. 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
t Activity of the overwintered broods begins in April. The adults 
; begin to emerge about the middle of April, and continu~ to come out 
:;i as the broods of overwintered larvro develop, probably until the 1st 
2"of July, but the principal period of emergence is during May and 
Vi June 
,'" . ;,;c. 
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. The adults begin to attack the trees, excavate galleries, and;pt\! 
deposit eggs early in May, and continue to do so through Jun~i;Z~ 
probably until August, though the princip",1 period is in May an&ll 
June. Fresh attacks and eggs are also found in September, eithef!!¥ 
by adults of overwintered broods or those developed from eggsl 
deposited early in the spring. The larvlll begin to hatch in May,;~ 
. and probably continue hatching until in August, but the principaj;;~ 
period is in June and July. The principal period of larval deveiop"lil 
ment is during June, July, and August. The larv", begin trans)~¥ 
forming to pup", toward the last of July, and continue traIlsfol'miIlg,~~ 
probably until winter, but the princi,i!~ 
pal period is in August !)'nd September;,~ 
The pup"' begin to transform to adults,'~ 
probably during the second week in,i~i 
August, and continue transforming unf'?! 
til winter. The principal period ol,iM 
transformation to adults is during tIH\'~ 
month of September. The period 1'11':';i 
quired for the development from eggs;;i 
to adults is about three months. ",1 
The ;nore advanced .broods of th~~ 
generatIOn, complete thClr development'}'; 
by the last part of August and first,') 
part of September, while the later oneg',l 
evidently pass the winter as matur~i0 
larv", and immature adults, to comi",,? 
plete their development the followingt 
spring. 'rhere is, therefore, one coni~;f 
plete generation during the year. ;'i; 
The fact that eggs and young lal'Vl,j,~ 
are cqmmon in September indicateS'? 
that some of thc broods of the first'j 
generation may emerge in the rall and deposit eggs from which ther~§ 
is a partial second generation, but it is not improbable that some of: 
the parent beetles of the overwintered broods may leave the trees." 
after they have completed the first set of galleries, and excavate£ 
galleries in the same or other trees. If there is a partial second'; 
generation the brood passes the winter in the larval stage, possibly':' 
together with the parent beetles. .. :; 
FIG. 85.-The Sitka spruce beetle (Den-
d-roctonus obesus): Adult. Greatly en-
larged. (Author'S illustration.) 
HABITS. 
This species appears to prefer to attack the living bark on the!: 
trunks and stumps of felled trees and on the trunks of those s!;jIM 
standing but weakened and injured .. Apparently it will not attacl~: 
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¥jifl,ealth,y, trees when there are plcnty of felled and injurcd ones for it 
infest. SofaI' as obscrved it attacks only thc Sitka spruce, but 
is probable that it will be found in the Engelmann and white 
,spru"es, if they grow in the vicinity of the Sitka Sp'llCe. 
The gallery is very much the same as those of the eastern spruce 
oee.t!e and the Engelmann spruce beetle, except that the larval mines 
If "PI,ea,r to be even more generally connected toward the egg gallery. 
larv", and pup'" are either exposed or hidden in the inner bark, 
0&,0"'(( the pup"l cells are sometimes grooved in the surface of the wood. 
S11ffici'e .nt observations have becn madc on the flight of this species 
indicate that it flies during the day, and even in bright sunshine. 
FIG. 8G.-Tho Sitka spruce beetIe: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
So far as observed, this species has not been found attacking 
healthy trees in sufficient numbers to Cause their death, but it is not 
, improbable that under specially favorablc conditions for the increase 
of its broods the older living timber might be attacked and killed as 
it is by the eas~ern spruce beetle. II so, the evidence of attack would 
"", be similar to that described under Nos., 14 and 15. 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
If this barkbeetle should be found killing trees, the method of con-
trol would be similar to that recommended under the eastern spruce 
except that summer operations of barking or utilizing the 
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,',:l:}1~ 
:infested trees dur:ing June, July, and August would be less ,!bjectiofi~ 
able. As a rule, however, winter operations would be preferable, tli~J 
work to be completed before the 1st of April. '~ 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. '{iff 
. Information regarding this species is based on investigations by the) 
writer at Newport, Oreg., April, 1899, and at Hoquiam, Wash1, 
May, 1903;. by Mr. H. E. Burke at Aberdeen and Hoquiam, Wash;~ 
April to June, 1903, and August, 1903, at Hoquiam and Aberdeen;! 
Wash., May to September, 1904, and at Hoquiam May and June;! 
1905. Additional localities from correspondence and other colleC:'! 
tions are Queen Charlotte Islands and Vancouver, R C. It is rep~ 
,. resented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Ent6l 
.' mology by more than 120 specimens. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
. :-~ 
Hopkins, 1899b (under Dendroctonus similis and sp. near D. rujipennu), pp.15, 21n 
Hopkins, 1902c, p. 22; Hopkins, 1903a, p. 60; Hopkins, 1904 (under D. obe$1J..S), p. 19;) 
ilopkins, 1909, pp. 135-138. . 
• . 
No. 18. THE REDWINGED PINE BEETLE. 
• 
(Dendroctonu.s rufipennis ;Kirby. Figs. 87, A, 88.) 
The redwinged pine beetle (fig. 87, A) is a stout, cylindrical bark.~ 
beetle, with reddish elytra and dark-brown or black pro thorax, 5 t~ 
B 
FIG, gt.2A, The redwinged pine beetle (Delldroctormd rUftpennun. adult, greatly enlarged; B, ~~ 
lodgepole pine beetle (Dendrocronua murray«ntc), larva, less enlarged. (AuthOr's illustrations·}/0 
>?} 
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7.5 mm. in length, with the head broad and convex; the prothorax 
"slightly narrower than elytra, its sides narrowed and slightly con-
stricted toward the head, the surlace even and shining, with coarse 
; and small punctures intermixed; the elytra with moderately coarse 
"rugosities between rows 01 moderately coarse and but slightly im-
"pressed rows 01 punctures, and the declivity smooth and shining in 
the female and less shining and more rugose in the male. It attacks 
• felled white pine in northwestern Michigan. The primary or egg 
gallery is evidently of the same character as those of the spruce 
;beetles, but the larval mines are probably like those olthe European 
"spruce beetle and the black and red turpentine beetles of this coun-
'try. The larv", resemble those of the eastern spruce beetle in the 
FIG. 88.-The redwinge.d pine beetle:· Distribution map. (Author's illus(.ration.) 
"" dorsal plates on the last two abdominal segments, but are distin-
. guished by a row of brown spots (spiracles) on each side of the body, 
as in figure 87,B. " . 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
This species evidently passes the winter, in the adult and larval 
stages. Fully developed broods and larv", were found by Mr. W. F. 
Fiske, .October 20, at Grand Island, Mich. N othingfurther is 
known of the life history, but it is probable that it will not differ 
materially from that of the eastern spruce beetle. 
HABITS. 
Mr. Fiske found the developed broods under the bark on the 
underside of the trunk of a storm-felled white pine some" distance 
from the base. Nothing further is known of, the habits of this" 
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species, although it was one of the first species of the genristo 
described from North America. 
BASIS aI!' INFORMATION. 
Information about this species is based on investigations by 
W. F. Fiske, on Grand Island, Mich., October, 1906. An adclitiollli 
locality from the collection of the United States National lVUl"ellD 
is Whitefish Point, Mich. The species is represented in the for'est 
insect collection of the Bureau of Entomology by 14 specimens. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
Hopkins, I9Dla, p.16j Hopkins, 19D2b, p. 10, footnot9j Hopkins, 1909, pp. i.,O,-i"U .. 
No. 19. THE LODGEPOLE PINE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctonus 1nur-rayanx Hopk. Figs. 87, B, 89.) 
The lodgepole pine beetle is a stout, cylindrical barkbeetle, 5.4 to 
mm. in length, with reddish elytra and dark-brown or black 
thorax; the head broad, convex; the pronotum slightly 
than the elytra, its sides narrowed and constricted toward the 
. the punctures coarser and less uneven sizes than in No. 18, and 
elytra with rows of coarse, shallow punctures ... It attacks loclgejpc 
pine in southern Wyoming and occurs northward to Alberta, 
The egg gallery is like that of the eastern spruce beetle, but """ H" 
mines are more like those of the European spruce beetle. Adults 
found excavating galleries and depositing eggs july 31, at 8arai;0, 
Wyo. (Medicine Bow National Forest), in young living lodlgepol.e 
. by Mr. Jeremiah Rebmann, of the Forest Service. On Octo 
parent adults and half-grown larVal were found in the same tree. 
HABITS. 
According to Mr. Rebmann's observations, the species 
living trees toward the base, excavates galleries as much as 18 . 
in length, with large pitch tubes at the entrance, and deposits the. 
along one side, partitioned off with boring dust.. The same . 
were thickly infested with the Oregon Tomicus; therefore it 
determined whether the Dendroctonus or the. Tomicus made . 
attack. The fact, however, that there were large pitch tubes 
cated that the primary attack was made by this species, although 
other trees were found infested and killed by the mountain 
beetle. The work of the lodgepole pine beetle was 'observed 
a .few trees. 
Fragmentary specimens of a beetle identified as this speCIes: 
received in August, 1905, through the Forest Service, 
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,Iw. E. Jackson, with the statement that the beetle was doing consid-
1~rable damage in the Big Horn National Forest, Wyo. i Nothing further is known of the habits of this species. 
,'-,' 
BASIS OP INFORMATION. 
Information about this species is based on specimens and notes 
'received from Forest Assistant Jeremiah Rebmann, of the Forest 
f$ervice, July, August, and October, 1905, collected in the Medicine 
'Bow National Forest, Wyo., and through the Forest Service from 
:rw. E. Jackson, Big Horn National Forest, Wyo.; on investigations 
i,by Mr. W. D. Edmonston, in the Pike National Forest (Jefferson), 
\Colo., December, 1906; on specimens received through the Forest 
l$ervice from the Cheyenne National Forest, September, 1908. Addi~ 
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f l<'lG. 89,-The lodgepole pine beetle: Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
(tional localities from correspondence and other collections are, 
,(Saratoga, Yellowstone National Park, and Homestake, Wyo. ,It is 
trepresented in the forest-insect collection of the Bureau of Ento-
1.mology by more than 100 specimens. 
,'.. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
1: Hopkins, 1909, pp. 140-142, 
No. 20. THE ALLEGHENY SPRUCE BEETLE. 
:i (Dendroctonus punctatus Lee. Figs. 90, 91.) 
~. The Allegheny spruce beetle is a stout, brownish, cylindrical bark-
~beetle, 6.5 mm. in length, resembling D. piceaperda, but larger, with 
[[distinctly longer elytra in proportion to the thorax; head broad, 
:'ic 
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shining; thorax slightly narrower than elytra, with sides di"tinctl: 
narrowed toward the head, the surface with coarse and fine 
FIG. 9O.-The Allegheny spruce beetle (De7ulroc-
100W.s punctafWl): Adult. GrCI1t1y enlarged. 
(Author's illustration.) 
specimen from Pennsylvania m 
tures; elytra elongate, with coars 
rugosities between rows of 
tinct coarse punctures, the 
tures on the sides of the 0]"'"';" 
very coarse; the declivity 
rows of coarse, distinct PUlllctu're 
and the body sparsely cloth"d 
long hairs. (See fig. 90.) 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
One specimen of this species 
taken by. the writer in the ~:'i ~~l~~I 
mountains' of Randolph 'n , , 
W. Va., May 21, 1893, from 
freshly excavated gallery 
bark of the stump of a red 
tree. felled during the nm,,;n' 
winter. This appears to be 
that is known of its habits. 
It is represented in the Le 
collection by two specimens 
New York, from which de"criptioll 
were made in 1868, and by 
the' collection of the Academy 
I. 
.", 
FIG. 91.-The Allegheny spruce beetle: ;Distribution map. (Author's illustration.) 
Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, Pa. Therefore, so far as Im.ow'Il/ 
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)ution is confined to the region of the mountains of West Vir-
northward to northern New York. 
species comes nearer to the European spruce beetle than it 
to any of the other species, and therefore will probably have 
seasonal history and habits. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
lop,kiuls, 1899a, p. 447; Hopkins, 1909, pp.142-143. 
No.21. THE EUROPEAN SPRUCE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctonus micans Rug. li'igs.92-94.) 
'European spruce beetle is a large, stout, reddish-brown, cyIin-
barkbeetle, 7 to 8 mm. iIi length, with broad, 'convex head; 
prothorax, with sides of pronotum distinctly narrowed and 
toward head; elytra somewhat shining, with moder-
coarse rugosities between rows of rather distinct, punctures, 
the declivity smooth and more shiny in the males ,than in the 
(See fig. 92.) According to European writ!lniYit attacks 
living bark, usually at the base of injured, dying}"and living 
and stumps of felled spruce, pine, fir, and larch, ·£tom central, 
northern Europe and in Denmark, Russia, and easJ;hn Siberia. 
HABITS AND SEASONAL HISTORY . 
.• It is said that the broods pass the winter in the mines in the bark 
parent adults, young adults, and all stages of larvre. The young 
emerge in June and excavate long, irregular egg galleries, 
93),.usually in the bark at the base of stumps and trees, some-
extending into the roots, but sometinles a.t various points on' 
trunk, even to and among the branches. The female deposits 
one hundred to one hundred and fifty eggs in groups of from 
liriN to fifty, and the larvre.proceed in a body to excavate broad 
chambers (fig. 93), very much in the same manner 'as with the 
and red turpentine beetles. 
, Thebroods hatching from eggs deposited in May and June by the 
,VCl'wiJlte'l'ed adults develop into pupre and adults by September, or 
but rmnain in the brood galleries until the next spring. The 
lro()ds developing from overwintered young larvre transform to 
mpre and adults in June and July, emerge and deposit eggs in July 
August; or later, and pass the winter in different stages, as young 
matured larvre. 
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ECONOMIC FEATURES. 11 
It is said'that this species prefers to attack the bark on the base oil 
the trunks and roots of sound or healthy trees, and that the connectliil 
ing of the broad larval chambers from the same egg gl111ery or frOIilll,~ 
several galleries has the effect of girdling the tree, either causing its.l~ 
death or a weakened condition which attracts other barkbeetles tam! 
complete the destruction. Young as well as old trees are attackedij~ 
but, while this species will breed in standing injured or weakened,;B: 
trees, it rarely breeds in felled ones. It apparently prefers th~'il 
,'if-<, 
I 
spruces, but will, according to dif~~ 
ferent authors, attack pine, fu';'~ 
and laI·ch. . .•. " -'-"::!} 
,,'>:::1 
The evidences of attack aril''' 
masses of gum or resin and so'~l¥ 
called pitch tubes, mixed witl1'~ 
reddish boring dust. .ilf! 
METHODS OF CONTROL. fLrl 
Removing the bark from the mIll 
-,'.'1/ 
. fested trunk and roots, or scorc44~ 
ing it if not removed, is reconiilj 
mendcd to kill the broods. Coat4;i; 
ing the trunks a f the trees witii\'1 
a preparation of tobacco wl1teN~ 
Spanish blood, lime, fresh cow'!l 
dung, etc., is recommended aS~6 
preventive. '1%1 
Mter the above was writteJf0· 
the writer received a paper on th.~~ 
genus Dendroctonus from Dr. Q'~ 
Severin (1908), director of t1i~~ 
FIG. 9Z.-The European spruce beetle (Den~ Royal Museum of N atural Histo'rf,\~ 
ul'oclonus mieans)! Adult. Greatly enlarged. of .Belgium. A large series' .:o .. ':.f .. ,:;.·.;.J: (Author's illustration.) . 
. specimens of the beetle and i~ 
work was also received from Doctor Severin, which was of speci~Jm 
value and interest. Doctor Severin's paper covers the more impoE~! 
tant historic and economic information on the species recorded .i!»; 
European literature to 1908. Some of the information in the pap~~& 
that is of special interest in connection with a discussion of alHlil 
the species is summarized as follows :.\l;~ 
-}1;~~ 
IN}<'oRMATION FRm! PAPER ON TITE GENUS DENDROCTONUS, BY Du. G. SEVEn:{~~ 
(1908, pp. 1-20).;&;jl. 
<,;:»7) 
Dendroctonus micans alone, of all the hylesinids, and perhaps of all the scolyti~~;ti 
appears to love the resin and to live there with ease, It neglects the weak trees R_~~l 
is found principally upon trees full of vigor, of an age of 30 years and more, where,jJ!~ 
-;:;~ilit#: 
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in the middle of pockets full of resin. During the larval period micans cond'Q-cts 
differently from other Belgian hylesinids in that each larva does not'make a 
gallery, but all work together, making one common wide gallery. The egg-
extends sometimes over several months. This results in a parallel develop-
of ]arvre, pupa:;, and adults, which are to be found thus during the greater part 
year. 
excavation of the gallel'y begins the last of Mayor the first of June. 
attack of the insect, which traverses the bark to reach the sapwood, causes each 
an abundant flowing of resin mixed with sawdust and excrement, which gives 
brownish color, sometimes violaceous. This resin often forms nipplelike blocks, 
Pletlll1e!l 30 mm. high by 25 mm. in diameter, which dry and harden' in the air and 
by crumbling. The particles fall at the foot of the tree, among the needles 
B 
93.-The European spruce' bcctlc. Egg galleries alld larval chamber: A, Basal sections of egg 
g~:.;~~~~; B, advanced stage of work; a, eutrance burrow; b, excavated July 8..J.6; c, excavated 
,-J d, eight days old; e, three weeks old; j, basal scction; g, boring dust; It, subsequent or 
gallery (" mother gallery ")j j, egg nest with eggs scattered ahoutin boring dust; k, social 
exeaY!1ted by Iarvroj l, boring dust and resin; 'In, Iarvre at work, (Adapted from Pauly, 
Zeitschrift, I Jahrgang, tlgs. g and 4.) 
-rming tJ!e ground cover, often being in it very considerable number, resembling the 
lumps of mortar at the foot of a freshly constructed wall, following the excellent 
JID]Jarison of Altum. 
egg gallery is vertical, frequently curved and somewhat irregular, sometimes 
oul)ly' inflected, having 12 to 20 cm. of length. The female here deposits from 20 to 
eggs several times. Following this she' quits this place, to commence upon another 
of the same tree or upon neighboring trees, even to the deposition of from 150 
200 eggs. SOl!1etimes she is found dead in a final gallery baving deposited b:ut a 
eggs, the rest of her, provision. 
egg laying is done slowly after this preparatory work. It is therefore easily 
nct-erstood that a female which has deposited her first eggs about the month of June 
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sometimes goes to the month of September before having finished the operation~ 
transpires, perhaps, that the mother hibernates and finishes the evacuation of her 
eggs at the commencement of the following year. 
The larvre eat very close together, growing equally in size and age and making a 
common cavity underneath the bark. These larvre are white and resemble those ot 
Pissodes or the young larvro of_ Hylobi~s. In order to go through the pupal stage, i::-:· 
they return to the large space which they left behind them and which is filled with>-' 
excrement agglutinated by resin. It is there that they construct their pupal cases, L 
unless, departing from their common cavity, they eat out isolated galleries at the end -;;: 
of which_the pupal cases are formed. lIere they hibernate also and the perfect adults:j 
here find their chamber of hiben:ation, although they approach a little nearer the_-,:' 
place of entrance. 
It is apparent from the preceding that an egg laying extending often over several;/ 
months produces evolutionary cycles very different from each other as long as it lasta.J 
If the Iatvre which pass over the winter Can find a sufficient quantity of heat for_:_:l 
their complete evolution they go on to the pupal and adult stages. Others will be::j 
found later which will not be able to terminate their larval stage before the weather:? 
turns cold again and will be obliged to hibernate in their cells made in the middle of::: 
the dried excrement. Between these two extreme cases one finds intermediate_»; 
stages, possibly, for example, some in, the ptlpal state. ___ ; 
A hatching taking place toward the middle of this favorable period would not per.:.:Xi 
mit them, therefore, to attain their growth before winter. ;:'{: 
In winter -the adult secretes itself most often in wounds on the tree, where the:-~ 
larval state has been passed, or else it eats out smaH galleries between the roots and.:f:\ 
even under the bark, underneath the level of the ground. :3 
This giant hylesinid lives almost entirely in spruce. The trees on the outEkirts oM 
a planting, south and east, so that they are more exposed to the rays of the sun, ar~i 
the most menaced. As I have already said, the spruces from 25 to 50 years old areth~J 
most often attacke~ but the old plantings from 60 years and more are not immune:a 
jilicans should be counted among the insects very destructive to spruce. If th~~ 
first attack does not kill the tree, it does not resist the attacks of the fol~owing gene~t;~ 
tion which girdle th~ trunk by wounds and take all the natu~al adhesion between th~t 
bark and sapwood away. In this case the upper part of the trunk dies rapidly. Whe~1 
attack is made upon the root" the tree continues to live, at least while there are nO'(~j 
great many wounds upon several roots. <:':;$ 
This insect was first intro(fuced in forest entomology by Von Sierstorpf in 1791 und~fl 
the llame of Bostrichus ligniperda, but neither he nor Ratzeburg much later, and wl1B-l 
did not repeat the statements made by Saxesen, believed that this insect was a serio~,~J 
enemy. -\;1; 
Stein, in 1852, did not believe it injurious, but two years later, in 1854, he had jg: 
modify his opinion, after great destructions of trees in the forests of Neudorf in Saxony~ 
where micans attacked plantings from 40 to 50 years old, which had to be cut a~~\ 
sold on account of the attacks cif insects. ":"~\;% 
, Before 1858 the insect was almost unknown to Austrian entomologists. At th:~F 
date Kollar speaks of a serious attack upon the spruces 100 years old in the Imperl,M: 
Park of Laxenburg near Vienna, where micans had attacked in the beginning oril~ 
80me old trees which resisted for several years. :'>tJ~j 
At the reunion of the Foresters' Society of Harz in 1867 communications upon tlt~ 
presence of D. micans came in from all sides. They had found it in Harz, in Th~~ 
gerwald, in Anhalt, and in the plains in the forestry district of Marienthal, near Bl'1i,~ 
wick, without meanwhile considering its presence a great nuisance. 3;~~ 
In 1872 at the same assemblage Gebelers speaks of an attack at Thale in H~:t:! 
where D. micans had destroyed 10 hectares a of spruces mixed with sylvestral pi~m 
----------------~----.-------------------------------.~ 
a English equivalent, 24.71 acres. ::;111 
-:'~il 
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of them about 35' years old. Gluck in 1876 cites a very strong attack in Rheinfalz 
Coblenz. Since then the insect appeared everywhere and complaints arise 
year in Gennan forest literature. We know that the insect in ita continual 
<te;llsi,," toward the west, after having seriously ravaged the plantings of Eifiel 
of German Hel".4ogemvald, has finished by reaching our frontier, and that it was 
:iRe,)Vered for the first time in Belgium in 1896 in Herzogenwald. 
is quite clear that the preparation of trap. trees in the sense that one understands 
for the other scolytids can accomplish nothing. 
The remedial measures in actual use are as follows: "Vhen the laborer going to his 
in Hel"~ogenwa]d, or the forest officer on his circuit, notices any of the character-
signs of the attack of D. mi-cans he does not fail to make known at once his dis-
In order to easily find the tree again he should attach around the u·unk a 
ferns or grass. At certain periods, several times during the dangerous months; 
not so often, a worker, armed with a knife and a pruning knife, sometimes with 
ladder and a pail of coal tar or tar, makes the inspection of the contaminated 
FlO. 9·J.-'fhe European spruce beetle: Distribution map. (Autbo::'s illUstration.) 
After having encircled the tree with a special apron of twist, he raises the bark at 
-place of attack, cleans out the wound made by the larvffi, -and re-covers it with 
liquid preservative. The dried particles taken out are given to the fire and 
[e,",o'ved to the last particle, except during the months of summer, when the parasite, 
Pirnplo terebrans, is to be found_ When these are found it is necessary to examine 
d6[orj, upon a sheet or cloth. 
In order to clean out the wounds found upon the roots at their branching, a tool in 
form of a recurved spade is used. 
The expense resulting from stIch surveillailce and the work of cleaning iSllotexcess-
when the attack is in its infancy and the trees attacked are not yet numerous. 
Rarely it happens that the tree must be cut down. 
It is not the same when the insect has been able to install itself in a pJanting for· 
years and to form serious breeding places. In order to avoid, then, making 
ele,u'iJtlg' in the middle of dense plantings, it is -necessary to' proceed with great pru~ 
to clear out with circumspection, and to sometimes clean the trees high and 
this is still possible, It is estimated that trees which are not attacked for-
,\fDo",. tllan two-thirds of the circumference of the trunk can in this extreme case "be 
~elealled out and re-covered carefully with coal tar or tar. 
89535-Rnll. 83, p~. 1-09-11 
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It is evident that the price of cleaning becomes then very high; but we are 
pensated by preserving precious trees to continue the existence of the planting. 
In conclusion, we counsel, therefore, repeated visits during the summer months 
the forests where the presence of D. micans has already been determined and in 
where it may be expec~d; then; visits less frequent during the months of spling aD( 
winter. We counsel, also, the assembling of all the official personnel of 
service as soon as the presence of the insect is found and the giving of instruction -
tothe characteristic appearances attended by the insect attack. If necessary, a, bOlmt~ 
might be paid. 
After examining the trees designated, the foresters will decide whether it is best 
cut down the trees or clean them. 
In this manner it will be everywhere as in Herzogenwald, where a rigorous 
veillance, but not at all expensive, has rendered the existence of the insect 
impossible .. 
- SPECIMENS. 
This species is represented in the forest-insect collection of 
Bureau of Entomology by 90 specimens, including adults, IOT·trro 
and work. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
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. No. 22. THE BLACK TURPENTINE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctomls terebrans Olivo Figs. 95, 96.) 
The black turpentipe beetle is a large, stout, dark-brown or 
cylindrical barkbeetle, 5 to 8 mm. in length, with broad protllOl'a; 
coarsely punctured pronotum, the sides slightly narrowed 
the head, but not strongly constricted; the elytra with coarse, 
verse to· oblique rugosities between distinct to obscure rows of 
tures; the declivity convex, with moderately deep grooves, 
intervening spaces slightly convex and roughened, and the 
body sparsely clothed with long hairs. (See fig. 95.) It attacks 
living bark, usually at the base of injured, dying, or healthy· tre,es, 
the stumps of felled pine and.spruce,"froin Long Island, N. Y., 
ward to Florida and west;;vard to Texas and West Virginia, but 
more common in the South Atlantic and Gulf States. The 
beetles ·excavate broad, somewhat irregular, winding, 1001gitudl 
or sometimes transverse egg galleries through the inner 
groove the surface of the wood. The eggs are placed in gr')u])S 
masses at intervals along the sides of the galleries. The stout, 
lowish-white, cylindricallarvre, with reddish heads and stout 
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the dorsal plates of the last abdominal segments, do not make 
',sejJarace larval mines, but aU feed together and eat out cavities in 
inner bark from a few inches square to several reet square. They 
tra>lls:formlco pupre and adults in separate or closely-joined cells in the 
,in]ler bark or inner portion of the outer bark, but a few of the larvre 
somE,tirnes excavate independent mines beyond the social chamber 
the purpose of pupating. The broods work independently of 
:nt,l,p,r species and occupy and separate the bark around the base of 
trEJeS and stumps, often extending their work for a foot or more 
, ' the bark onto the roots beneath the sUI'face. The broad lar-
:'" val chambers are often fIlled with semiliquid resin without injury to 
, occupants, The attack on living 
trees and on stumps of those recently 
,e,"'"U is indicated by large masses of 
pij,ch and pitch tubes, mixed with red-
dish borings, 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
N ORTllERN SECTION. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
;': The winter is passed in and beneath 
" the bark of trees and stumps attacked 
:: the preceding spring and summer, as 
:, parent adults, larvre, and developed, 
,', broods, The larvre, as a rule, occupy 
., the bark on the roots beneath the sur-
:? 
face of the ground, 
ACTIVITY OJ.' OVERWlN'l'ERED BROODS. 
I 
FlO. 95.-The black turpentine beetle (Den-
droctonus lerebrans): Adult. Greatlyen-
larged. (Author's illustration.) 
The overwintered parent adults 
:, begin to extend their galleries or 
',< emerge and excavate new ones early 
, in March or in April, depending on 
::' the locality, and probably continue active until June or later. 
: The overwintered brood@ of developed adults begin t~ emerge from 
,. the bark and fly early in March, at Tryon, N, C" or in April or May 
farther north and at high altitudes. Their principal work of exca-
vating egg gaUeries is carried on during April and May, but is 
continued until hibernation begins in the fall. ' 
The overwintered broods of large larvre evidently complete their 
development and emerge in May and Juno, while some of the young, 
larvre may not complete their development and emerge until August 
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or later. Therefore there is a succession of emerging adults throughc 
out the greater part of the warm season, and it is not improbable that 
some of them pass the second ~interas matured adults. 
GENERATION. 
The broods from eggs of overwintered parent adults evidently de-
velop into adults, some of which emerge before hibernation begins 
in the fall, but it is probable that most of them pass the winter as 
matured adults. The overwintered broods of adults begin to deposit 
eggs in March and April, and continue to do so as successive broods 
appear until activity ceases in the fall. The eggs begin to hatch in 
March and April, the process continuing during April and May ancl 
until July or later. The principal active or feeding stage of the 
larval is during the period from May to July, but ·this stage may 
occur in any month of the year. The more advanced broods from 
eggs deposited in March 'evidently transform to pUpal and adults in 
JUly or August, but it appears that the principal period of transfor-
mation is in the fall, while the broods from eggs deposited in the sum-
mer do not transform until the following spring. 
It is probable that some of the adults of the earlier broods may 
. emerge in the fall, but no good evidence has been found that thcy 
do so in the northern section of the distribution. There is, however, 
such a complex overlapping of broods that it has. been difficult to 
arrive. at any conclusions regarding the normal period required for 
the development and emergence of all of the broods of a generation, 
It is evident, however, that in the northern section there is but one 
generation annually, and that in some cases it may require two year~ 
from the appearance of the earliest broods until all of the latest brood~ 
have developed and emerged and that, therefore, individuals of one 
generation may pass over two winters, first as young larVal, and second 
as matured adults and larVal, the latter from eggs deposited in th~ 
spring by the overwintered parent adults. It may also happen, as 
is known in some Curculionidm, that some of the adults may live. 
two years or more. 
SOUTHERN SECTION., 
In the region east of central North Carolina and south of westerJi 
North Carolina and eastern Tennessee the seasonal history differ~ 
from that. in the northern section, mainly in the fact that activity; 
begins earlier in the spring and continues later in the fall, that in itij 
more southern distribution it evidently continues aCMve during th.:\ 
entire year, and that there is one complete generation awl a paf:; 
tial second, if not two generations, annually, in the most southerJi 
localities. 
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HABITS. 
This species prefers to enter the bark at the base of injured and 
dying trees and the stumps of those newly felled, though it will 
attack the main trunk of living trees, and if in sufficient numbers· 
. , 
may cause their death without the aid of other agencies. Evidences 
of this have been noted by the writer on Long Island, N. Y., by 
Mr. W. F. Fiske in Texas, and by Dr. J. B. Smith (1899) in New 
Jersey. In the South, however, its principal injury is effected at 
the base of living pine trees, where its attack causes large scars, 
usually recognized as basal fire wounds. 
It has been found in practjeally all of the pines within its range, 
and a few specimens were taken by Mr. Fiske exeavating galleries in 
. spruce in the high mountains of North Carolina. 
A few specimens, taken by the writer in West Virginia from yellow 
and white pines, appear to represent quitc a distinct variety of the 
normal southern form, while specimens of .the normal form were taken 
from scrub and pitch pine at Kanawha Station, W. Va. Theprinci-
pal distribution of the species is south of the area occupied by the 
red turpentine bcetle, but the two overlap along the middle Atlantic 
States from North Carolina to Long Island, New York, and along 
the mountains hom North Carolina to Pennsylvania. 
In its southern distribution it is often found in large numbers in 
the stumps of felled trees wherever winter and spring timber-cutting 
opcrations are carried on, and in lightning 01' fire-injured trees, but 
especially in the bark at the base of pine trees killed or injured by 
other insects. It shows a preference for the base of pine trees and 
stumps, but will breed in the ],ark on the underside of prostrate 
trunks. 
The parent beetles excavate their broad, irregular, sometimes 
branched, longitudinal egg galleries for a distance of a few inches to 
many feet, through the inncr, living bark. If the bark is living, 
healthy, and full of rcsin, the progress in making an cntrance through 
the inner bark and extending the galleries is slow, so that often a 
large mass of resin, 01' so-called pitch, is ejeeted through the entrance 
burrow before the beetles overcome tIllS obstacle. In the meantime 
the adults will often bc found active, even when literally imbedded in 
thc semiliquid mass of rcsin. The gallery is fn'st e"tended upward 
above the entrance, though later it may be extended downward, or, 
if there is but little resin, downward f1'Om the start. Ten to forty, 
or more, eggs arc placed in an elongated mass at intervals along one or 
both sides of the gallery. When the larv", hatch they proceed in a 
body to fecd on the bark and ultimately excavate a c,avity, often 
many square feet in extent, which crosses and obliterates the primary 
gallery. When these large brood or larval chambers are excavated 
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i1\ the bark ofa living tree, they are often found filled with liquid 
resin, yet the larval will continue their work, apparently undisturbed,' 
by it. The larval, which are stout, cylindrical, yellowish-white, foot-
less grubs, with broad dorsal plates on the last abdominal segments • 
armed with 6,stout spines, transform to pUpal and adults in separate' 
or adjoining cells in the borings in the larval chamber, or in separate " 
cells extended from the margin or into the roof of the chamber. 
men the broods of adults are fully developed and ready to emerge' 
they usually bore through the intervening bark and congregate in the 
main chamber, where they mate and await the proper time for them i 
to emerge. They then bore a few exit holes, or utilize the ventilating i, 
holes in the old gallery, through each of which many individuals' 
emerge. In localities where this species is abundant it sometimes. 
congregates in swarms of greater or less extent, accompanied by , 
associates, guests, and enemies (see pp. 159-160). ' 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
In general, this species is of secondary importance in its relation to', 
the death of pine timber, but occasionally it has been found in the, 
r61e of the primary and only cause of the death of trees, especially on', 
Long Island, New York, and in New Jersey. The principal injury" 
. " however, is usually confined to the base of living pine trees. The, 
bro9,rl larval chambers separating the bark over aroas of greater 01','-'-
less extent might in many cases heal without serious harm, but the,' 
dead bark, with the pitch masses on the outside and the dried resin i', 
and borings beneath, offers the most favorable conditions for subse-': 
quent injuries by forest fires, and thus these larval chambers are the) 
primary cause of a very large percentage of the so-called" fire scars ,," 
or fire wounds which are so prevalent at the base and lower portion., 
of the trunks of living trees in the South. If a forest fire burns the·,: 
bark and resin and exposes the wood, it becomes dry and is usually·,;, 
mined by round-headed and flatheaded wood-borers. Or the wood.'; 
may become either pitchy or decayed, so that the next fire burns.; 
deeply into it and kills a larger area of the barIc Thus each subse-I 
quent fire contributes to an extension of the wound until in many<i; 
cases the tree is so weakened that it is broken down by wind 01'11 
attacked and killed by other barkbeetles. In the aggregate, this/$ 
primary injury by the beetle results in very extensive losses of some';;I 
of the best imber.<:~ 
EVIDENCES OF A'XTACK. 
The first evidences of the work of the beetle are found in 'fres~J) 
masses of pitch, or large 'pitch tubes, mixed with reddish horings, "'1011 
or near the' base of living trees and the stumps of recently felled onesI;%~ 
Subsequent evidence, until destroyed by fire, is found in the old pitcl!l4! 
<''-'ic; 
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,m,as,ms on the surface, traces of primary galleries under the bark or 
the wood, or round holes in the loose dead bark over the wound. 
The commercial value of the trees attacked by this beetle is not 
;~~~~"i ~~:~ affected until after the injury has been extended into the 
'I by fire, wood-boring insects, decay, etc., to a point where the 
'vItalIty is greatly reduced or the tre_e becomes worthless. 
, 
FAVORABLE AND UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS FOR THE BEE'l~LE. 
Favorable conditions for the multiplication of this beetle and its 
to living timber are round in sections where ror several years 
1m'ge amount of pine timber has been killed or injured by insects, 
leLleu and broken by storms, lumbering operations, etc., followed 
a year in which no timber dies or is injured or killed. Under 
tllllse conditions the vast numbers of this insect which have bred in 
injured and dying trees will, through necessity, attack the living 
trees and cause serious and widespread damage the first year. ThiS 
will usually be followed by little or no damage in succeeding years, 
~,unJe"s ravorable conditions are again presented ror their multipli-
The first year after the disappearance or the southern pine 
beetle in West Virginia the swarms or the red tm'pentine beetle 
,', c,msed extensive injuries to the base of living trees, but for many 
thereafter the species was, rare and did no harm. Unravor-
ablo conditions for injury to living trees by this insect are found in 
forests under a system of forest management which requires 
Frnol:e or less continuous timber-cutting operations to utilize the older 
~,jnature(l, injured, and dying trees. 
METHODS OF OONTROL. 
Since the habits of this beetle and the character of the injury 
cansed by it are in marked contrast to those of nearly all other 
{sloecIes or the genus, the problem of control is quite different. The' 
princ,ip.a1 injury is to the base of living trees, which, in itself, may be 
;{'illgm, but when aggravated and extended by subsequent and quite 
different causes may become quite extensive. Therefore the object 
',~JlIVt"lU be to prevent the prinrary injury by preventing the undue 
lllultiplication of the beetle, or by furnishing a continuous supply of 
" more attractive breeding places, as in the case of continued lumber-
ling operations. The first may be accomplished if within quite an 
/ extensive area the infested bark is removed from the base of insect-
Tkilled, Iightning:struck, and otherwise injured or dying trees, as well 
i{ as from the stumps of those felled during local or sporadic tinrber-
t cutting operations. This work should be done during the fall and 
: winter following infestation, beginning with the first of September 
: and ending with the first of March; Where only a few trees in a lawn 
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or park are mvolved, or even where many are attacked m a forest 
under a complete system of forest management, serious mjury may 
be prevented by cuttmg the beetles out of the bark with a chisel or 
knife as soon as the discharge of resin on the bark indicates their 
presence; or they can often be killed quicldy and effectually by 
means of a stout wire inserted into the entrance burrow,if done before 
the parent beetles have extended' their galleries into the' mner bark 
beyond 2 or 3 inches. 
n appears that in places where continued timber~cuttmg opera-
tions are carried on there are sufficient and most attractive breeding 
places for this beetle; therefore m such sections little or no dam,age 
to the living and otherwise uninjured trees will result. If the cutting 
should be discontinued for one or more years throughout a large 
, 
FIG. 96.-The black tnrpentine beetle: DistribuUon map. (Author's illustration.) 
area, and if it seems desirable, the infested bark may be remove4; 
from the majority of the stumps of trees felled during the fall, winter!" 
and sprmg, or the brush piled around the stumps and bUlned, th~;; 
work to be done during the fall and winter following the cuttmg. . .... 
In case the removal of the bark from the stumps is required ~'~ 
timber-cutting contracts, it should be specified that the bark musii.! 
not be removed until after it becomes infested with broods of larval;;; 
or, in other words, the stumps of trees felled in the fall, wmter, an~ .• 
spring should not be barked to destroy the broods of this beetl~2.' 
befo;-e the following June or July, but the barking must be C0n1f:~i 
pIe ted before the following March. Trees felled during the sprin~!w 
and summer to serve as traps should not have the bark removed {<'!f·; 
at least two months after such operation. 
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In some sections of the country this beetle appears to be attmcted 
to the trunks of felled trees much more than in others, depending 
probably on the species of tree and local conditions reh1ting espe-
cially to the presence or absence of certain other insects which would 
or would not interfere with the development of their broods. 
BASIS OF INFORMATION. 
Information in regard to this heetle is hased on investigations hy 
the writer in West Virginia, at Romney, July, 1891; at Dellslow, 
March and November, 1891; at Crow, Aplil, 1893; in llandolph 
County, in spruce forest, May, 1893; at Kaimwha Sto,tion, July, 1903; 
in North Carolina, at Fletchers, July and November, 1902; at Tryon, 
July, 1902, March, 1903, and October, 1903; at Boardman, Novem-
ber, 1904; at Lumber, S. C., March, 1903; at Kirbyville, Tex., 
November, 1902; on Long Island, New York, September, 1903; at 
Roosevelt, W. Va., and Virginia BOUGh, Va., June, November, and 
December, 1907; on investigations by Mr. W. F. Fiske in North 
Carolina, at Tryon, March, April, May, and November, 1903, Novem-
ber, 1904, and March, May, and July, 1905; at Pisgah Ridge Moun-
tain, September, 1904; at Pink Beds, September, 1904, and May, 
1905; at Biltmore, May, 1905; at Cotnelia, Ga., November, 1903; at 
Thomasville, Ga., March, 1905; at New Landing, S. C., August, 1903; 
at Chicora, S. C., November, 1904; at Call, 'fex., Februal'Y, 1905, 
and at Deweyville, Tex., March, 1905.. Additional localities through 
conespondClice and from other collections aro: Ncw Brunswick and 
Lakewood, N. J.; Islip, Long Island, New York; Calhoun, Ala.; Tark-
ington and Austin, Tex.; Tampa, Fla., and Marion County, Fla.; Glen 
Allen and Fort MOlll'oe, Va. llepresented in the forest-insect colledion 
of this Bureau by over 400 specimens, including all stages and work. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY. 
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No. 23. THE RED TURPENTINE BEETLE. 
(Dendroctonus 'Ualem Lee,a Figs. 97-102.) 
The red turpentine beetle is a large, stout, light to dark red, cylin-
drical barkbeetle, 5.7 to 9 111m. in length, with head broad, convex,lack-
ing grooves or longitudinal impressions; the pronotum broad, coarsely 
a Referred to under Dendl'octonus terebrans in earlier literature. 
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punctured, becoming finer toward base, the sides slightly narrowed 
toward the head, but not strongly constricted; the elytra with coarse, 
transverse to oblique rugosities between distinct to obscure rows of 
punctures; the declivity convex, with moderately deep grooves, and 
the intervening spaces slightly convex and roughened; the entire 
body sparsely clothed with long hairs. (See fig. 97.) 
It attacks the living bark on injured, dying, healthy, and felled pine 
and spruce in eastern United States and Canada, north from the 
mountains of North Care 
oIina, westward to the 
Pacific coast, and south-
ward from British Co-
l lumbia. into Mexico. The parent beetles excavate 'broad, somewhat irregu-
lar, winding, longitudi-
FIG, 97.-The red turpentine bcctl~ (Dcndrocwmls vaZClls): 
Adult. Greatly enllnged .. (Aut.hor'sillustrMion.) (See also 
fig. 4, larva~ fig. 5, pupa.) 
nal egg galleries (fig. 98) , 
through the inner bark ' 
and groove the surface 
of the wood. The eggs 
are placed in groups or 
masses at intervals along 
the sides of the galleries. 
The stout, yeU-owish-
white, cylindrical larvro, 
with reddish heads and 
stout spines on the dorsal 
plates of the last ab-
dominal 'segments, do' 
not make separate larval " 
mines, but all feed to- ," 
gether and eat out 00'"'- •••. 
ties in the inner barkfr()m .~; 
a few inches square 
several feet square (,p,e' 
fig. 98). 
to pupro 
separate or closely joined cells in the inner bark, or inner po,rtllollJJ; 
of the outer bark, or in mines extending from the social 
bel'. The broods work independently of other species and OC'W]'Yil' 
and separate the bark around the base of trees and stumps 
fig. 99), often extending their work for a foot or more onto 
roots beneath the sur/ace, and the broad larval chambers are ott,o~ 
filled with semiliquid resin, without injury to the occupants. 
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attack on living trees and on the stumps of those recently felled is 
indicated by large masses of pitch and pitch tubes, mi"ed with 
reddish borings. 
SEASONAL HISTORY. 
OVERWINTERING STAGES. 
The winter is passed in and beneath the bark of trees and stumps 
attacked the preceding spring and summer, as parent adults, larval, 
and developed broods, the larVal, as a rule, occupying the bark on the 
roots beneath the surf ace of the ground. 
FIG. 98.-The red turpentine beetle. Egg galleries and larval chamber: A, Incomplete egg galleries 
with boring dust'removed; B, normal gallery; C, advanced stage of work; a, entrance burrow; 
0, bl1sal section; c, ventilating burrow; d, egg ne~t with eggs; e, boring dust; f, subsequent or inner-
galleries; g, Inrvre at work; It, pupal cell in boring dust mixed with resin. (Author's illustration.) 
ACTIVITY OF OVERWINTERED BROODS. 
The overwintered parent adults begin to extend their galleries 
during the first warm weather in March, April, or June, depending 
on locality, and probably continue to work in these, 01' excavate new 
galleries, until July and August, 01' later. It is probable that afte!' 
finishing one gallery they emerge and excavate new ones, and that this 
process may be repeated during the summer and fall. It is also not 
improbable that some of them may pass the second winter. The 
overwintered broods of young adults begin to emerge from the bark 
in April and continue to do so during May and June, and less com-
monly until August, or.1ater; they excavate galleries principally in 
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May and June, and continue activity until hibernation begins in the, 
fall. 'The overwintered broods of large larval evidently complete their' 
development to pUpal and adults and emerge by July, while the young 
larVal may not complete their development and emerge until in 
September and October, and some individua'!s may pass the second " 
winter as adults. 
OENERATTON. 
The overwintered broods of adults evidently begin to excavate " 
galleries and deposit eggs in the period from April to June, depending 
on latitudes and altitudes, and continue their activity as successive " 
broods emerge, during June, July, .August, and until September, or ". 
later. The eggs b"gin to hatch probably within a week or ten days , 
after they are deposited. ,This process continues during May and 
June or July, until September, or later. The larval development is" 
principally during July, August, and September, but continues until) 
hibernation begins. The more advanced larVal begin to transform 
to pUpal and adults in August, while some of the others continue trans-
formation during September and October, until cold weather, when' 
larv", of all stages, pup"', and adults are found. 
While it is possible that some of the more advanced broods in the, 
warmer iocalities may emerge in the late summer, or early fall, it is 
evident that hy far the greater n umher pass the winter in the hark, " 
where they develop and emerge in the following spring and summel'. , 
The possibility of individuals of the overwintered parent adults, 
well as of young adUlts of the overwintered hrood, excavating more' 
than one gallery, during the season, together with the probability that 
some individuals of a single generation may pass through two or even 
three winters, involves such an overlapping of broods of different-
generations that even with extensive observations it has been impos-
sible to arrive at any definite conclusions regarding the normal period' 
required for the development and emergence of all of the broods of a 
generation. 
HABITS. 
This species prefers to enter the bark of injured or dying trees or 
that of the stumps and logs of those which have been felled, but often, 
attacks the perfectly healthy bark on the base and roots of healthy, 
living trees. 
It has been found in practically all of the eastern pines and SDl'Uces{ 
within its range of distribution, and in nearly all of the p:m;~;::'~: 
western pines, but in none of the western spruces except .11 
spruce in the Black Hills of South Dakota. It is probable that no:ne 
of the species of pine and spruce growing within its range is ex,ompt 
from its attack. We have no records of it in fir (Abies), or in Doug-
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las fir, and it is not likely that it will infest these trees, but it has been 
found in the eastern larch. " 
It is often exceedingly abundant in the stumps of felled trees 
where timber-cutting operations are carried on, in fire..:scorched trees, 
and especially in the bark at the base of those killed by other species 
of Dendroctonus, or by lightning, or storm, or otherwise injured and 
broJ{en. It shows a decided preference for the bark on the base of 
, 
" 
, FIG. 99.-The red turpentine beetle. Work in bark at base of tree: a, Entrance ftnil pikh tube; b, %g 
gaIlery; c, boring dust. und resin; d, pupal cell; e, pupa: j, larv(e at work feeding on inner living 
bark; g, exit burrows; h, resulting old scar or basal wound, often referred to as basal fire wound; 
i, inner bark with outer corky bark removed, (Author's illustration,) 
pine trees and stumps, and is rarely common in the Jogs or prostrate 
trunks," even of pine. 
The parent beetles excavate their broad, inegular, sometimes 
branched, longitudinal egg "galleries, from a few inches to many feet in 
length, through the inner living barle If the bark is living and 
healthy and full of resin, the progress in making an entrance through 
the inner bark and extending the galleries is slow, and often large 
masses of resin or so-called pitch are pushed out at the entrance before 
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they overcomethls obstacle. In the meantime the adults will often" 
he found active, even when literally embedded in the semiliquid maBs' 
of resin. The gallery is first extended in one direction above the 
entrance, but later it may be extended below, or, if there is but little', 
resin, may extend downward from the start. Ten to forty or more. 
eggs are placed in an elongated mass along one or both sides of the' 
gallery, and when the larv", hatch they proceed in a body to reed on 
the bark and ultimately excavate a cavity, often many square feet in, 
extent (fig. 101), which crosses and obliterates the primary gallery. 
When these large social brood or larval chambers are excavated in the, 
. . 
. - '" 
FIG.IOO.-The r'ed tUl'pentine beetle: Be'sal w~und in Jiving tree resulting from primary injurYb~-
this species. Often niistaken for fire wound. (Author's illustrILtion,) -
bark of a living tree, they are often found filled with liquid resin, ye¥, 
the lar"'" will continue their work, apparently undisturbed by it; 
The larv"" which are stout, cylindrical, yellowish-white, footlesS, 
grubs, with broad dorsal plates on the last abdominal segments arme~ 
with six stout spines, transform to pup'" and adults in separate 0!i 
adjoining cells in the borings in the larval chamber or in separat* 
cells extended from the margin or into the roof of the chamber. Wheli, 
the broods of adults are fully developed and ready to emerge, the~ 
usually bore through the intervening bark and congregate in the maiji 
chamber, where they mate and await the pl:oper time for themt,~ 
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emerge. They then bore a few exit holes or utilize the ventilating 
holes in the old gallery, through each of which many individuals 
emerge .. In localities where this barkbeetle is abundant it sometimes 
congregates in swarms of greater or less extent, accompanied by asso-
ciates, guests, and enenlies. 
The flight habits of all of the species of Dendroctonus are more or 
less obscure, but some observations have been made on tbe swarm-
ing habits of this species, as recorded by the writer in Bulletin No. 56 
of the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station, pages 346-348, 
which are perhaps worthy of repetition in this connection: 
FIG. 101.-Westen] yellow l)ine showillg work of the red turpentine beetle, Flagstaff, Ariz. (Origillal.) 
Returning to-Morgantown, 1V. Va., on May-12, I learned from my assistant, AIr. 
IV. E. Rumsey, and others, tha.t a great swarm of barkbeetles had passed through 
Morgantown on :May 4. They were especially abundant in and around furniture 
factories and new houses that were being painted, and wherever there -was an oclor 
of turpentine. In fact, they came, as, it was expressed, "like a hailstorm," into 
open windows and doors, and were the cause of considerable alarm on the part of the 
inhabitants, who thought that a plague of bugs had visited tne place. The new 
greenhouses that were being constructed and painte4 at the experiment station were 
central point-s of attraction. Here they occurred like swarms of bees. 
While this remarkable swa.rm consisted mainly of the turpentine barkbeetles, it 
would appeal' from the dead and living exampl.es that I found in the greenhouses 
and adhering to the paint that it was accompanied by numerous species of bark and 
timber beetles and also by some of their eneluies. I was greatly disapp.ointed that 
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I did not see this swann 01' the many others like it which I subsequently leamed 
occurred in different sections of the State about the same time, since it would have 
been very interesting and important to know the number of species tp.at occurred 
in them and the approximate proportions of each.a 
On my way to the spruce forests on May 20, I was informed at Bretz,' Tucker 
County, W. Va., that the swarm had occurred there on April 30. They came from 
the southeast and ('showered against the- windows like hail," and entered through 
the open doors into the -houses in such- numbers that they h9.:d to be swept out. I 
found a few examples of the turpentine beetle in the office of Mr. Sha:w, who informed 
me that it was the same insect that occurred in the swarm. At lvIr. Frank Bennet's, 
about 15 miles farther up the river (Dry Fork of Cheat), I learned that a similar 
swarm had visited that section about the same time as the one at Bretz. Here I 
found large numbers of the turpentine beetle in the webs of the apple tree tent cater-
pillar. The swarm that passed through Bretz and: Morgantown doubtless originated 
in the dead pine timber of Hampshire, Hardy" and Pendleton counties, and taking 
a northwesterly course passed over the Allegheny Mountains and through the great 
spruce forests of Randolph and Tucker counties about April 30, and reached· Mor-
gap.to"\\"1l on May 4. The swarm was also reported from different points along the 
West Virginia and Pittsburg Railroad and from Poca.hontas and Greenbrier counties, 
which would indicate that this remarkable occurrence was quite general throughout 
the spruce and pine a,reas. The fact that 'the turpentine beetle had been Iound so 
common attacking living trees and occurred in such enormous numbers in these 
swarms, together with the fact that numerous other species occurred· in the swarrrm 
and in the bark of dying trees, led one very naturally to the conclusion that even if 
the destructive species had become extinct the timber would continue to be killed 
by these surviving bal'kbeetles. 
The vast numbers of the red turpentine beetle which had bred in 
the trees killed by the southern pine beetle during 1891 and 1892, 
finding no more trees dying from this cause in 1893, attacked the 
base of living pine and spruce, and did considerable damage dming 
the summer of 1893, but there was little or no damage caused by it 
in 1894, and for many years thereafter it was a rare insect in the 
coniferous forests of West Virginia examined by the writer. 
ECONOMIC FEATURES. 
In general, this species is of secondary importance in its economic 
relations to American forests. In the East it has never been found 
as the primary and only cause of the death of trees; in California, both 
at Monterey and in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, it is more aggres-
sive, and it appears that numbers of trees have been killed or se-
riously damaged by it. The prineipal injmy is to the base of living 
aThe species found in the greenhouses and on paint which evidently came in the 
swarm, May 4, 1893, are as follows: 
1. Monarthrum m.ali Fitch. 
2. Gnathotrichus rnater-iarius Fitch. 
3. Xyleborus ~cylograph'US Say. 
4. Tomicus cacographus Lee. 
5. I-Iylastes cat'Cl'nosUS Zimm. 
6. Hylastes gracilis Lee. 
7. I-Iylttrgops glabratus Zett. 
8. Dcndroctonus tcrebrans Oliv.[ =-valen:{' 
Lee., which greatly predominated ill;_: 
the swarm,] --
9. Ip,~ fasciatu-8 Olivo 
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pine and spruce, especially the former. While it sometimes infests 
the bark 8 or 10 feet above the base and in sufficient numbers to]Pll a 
few trees, it is an abnormal habit and result. It sometimes com-
pletely separates the bark around the base, but the wounds are so 
completely covered by resin that a tree so affected rarely dies from this 
injury alone, but often from secondal], iujUl]' by fire or other insects. 
The broad larval chambers separating the bark over areas of greater 
or less extent might in many cases heal without serious harm, but the 
dead bark with the pitch masses on the outside and the dried resin 
and borings beneath offer the most favorable conditions for subse-
quent injuries by forest fires, and thus are the primary cause of a vel]' 
large percentage of the so-called' 'fire scars" or fire wounds ·(fig. 100) 
which are so prevalent at the base and lower portion of the trunks of 
living trees in the dry pine areas of the western mountains. One or 
more years after the injUl], by the beetle, a forest fire niay burn the 
bark and resin and expose the wood, which becomes dry and is then 
bored by round-headed and flat-headed wood-borers, or it becomes 
pitchy or decayed, so that the next fire burns deep into the wood 
and kills a larger area of the bark. Thus each subsequent fire con-
tributes to an extension of the wound until in many cases the tree 
is so weakened that it is broken down by wind or attacked and killed 
by other barkbeetles. In the aggregate, this primal'J injUl]' by the' 
beetle results in very extensive losses of some of the best timber. 
EVIDENCES 01<' AT'l'ACIL 
The first evidence of the work of the beetle is found in the fresh 
masses of pitch orlarge pitch tubes, mixed with reddish borings, at 
or near the base of living trees and stumps of recently fejled ones. 
SubsequBlft evidence, until destroyed by fire, is found in the old 
pitch masses on the surface or traces of primm]' galleries under the 
bark 01' on the wood, and round holes in the loose, dead bark over the 
wound. 
EI"FEC'l'S ON COMMERCIAL V_U,UE OF THE WOOD. 
The commercial value of the trees injured by this beetle is not 
materially affected until after the injUl]' has been extended into the 
trtmk by fire, wood-boring insects, decay, etc., to a point where the 
vitality is greatly reduced or the tree becomes worthless. 
FAV?EABLE AND,_UNF.1..VORABl,E CONDITWNS FOR, THE BEETLE. 
Favorable conditions fOl: the multiplication of this beetle and for 
its injury to living timber are found ill sections where for several 'years 
.. a large amount of pine timber has been killed 01' injured by insects, or 
felled and broken by storms,lumbering operations, etc., followed by a 
year in wmchno timber diesOl' is injured or killed; Under these con-
89535-Bul!. 83, pt. 1-09-12 . 
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ditions the vast numbers of this insect which have bred in the in-
jured and dying trees will, through necessity, attack the living trees 
and cause serious and widespread damage thefirst year. Thiswill 
usually be followed by little or no damage in succeeding years, unless 
more favorable conditions are again presented for their mUltiplication. 
Unfavorable conditions for injury to living trees by this insect are 
found in healthy forests under a system of forest management which 
requires more or less continuous timber-cutting operations to utilize 
the older matured, injured, and dying trees. 
METHODS OF CONTROL. 
Owing to the peculiar habits of this beetle and the character of the 
injury caused by it, contrasting strongly with those of other species of 
the genus except the black turpentine beetle, the problem of control 
is quite different from that relating to 'nearly all of the other species. 
The principal injury is to the base of living trees, which, in itself, may 
be slight, but when aggravated and extended by subsequent and quite 
different causes may become quite extensive. Therefore the object 
should be to prevent the primary injury, by preventing the undue mul-
tiplication of the beetle or by providing more attractive and con-
, tinued breeding places. The first may be accomplished within quite 
an extensive area if the infested bark is removed from the base of 
insect-killed, lightning-struck, and otherwise injured or dying trees, 
cas well as from the stumps of local or sporadic timber-cutting opera-
"tions, the work to be done during the fall and winterfollowing infesta-
tion, beginning with the first of September and ending with the first of 
March., When only a few trees in a lawn or park are involved, or even 
where many are attacked in a forest under a complete system of forest 
management, serious injury may be prevented by cutting tire beetles 
out of the bark with a chisel or knife, as soon as the discharge of resin 
on the bark indicates their presence. Often they can be ki1led quickly,. 
and effectually by means of a stout wire in~el-ted into the entrance 
burrow, if done before the parent beetles have extended their galleries' 
in the inner bark beyond 2 or 3 inches. 
It appears that continued timber-cutting operations offer sufficient 
and more attractive breeding places for this beetle. Therefore, in 
sections where these are carried on little or no damage to the living and 
otherwise uninjured trees will result; but if the cutting should be dis-
continued for one or more years throughout a large area the infested 
bark should be removed from the majority of the stumps of trees,,' 
felled during the fall, winter, and spring, the work to be done during 
the fan and winter follqwing the cutting. 
In case the removal of the bark from the stumps is required in 
timber-cutting contracts, it should be specified that the bark must 
not be removed until after it becomes infested with broods of Iarv"" 
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or, in other 'words, the stumps of trees felled in the fall and winter 
should not be barked to destroy the broods of this beetle before June 
or July, but the barking must be completed before the following 
March. Trees felled during the spring and summer to serve as traps 
should not have the bark removed for at least two months after the 
trees are felled. 
- In some sections of the country thkbeetle appears to be attracted 
to the t!1lnks of felled trees much more than to those of others, 
depending probably more on the species of tree and local conditions 
rslating especially to the -presence or absence of certain other insects 
which would or would not interfere with the development 01 their 
broods. 
In the vicinity of Monterey, Cal., it was found by the writer 'abun-
dant in September in the bark of trees felled by storm the previous 
April. This suggested the utilizing of trap trees in such localities 
to' attract the beetles to the bark of the trunks, as well as to that on 
the stumps. 
BASIS OliO, INFORMATION. 
- The above statements are based on investigations by the writer 
in many localities in different sections of West Virginia in 1890 to 
1894; .at McCloud and Berkeley, Cal., Grants Pass and Albany, 
Oreg., near Spokane, Wash., and at Moscow, Idaho, April to .Tvne, 
! 1899; in the Black Hills, South Dakota, 1901 and 1902; at Priest 
Lake, Idaho, August, 1902; at Del Monte and Monterey; Cal., Sep-
tember, 1902; at Williams, Ariz., September, 1902; at Vermejo, 
N. Mex., May, 1903; at Flagstaff, Ariz., May, 1904; in the Yosemite 
National Park?, California. June, 1904; at Brunswick and Portland, 
Me., May and June, 1900; at Malden, Wyoming [Melrose], and Lynn 
Woods, Mass., May, 1906 (in Norway spruce defoliated by gipsy 
moth); at Milford. Pa., May, 1905; at Pink Beds, N. C., July, 1904; 
at Manitou Park and Palmer Lake, Colo., October, 1905; in Ventura 
County, Cal., June, 1904; at Garland, Colo., June, 1906; on Grand 
Island, Michigan,.July, 1907; by Mr. W. F. Fiske, at Webster, N. H., 
June, 1904; at Pink Beds, N. C., May, 1905; on Grand Island, Michi-
gan, Oct9ber, 1906; at Capitan and Cloudcroft, N. Mex., March to 
May, 1907';' by Mr. J. L. Webb, in the Black Hills, South Dakota, 
June to October, 1902; at Flagstaff, Ariz., J'une to August, 1904; in 
the vicinity of Centerville, Idaho, May to August, 1905; in the Cap-
itan Monntains, Lincoln National Forest, and White Mountains, New 
Mexico, and in the Chiricahua National Forest, Arizona, June to 
September, 1907; by Mr. H. E. Burke, at Palo Alto, Cal., May, 1905, 
May, 1906, and September, 1906; in the Yosemite National Park and 
vicinity, at Wawona, Summerdale, Little Yosemite, and Yosemite, 
Cal., May to September, 1906; at. Kamas, P"nguitch, and Panguitch 
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Lake, Utah, Joseph, Oreg., and Palo Alto and Pacific Grove, Cal., June 
to October, 1907. ' Additional localities throngh corr~pondence and 
f,'om other collections are: Missoula and Ovondo, Mont. ; Fredonia, 
Paradise, Williams, Flagstaff, and Tucson, Ariz.; Franconia and Pike, 
·v. , 
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FIG. l02.-'i'he red-turpentine beetle: Di$trib~tion map. (Author's illustration.) 
N. H.; Orono and Limerick, Me,; !:Uen Allen, Va.; Le Moin, Vis"lia, , 
Ventura Connty,Sisson, Placer County, Siskiyou County, "nd Duns- " 
muir, Cal.; Kansas; Helena, Mont.; Cold ridge, N., Mex.; Powder River,., 
Custer County, Colo.; Skykomish River, Washington; Hood River,<' 
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Oreg.; Coeur d'Alene, Idaho; Duluth, Minn.; Marquette,Mich.; Cam-
bridge, Mass.; Chalco, Chihuahua, Mexico City, Michoacan, Ponada, 
and Satazin, Mexico. It is represented in the forest-insect collec-
tions of the West Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station and of 
the Bureau of Entomology by more than 5,000 specimens. 
'While specimens from all over the country are included under one 
name, it is believed by the writer that there are a number of more or 
less distinct so-called races and varieties, and possibly some forms 
are specifically distinct, but, owing to the great variation in all deter-
mined characters which can be used for such a separation, it is thought 
best to leave all of them undcr one name. The species is easily 
separated from the southern turpentine beetle by its light to dark red 
color, except when compared with the immature reddish specimens, 
and then the coarser punctures on the pr9thorax and coarser' teeth of 
the tibia of the latter will serve to indicate the difference. 
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